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Abstract

This thesis contains an extended summary describing damping of torsional and cou-
pled bending-torsion vibrations in flexible beam structures by supplemental damping
devices. Torsion occurs in various large structures and it is shown how to apply both
passive and active dissipation mechanisms to control the dynamic response.

The first part of the thesis considers different modelling aspects of torsional beam
vibrations. A novel concept is presented where damping is introduced by restraining
the out-of-plane axial warping displacements associated with torsion. Modelling
such local forces typically requires a three-dimensional description. Solving the
corresponding equations in state-space may be computationally very inefficient and
emphasis is thus on equivalent yet simpler and computationally efficient models. An
analytical procedure is presented together with finite element models consisting of
beam elements and 3D isoparametric elements for dynamic analysis.

Damping of pure torsional vibrations by restraining warping with viscous dampers
is presented in the second part of the thesis. A 3D FE model is set up with discrete
viscous dampers and the results are used to calibrate an analytical model with
the discrete dampers modelled by an equivalent viscous bimoment. The partial
restraining of warping caused by the local dampers gives rise to a residual flexibility
incorporated into the equivalent analytical model. Significant damping ratios are
obtained for cross-sections with open contours and the residual flexibility is easily
determined based on the 3D model.

The third part considers damping of coupled bending-torsion vibrations by active
feedback control. A 3D model with discrete actuators is again used to calibrate a
beam element model with positive position feedback control. The apparent negative
stiffness component of the applied linear filter increases the damping potential, and
when only restraining the warping component of the coupled response, noticeable
damping ratios are obtained for the effective beam element model.

The final and fourth part considers multiple tuned mass absorbers targeting the same
fully coupled mode. The non-resonant background modes contribute to the support
motion of the absorbers, and this effect is represented by two additional terms
and calibrated based on information from the complete structure. An approximate
balancing procedure furthermore indicates the necessity of inhomogeneous sizing of
the absorbers.
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Resumé

Denne afhandling indeholder et udvidet resumé, der beskriver dæmpning af vridnings-
og koblede bøjning-vridningssvingninger i fleksible bjælkekonstruktioner ved hjælp
af supplerende dæmperanordninger. Vridning forekommer i forskellige store kon-
struktioner, og det vises, hvordan både passive og aktive dissipationsmekanismer
kan anvendes til at kontrollere det dynamiske respons.

Den første del af afhandlingen omfatter forskellige modelleringsaspekter af vrid-
ningssvingninger. Et nyt koncept præsenteres, hvor dæmpning introduceres ved at
fastholde de aksiale hvælvningsflytninger forbundet med vridning. Modellering af
sådanne lokale kræfter kræver typisk en tredimensionel beskrivelse. Den tilsvarende
løsning ved tilstandvariable kan være beregningsmæssigt meget ineffektiv, og der
lægges derfor vægt på ækvivalente, men enklere og beregningseffektive modeller.
En analytisk procedure sammen med elementmetodemodeller bestående af bjæl-
keelementer og isoparametriske 3D-elementer til dynamisk analyse præsenteres.

Dæmpning af rene vridningssvingninger ved fastholdelse af hvælvning med viskose
dæmpere præsenteres i anden del af afhandlingen. En 3D FE-model sættes op
med diskrete viskose dæmpere, og resultaterne bruges til at kalibrere en analytisk
model med de diskrete dæmpere modelleret som et ækvivalent viskost bimoment.
Den delvise fastholdelse af hvælvning forårsaget af dæmpernes lokale karakter giver
anledning til en residual fleksibilitet, der indarbejdes i den ækvivalente analytiske
model. Betydelige dæmpningsforhold opnås for tværsnit med åbne konturer, og den
residuale fleksibilitet bestemmes let på baggrund af 3D-modellen.

Den tredje del behandler dæmpning af koblede bøjning-vridningssvingninger ved
aktiv feedback-kontrol. En 3D-model med diskrete aktuatorer bruges igen til at
kalibrere en bjælkeelementmodel med positiv positionsfeedbackkontrol. Den tilsyne-
ladende negative stivhedskomponent i det anvendte lineære filter øger dæmpningspo-
tentialet, og når kun hvælvningskomponenten i det koblede respons fastholdes, opnås
betydelige dæmpningsforhold for den effektive bjælkeelementmodel.

Den sidste og fjerde del omfatter multiple tunede masseabsorbere, rettet mod samme
fuldt koblede svingningsform. Bidraget til understøtningsflytningerne af absorberne
på grund af de ikke-resonante baggrundssvingningsformer, kalibreres med to tillægs-
konstanter bestemt på baggrund af information fra den komplette konstruktion. En
approksimativ balanceringsprocedure indikerer endvidere nødvendigheden af inho-
mogen balancering af absorberne.
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1 | Introduction

Methods for alleviating structural vibrations have been a vivid area of research
for the past many decades [46]. Vibrations in structures induced by wind, rain,
earthquake, humans, traffic etc. are generally inexpedient and associated with a
number of disadvantages. For structures intended for human interaction too large
accelerations may cause discomfort and vibrations should therefore be limited to
low frequencies. Vibrations may additionally lead to fatigue damage [34] which for
larger structures may cause collapse or reduced structural life-time. Slender beam
structures like bridge girders [1, 3, 57] as in Fig. 1.1, wind turbine blades [11, 56] as
in Fig. 1.2 and airplane wings may furthermore be prone to aeroelastic instabilities
like flutter [25, 18] where apparent negative damping is induced. Hereby an other-
wise small structural motion may develop over time to vibrations with excessive
amplitudes. For bridge girders and wind turbine blades tuned mass dampers [4, 44]
and viscous-type dampers [22, 11] have been used to damp vibrations.
When the inherent material damping does not suffice, the use of supplemental
dampers is a widely recognized way to effectively reduce the dynamic response of a
flexible structure. There is a large variety of damping devices with different char-
acteristics [49]. They can be categorised in several groups where two of them en-
compass passive and active devices. Passive systems may enhance energy dissipation
without any power source and operate on principles such as sliding or friction [42]. A
well-known passive damping mechanism is the viscous damper which is proportional
to the instantaneous velocity [31]. Viscous damper models may lead to theoretically

Figure 1.1. Left: Hardanger Bridge, Norway.1 Right: London Millennium Bridge, UK.2

1Source: https://en.hardangerfjord.com/eidfjord/things-to-do/hardanger-bridge-p1680333.
2Source: https://www.triphobo.com/places/london-united-kingdom/millennium-bridge.
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Figure 1.2. Wind turbine rotor.3

neat results and therefore comprise practical rules of thumb, e.g. as for the case of
a discrete viscous damper on a cable [35]. Viscous dampers, however, represent to
a great extent a mathematical convenience rather than a physical damping mecha-
nism, and thus often serve to illustrate the mechanisms behind damping and the
associated potential to alleviate vibration amplitudes. Pure viscous damping may
however be realized actively by direct velocity feedback [5], which requires an active
control strategy.
Active control devices, on the other hand, are force delivering systems typically ap-
plied with real-time processing of sensor data [50]. They usually require a power
source and must therefore also undergo maintenance and be constructed in a ro-
bust manner in the case of a power outage. The advantage of active control is an
increased effect and greatly enhanced damping. But when addressing civil engineer-
ing structures there are uncertainties due to deviations in geometry, wear of devices
and structure etc., all to be captured by a limited number of sensors [26]. The
tuning and calibration of such a device is therefore important in order for it to be
fail-safe.

Common for the slender beam structures in Figs. 1.1 and 1.2 is that they partly
vibrate in torsion [47]. This motion is typically induced either because the load acts
with an eccentricity to the shear centre or if the cross-section lacks double symme-
try whereby torsion couples with bending [21]. For thin-walled beam cross-sections
axial and out-of-plane warping due to inhomogeneous torsion is an intrinsic part of
the static and dynamic response [53]. For cross-sections with an open contour these
displacements are non-vanishing at the boundary.
The increase in frequency due to restraining warping at a beam boundary is often
significant [6]. Introducing a dissipative mechanism proportional to the warping at
the end of a beam is therefore an effective means of alleviating torsional vibrations.
This is used in [28] to introduce substantial modal damping for pure torsional vi-
brations for beams with open cross-sections. The governing differential equation is
solved and a viscous boundary condition derived and applied directly to the pure
bimoments [53] at the beam support. In practice, however, restraining the warping
of the entire cross-section of a beam is not feasible and an alternative is to apply a
number of discrete devices placed in configurations constituting pure bimoments, in

3Source: https://www.bioinformatics.dtu.dk/news/nyhedid=1BAFD1FA-4578-4AB9-B212-
D01A5E204260&utm_device=web&utm_source=RelatedNews&utm_campaign=More-than-
DKK-100-million-for-independent-research.
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order not to induce any resulting normal forces or bending moments.
A special feature of applying such device configurations on a beam cross-section is
that warping is only restrained at the point of application of the specific device. The
remaining of the cross-section is thereby able to warp in between and this lowers the
frequency compared to full restrainment of the entire cross-section warping. This
partial warping restrainment is thus associated with an excess flexibility and must be
included in the model in order to be able to tune and calibrate the device properly.
This effect corresponds to a beam with an elastic boundary condition [2, 51].

Outline of the thesis

The work presented in this thesis considers the damping of torsional and coupled
bending-torsion vibrations in thin-walled beam structures. The emphasis is partly
on utilising the increase in stiffness and thereby frequency associated with restraining
the axial warping displacements from torsion occurring at the beam boundary, and
partly on balancing multiple damper devices working together, e.g. in the case of
several tuned mass absorbers.

Restraining warping by discrete devices gives rise to very local effects and the in-
crease in stiffness is very much dependent on the positions of the devices on the
cross-section. It is therefore necessary to establish a detailed three-dimensional
(3D) finite element (FE) model which accurately captures the local effects when
partially restraining warping. Such a model is a powerful tool to analyse the dy-
namic behaviour of a beam structure including effects that simpler models are not
able to capture. When performing a damping analysis of a structure the system
equations will typically be formulated in state-space, which doubles the number
of variables. A numerical 3D model of a simple beam may easily contain several
thousand degrees-of-freedom and solving the corresponding eigenvalue problem is
not without considerable computational cost when using a high-level programming
language. Retrieving the complex frequencies and mode shapes may therefore be
intractable. Because of that, calibrating simpler models such as analytical models
or beam element models to match the complex behaviour of a full 3D model is em-
phasized in this work. When realizing that the residual flexibility from the partial
warping restrainment directly constitutes a decrease in frequency, simpler models
may be calibrated based on this reduction in stiffness. Thereby they represent com-
putationally more efficient models that may be used in initial design situations where
several geometric designs and damper placements are investigated. The following
two main objectives are therefore defined:

� Investigate the potential of damping torsional beam vibrations by restraining
warping.

� Establish computationally efficient and simple models as alternatives to full
3D FE models.

The damping potential in the case of pure torsional vibrations is investigated by vis-
cous dampers. This passive mechanism is sufficient to introduce significant modal
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damping ratios, even when warping is just partially restrained. The associated resi-
dual warping is modelled as a fictitious spring in series with the damper device.
In the case of coupled vibrations, torsion only constitutes a part of the coupled
response, and restraining warping alone therefore has a reduced effect. In order to
accommodate this reduction, an active concept is applied in the form of positive
position feedback (PPF) control [23, 40, 45]. Warping displacements are typically
small, and as the PPF control increases the actuator deflection locally it is advan-
tageous for small deformation problems like warping control.
The analytical equations for pure torsional vibrations are easily obtained and solved
iteratively. Combined with a viscous boundary condition taking the actual damper
configuration into account as an equivalent viscous bimoment, the analytical solu-
tions serve as a computationally efficient method of analysis. In the case of coupled
vibrations the analytical solutions become unmanageable and a simple beam ele-
ment model with PPF feedback control is set up for efficient analysis. In both cases
these models are calibrated with respect to a full 3D FE model with isoparametric
elements [13] and compared with the results from the 3D model.

A second part of the thesis presents initial investigations of the use of multiple tuned
mass absorbers for damping coupled beam vibrations. Multiple devices associated
with both translation and rotation tuned to the same mode require inhomogeneous
balancing to achieve the desired damping behaviour. An approximate balancing
procedure is applied, and the contribution from the non-resonant background modes
is included by calibrating an additional flexibility and inertia term.

Structure of the thesis

The thesis consists of an extended summary covering the objectives described above.
It is based on two journal papers [P1] and [P2], a technical brief [P3] and two confer-
ence proceedings [C1] and [C2], and thus summarises the main methods and results
presented in the papers. Chapter 1 gives an introduction to the different methods
used for analysing torsional and coupled vibrations, namely an analytical method, a
beam element model and a full 3D FE model with isoparametric elements. Chapter
2 covers the main content of [C1] and [P1] with excerpts from [P2], and describes
damping of pure torsional vibrations by viscous dampers, both in configurations of
the actual spatial distributions on the cross-section for the 3D FE model, as well
as an equivalent viscous bimoment for the analytical model. Chapter 3 expands
to coupled bending-torsion vibrations, as described in [C2] and [P2], with active
control introduced as a PPF filter on a beam element model. In both Chapter 2
and 3 the simpler models are calibrated with respect to a full 3D model and the
results of the two models are compared. Chapter 4 presents initial investigations of
multiple tuned mass absorbers calibrated and balanced to the same mode, and is
covered in [P3]. Finally Chapter 5 gives concluding remarks about the main results
and provides suggestions for possible future extensions of the work.
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Vibrations

The basic dynamic characteristics of beam structures vibrating in either pure torsion
or coupled bending and torsion are conveniently described by the governing differ-
ential equations. Modelling of thin-walled beams by the use of beam theory with
the corresponding cross-sectional parameters assumes the beam to be sufficiently
slender, in order for the beam theory to accurately represent the actual behaviour.
For pure torsional vibrations the governing differential equation can effectively be
solved analytically [20]. This yields an expression for the spatial behaviour with
four integration constants to be determined based on the boundary conditions. The
corresponding transcendental equation is then solved iteratively as studied in [P1].
For coupled vibrations three coupled differential equations govern the dynamics
through the distance between the elastic and shear centre. Analytical solutions to
these equations are typically not manageable and the beam structure may therefore
conveniently be discretized with beam elements for a numerical solution, as empha-
sized in [P2] and [P3].
For more detailed analyses where cross-sectional effects like restrained axial warping
and in-plane distortion become important, three-dimensional finite element analyses
with isoparametric elements may be used. To capture the warping across the flange
thickness linear interpolation is sufficient, and for ideal boundary conditions four
nodes along a flange part is sufficient, [P1].
For all analyses in the following chapters some form of solution to the governing
beam equations or equivalent solid description is used. Therefore an outline of the
applied ways to analyse beam vibrations including torsion is given in the following.

2.1 Pure torsional vibrations

For beams with double symmetric cross-sections pure torsional vibrations may occur
for prismatic beams when the elastic centre and shear centre coincide. For thin-
walled cross-sections axial warping is an intrinsic and important part of the torsional
motion. Excluding the warping in beams with open cross-sections is associated with
a significant modelling error [6].

5
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Figure 2.1. (a) Beam with length ℓ, transverse coordinate axes {x1, x2} and angle of
twist θ. (b) Modified I-profile cross-section with sector-coordinate ψ and indicated shear
centre at (x1, x2) = (0, 0).

Assume a beam with length ℓ, transverse axes {x1 , x2} and longitudinal axis z as
shown in Fig. 2.1a. The governing differential equation for pure torsional motion
with the angle of twist θ(t) is

EIψθ
′′′′(t) −GKθ′′(t) + ρJθ̈(t) = 0 (2.1)

where E is Young’s modulus, Iψ is the warping moment of inertia, G is the shear
modulus, K is the torsion stiffness parameter, ρ is the material density and J is
the polar moment of inertia. The spatial dependence (z) will in general be omitted,
while ( )′ = ∂( )/∂z denotes differentiation with respect to z and ˙( ) = ∂( )/∂t repre-
sents differentiation with respect to time t. The torsional stiffness GK accounts for
homogeneous torsion, while EIψ represents the warping stiffness from inhomoge-
neous torsion. The cross-sectional warping is associated with the sector-coordinate
ψ and defined in the case of free homogeneous torsion. For the modified I-profile
cross-section in Fig. 2.1b the sector-coordinate ψ is indicated.
The spatial solution to (2.1) is obtained by assuming a time harmonic solution of
the form

θ(t) = ϕeiωt (2.2)

with ω being the angular frequency and ϕ representing the amplitude along the
beam. The spatial solution may be written as

ϕ = D1 cosh(αz) +D2 sinh(αz) +D3 cos(βz) +D4 sin(βz) (2.3)

where the integration constants D1 to D4 are determined based on the boundary
conditions. The two apparent wave numbers are given as

α2 =
√

1

4
k4 + λ4 + 1

2
k2 , β2 =

√
1

4
k4 + λ4 − 1

2
k2 (2.4)

defining the warping length scale k, wave speed v and normalized wave number λ
as

k2 =
GK

EIψ
, v2 =

GK

ρJ
, λ4 =

(
kω

v

)2

(2.5)
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The dynamics of the torsional vibrations are governed by the parameter kℓ, accord-
ing to the specific boundary conditions. Ideal and standard boundary conditions
consist of a free end, a fully fixed end, a ’simple’ end where rotation is restrained
but warping is free and a ’no warp’ end where warping is restrained but with rota-
tion allowed. A comprehensive yet not exhaustive list of transcendental equations
is given in Appendix B. These equations are solved iteratively for the frequencies ωj
and subsequently the spatial vibration forms ϕj .

2.2 Coupled bending-torsion vibrations

In many applications of beam structures, torsional vibrations are an inherent part
of a response coupled with bending. This is usually due to non-coinciding elas-
tic centre and shear centre when the cross-section lacks symmetry [21]. A single
line of symmetry couples torsion with bending in one direction, leaving the motion
in the remaining transverse direction uncoupled, while full asymmetry couples the
transverse motion in both principal directions with torsion. Inhomogeneous mate-
rial distribution as in the case of some aircraft wings and varying cross-section and
pretwist as in the case of wind turbine blades also leads to coupling between torsion
and bending [24, 54]. The different displacement components may be more or less
pronounced but still require the solution of three coupled differential equations.
A generally asymmetric cross-section is seen in Fig. 2.2a with ξ1 and ξ2 denoting the
transverse displacements in the x1- and x2-direction, respectively, while the shear
centre A defines the origin of the coordinate system and C = (c1 , c2) represents the
elastic centre. When applying summation over repeated Greek index, the coupled
differential equations can be written as

EIγµξ
′′′′
µ + ρAξ̈γ − ρAcµθ̈ = 0 , γ, µ = 1, 2

EIψθ
′′′′ −GKθ′′ + ρAc1ξ̈2 − ρAc2ξ̈1 + ρJθ̈ = 0

(2.6)

where Iγµ are the moments of inertia, A is here the cross-sectional areal, cµ are the
distances between the elastic centre and shear centre and J = I11 + I22 + (c2

1
+ c2

2
)A

now denotes the polar moment of inertia with respect to the shear centre.

(a) (b)
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Figure 2.2. (a) Asymmetric cross-section with elastic centre C and shear centre A and
(b) beam element degrees-of-freedom.
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Analytical solutions to (2.6) are non-trivial to obtain and may not be feasible to
handle. Approximate methods may be used [21] but usually require specification of
some expansion functions, where the accuracy of the solution depends on the ability
of the expansion functions to represent the actual vibration forms. A convenient
method of solving the governing equations in (2.1) and (2.6) is the finite element
method. This approach may provide frequencies and mode shapes for various bound-
ary conditions, representing the exact results to the differential equations with high
accuracy for a sufficiently dense discretization. Two typical types of elements will
be illustrated in the next section.

2.3 Beam vibrations by finite elements

Approximate yet very accurate solutions to the governing differential equations in
(2.1) and (2.6) for slender beams may be obtained by finite elements using simple
beam elements as convenient alternative to analytical solutions, see. e.g. [17, 43, 52].
Even though explicit and often simple transcendental equations may be found for
(2.1) describing pure torsional vibrations, each transcendental equation depends on
the particular boundary conditions. Modelling pure torsional vibrations with beam
elements may be practical as boundary conditions can be changed.
For a more detailed description of the dynamic behaviour of beams a model with
three-dimensional, isoparametric elements can be used. A suitable three-dimensional
discretization allows for analyses of actual structures, where in-plane distortion may
have a significant influence for shorter beams. The cost, however, is a substantial in-
crease in system size, typically with many thousand degrees-of-freedom. Solving the
corresponding eigenvalue problem to obtain the dynamic characteristics is therefore
not without considerable effort - especially when including damping terms in the
equation of motion. Using simple beam elements for preliminary analyses therefore
constitutes a good alternative.

2.3.1 Simple beam elements

Discretization of a beam structure with beam elements is advantageous in situa-
tions where three-dimensional effects like distortion of the cross-section and local
restraining of axial warping is without importance and the boundary conditions are
ideal. For pure torsional vibrations a two-dimensional beam element may suffice if
the beam structure is straight and thus without corners [C2]. But in the general
case a three-dimensional beam element must be used to capture the relation between
torsion and bending in corners and junctions of a frame structure.
Without the axial degree-of-freedom the general beam element has six degrees-of-
freedom per node as shown in Fig. 2.2b, including the warping intensity θ′ indicated
by the vertical double arrow. With s = z/ℓ being a normalized coordinate, interpo-
lation between the nodes is performed by the cubic Hermitian shape functions,

N =
[
2s3 − 3s2 + 1 , s(s− 1)2 , −2s3 + 3s2 , s2(s− 1)

]
(2.7)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.3. Three-dimensional isoparametric elements. (a) Bi-cubic-linear and (b) cubic-
bi-linear.

as the differential equations are of quartic order. As the beam structure is repre-
sented by the displacement components at the nodes, the size of the global system
is usually very small and the eigenvalue problems are easily solved with standard
solvers. For straight and prismatic beams explicit mass and stiffness matrices can
be derived [C2, P2], making the need for numerical integration obsolete.
The warping of the beam cross-section is represented by its warping intensity θ′

retrieved directly from the beam element model. The corresponding axial warping
displacements are defined through the relation

u = −ψθ′ (2.8)

where the sector-coordinate ψ is a function of the geometry of the cross-section and
may be found by analytical [53] or numerical [30] means.

2.3.2 Three-dimensional elements

For more detailed analyses three-dimensional isoparametric elements may be used as
they can capture the warping across the flange thickness [13]. Possible elements are
shown in Fig. 2.3 and consist of a bi-cubic-linear element for flange parts and a cubic-
bi-linear element for corners and junctions. A single bi-cubic-linear element per
flange part in the cross-sectional plane is in many cases sufficient to get reasonably
accurate results [P1], and two may be used for increased accuracy. However, a single
element is recommended for preliminary analyses. These elements are sufficient to
capture the quadratic shear stress distribution in static analyses, and they capture
the dynamic characteristics of undamped beams with ideal boundary conditions very
well. The internal nodes in the bi-cubic-linear element are recommended to get a
regular convergence behaviour and as described in [P1] care must be taken when
discretizing a structure with local actuator forces or point-wise supports.

2.3.3 Equations of motion

Regardless of the elements chosen for discretization the dynamic properties are gov-
erned by the global mass matrix M and global stiffness matrix K. The n degrees-
of-freedom are collected in the displacement vector q(t) and the equation of motion
for free and undamped vibrations is then given as

Mq̈(t) + Kq(t) = 0 (2.9)
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

u1

θa

θ′aℓ

z/ℓ
Figure 2.4. (a) Patch plot of the first vibration mode and (b-d) displacement components
of the beam element model with a being the height of the cross-section.

The modal properties are obtained by assuming a harmonic frequency solution of
the form q(t) = q̃eiωt, where the tilde will indicate the vibration amplitude if not
mentioned otherwise. This leads to the eigenvalue problem

(
− ω2

0,jM + K
)

q̃0,j = 0 (2.10)

The solutions to the above generalised eigenvalue problem consist of the undamped
frequencies ω0,j and the corresponding undamped mode shape vectors q̃0,j .
For a beam simply supported in both bending and torsion (see Section 2.1) and with
an I-profile cross-section with a vertical line of symmetry, the lowest vibration mode
is seen in Fig. 2.4. The patch plot is from a full 3D model where the colors indicate
the absolute displacements, and the coupling between bending in the horizontal
direction and torsion is clearly observed. From an equivalent model with beam
elements the relevant normalized displacement components are seen to the right in
Fig. 2.4, where also the warping displacements at the beam extremities are seen to
be non-vanishing due to the non-zero rate of twist in Fig. 2.4d. The red markers in
Fig. 2.4b,c are values from the 3D model averaged over the cross-section, indicating
good agreement between the two models.

These models constitute the backbone of the analyses performed in the various parts
of the thesis. A full 3D model with the presence of damping terms is inefficient to
solve. Therefore particular emphasis is given towards a comparison between a 3D FE
model and the analytical solutions to (2.1) in the case of pure torsional vibrations or
a model with beam elements for coupled bending-torsion vibrations. Special effects
like partial restraining of warping [P1, P2] and active measures of damping [P2] can
be implemented as special boundary conditions or can supplement the equations of
motion in state-space. In this way very detailed analyses can be carried out without
the use of a 3D model as demonstrated in the following chapters.
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Bimoments

Axial warping is an intrinsic part of torsional vibrations of thin-walled beams, and
efficient damping of a particular vibration mode can be achieved by restraining the
warping displacements at the end cross-section of a beam structure. The warping
displacements in (2.8) are given as the sector-coordinate ψ times the rate of twist θ′,
representing the warping intensity along the beam. The sector-coordinate describes
the cross-sectional distribution of the axial displacements, as shown in Fig. 2.1b.
Preventing axial warping increases the stiffness of the beam and leads to large shifts
in the natural frequency. As the attainable damping by viscous dampers is pro-
portional to the relative increase in frequency, substantial amounts of damping can
be obtained by restraining the warping of the entire cross-section by a pure viscous
boundary condition, as demonstrated in [28].
In practice it will typically not be possible to construct a damping mechanism able
to restrain the warping of the entire cross-section. A realistic alternative is to apply
a set of discrete devices placed in a specific configuration on the cross-section, as
shown in Fig. 3.1a. With discrete devices applied, the remaining part of the cross-
section is still able to warp in between the dampers. The effect of using discrete
devices to restrain the warping is thus reduced, compared to restraining the warping
of the entire cross-section. However, the configuration in Fig. 3.1a is still effective
and introduces substantial damping, as investigated in [C1] and [P1]. This partial
warping restraint [12] is associated with a residual flexibility, which in the following
is taken into account.

The analysis of a beam with discrete damping devices on the cross-section, as shown
in Fig. 3.1a, requires a detailed discretization of the structure in order to capture the
influence from the local dampers. The number of degrees-of-freedom for a complete
beam structure therefore rapidly increases to an unmanageable size. Alternatively
the solution to the governing differential equation in (2.1) may be used, with the
specific distribution of the discrete viscous dampers accounted for by an equivalent
bimoment Bd, as shown in Fig. 3.1b. The corresponding transcendental equation is
effectively solved iteratively and requires limited computational effort. It is therefore
an appealing alternative to solving the equations in state-space for the full three-
dimensional structure.
This chapter focusses on pure torsional vibrations, and investigates the accuracy of

11
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(a) (b)

Fd

Fd

Fd

Fd Bd

Figure 3.1. (a) Cross-section with discrete damper forces and (b) beam element model
with equivalent damper bimoment.

the governing differential equation when a boundary condition for dissipating energy
is used for obtaining the transcendental equation. This condition is formulated as
an effective bimoment, taking all the discrete viscous dampers in Fig. 3.1a into
account, and thus comprising their actual positions on the full 3D structure. The
results from solving the transcendental equation are compared with the full 3D
model with isoparametric elements, as described in Section 2.3.2, and the chapter
thus presents the main features of [P1].

3.1 Discrete viscous dampers

The applied discrete viscous dampers in Fig. 3.1a provide a configuration of axial
forces on the beam cross-section. A given set of axial viscous forces may result in
both a normal force and bending moments. If these resulting section forces are not
vanishing, the viscous forces will introduce extension and bending.
For a set of discrete axial forces, the resulting normal forces is given by the sum

Nd(t) =
∑

k

Fd,k(t) (3.1)

where Fd,k is the k’th viscous damper force. Similarly, the bending moments Md,γ

are determined by their distance to the elastic centre as

Md,γ(t) =
∑

k

Fd,k(t)(xγ,k − cγ) , γ = 1, 2 (3.2)

In the present context only pure torsional vibrations are considered, without cou-
pling to extension or bending. Thus, a resulting normal force or bending moments
should not be introduced. For the symmetric cross-section in Fig. 3.1a with the cor-
responding symmetric configuration of the damper forces, the summations in (3.1)
and (3.2) yield both vanishing normal force and bending moments.
However, the force configuration in Fig. 3.1a still counteracts twist of the beam
through the axial warping deformation. As shown in [P1] this twist is introduced
by the bimoment

Bd(t) =
∑

k

ψkFd,k(t) (3.3)
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From (3.3) it is thus evident, that even a single viscous force Fd,k will generate a
bimoment, while all four forces are needed to retain the double symmetry to avoid
elongation and bending. Force configurations generating a pure bimoment, for which
the sums in (3.1) and (3.2) are zero, therefore result in pure torsional vibrations.

3.1.1 Boundary condition

The integration constants in the spatial solution in (2.3) are determined based on the
boundary conditions for the particular beam configuration. The applied bimoment
Bd in Fig. 3.1b represents the set of discrete, axial dampers in Fig. 3.1a and is in
the following introduced as a viscous boundary condition for the partial differential
equation in (2.1).
The discrete viscous force Fd,k(t) is proportional to a viscous gain or damping coef-
ficient c0, as expressed by the relation

Fd,k(t) = ±αkc0u̇d,k(t) (3.4)

where u̇d,k is the axial velocity at the location of the k’th damper force, while the
particular sign in (3.4) changes between the beam ends in either z = 0 or z = ℓ.
When multiple dampers are present as in the case of Fig. 3.1a the factors αk in (3.4)
are introduced to enable individual balancing of the k’th damper force, as described
in Section 3.3.2. The damper gain is therefore given as ck = αkc0 with c0 being a
common damper gain for all discrete dampers.
According to (3.3) the viscous force in (3.4) will generate a bimoment. When equa-
ting the rate of work produced by the discrete viscous forces in (3.4) with the rate
of work produced by the equivalent bimoment Bd in (3.3), the bimoment caused by
the discrete dampers is given as

Bd(t) = ∓ θ̇′
d(t)

∑

k

αkc0ψ
2

k (3.5)

The resulting boundary condition is used with the spatial solution in (2.3), and
therefore the time harmonic representation in (2.2) is introduced. For the beam the
external bimoment (3.5) is counteracted by the internal section bimoment, and as
demonstrated in [P1] the boundary condition then appears as

ϕ′′
d ∓ iωηϕ′

d = 0 (3.6)

in which the effective damping parameter

η =
∑

k

αkc0

ψ2

k

EIψ
(3.7)

combines the individual damper forces in Fig. 3.1a according to their sector-
coordinate ψk, whereby η represents the viscous coefficient for the resulting bimo-
ment Bd in Fig. 3.1b. By using the boundary condition in (3.6), the transcendental
equations in Appendix B are obtained and solved iteratively for the wave numbers
in (2.4) or the corresponding angular frequency ω.
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3.1.2 FE model with discrete dampers

The transcendental equations are effectively solved with limited computational ef-
fort, in which the actual discrete dampers are taken into account by the effective
damping parameter η in (3.7), while neglecting the local effect of these forces on
the cross-section. These effects could result in in-plane distortion [7, 33] of the
cross-section in the case of short beams, or partial restraining of the warping caused
by the local dampers. To investigate the influence of these effects, a full 3D finite
element model with isoparametric elements is established. The results from solving
the differential equation may then be effectively compared with and assessed by the
3D FE results.
The basis of the 3D FE analyses is the discretized system in (2.9). The damper
forces Fd,k are introduced and the equation of motion for the full 3D system with
external damper forces is then given as

Mq̈(t) + Kq(t) = −
∑

k

wkFd,k(t) (3.8)

where the individual damper forces are added to the nodal points of the discretized
structure by the connectivity vector wk, containing all zero entries except for a unit
value at the single degree-of-freedom associated with the location of the specific
damper.
By use of (3.4) the dissipative term on the right-hand side of (3.8) may be expressed
by an effective damping matrix

Cd =
∑

k

αkc0wkw
T
k (3.9)

The damping matrix Cd will be non-proportional and contain the balancing factors
αk in the diagonal, corresponding to the degree-of-freedom associated with damper
force Fd,k and with c0 as a common factor. The equation of motion (3.8) with the
added local dampers in (3.9) is then given by the classic form

Mq̈(t) + Cdq̇(t) + Kq(t) = 0 (3.10)

which constitutes a quadratic eigenvalue problem that is solved in state-space form
for the modal natural frequencies ωj, as described in [P1].
For finite values of the viscous gain c0 the solutions to (3.10) will be complex-valued
with the imaginary part of the damped frequency ωj representing the damping
associated with the j’th vibration mode, conveniently expressed by the damping
ratio as

ζj =
Im[ωj]

|ωj|
(3.11)

For vanishing gain c0 = 0 the dampers will have no effect and the modal frequen-
cies ωj will recover the undamped (real-valued) frequencies ω0,j . For the viscous
boundary condition in (3.6) this undamped limit corresponds to η = 0, resulting
in real-valued frequencies and mode shapes. Oppositely when the gain becomes
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(a) (b) (c)

sym.sym.sym.

Figure 3.2. Section of the modified I-profile with three different configurations of
dampers, and the associated warping displacements (artificially amplified).

infinitely large (c0 → ∞) the dampers lock and fully restrain the associated degrees-
of-freedom connected to the dampers. In this case the frequencies will be referred to
as the infinitely damped frequencies ω∞,j, corresponding to η → ∞ for the viscous
boundary condition in (3.6).
Due to the very local placement of the discrete damper forces, care must be taken
when discretizing the 3D domain. In [P1] an investigation of the applicability of
the elements in Fig. 2.3 is performed, concluding that a fine discretization of the
beam end in the longitudinal beam direction leads to converging results. With a
too coarse discretization near the cross-section where the local forces are attached,
significant deviations are expected. Furthermore, the internal nodes of the bi-cubic-
linear Lagrange element in Fig. 2.3a ensure a consistent convergence behaviour.

3.2 Restraining warping

The ability of the set of axial dampers in Fig. 3.1a to fully restrain warping at the
beam end is an important measure of the damping efficiency. The top row of Fig.
3.2 shows a quarter model of the double-symmetric cross-section in Fig. 2.1b, with
three different damper configurations (a-c). The best damper performance is ob-
tained when the warping deformation can be restrained over the entire cross-section.
However, for c0 → ∞ the discrete dampers in Fig. 3.2 will only fully restrain the ax-
ial motion exactly at the degrees-of-freedom where the dampers are attached. This
leaves a non-vanishing warping function, as the remaining part of the cross-section
is still able to warp in between the damper locations, as illustrated in the bottom
row of Fig. 3.2.
The analytical beam solution represented by the boundary condition in (3.6) is asso-
ciated with a vanishing warping intensity θ′ = 0 in the limit of infinite gain c0 → ∞.
Thus, in the analytical model, η → ∞ completely prevents warping of the entire
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(a) (b)
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c → ∞

ω0(kc > k) ω∞(κ < ∞)

ω∞(κ = ∞)

ω0(kc = k)

ζmax

Figure 3.3. (a) In-plane distortion of the modified I-profile when vibrating in pure torsion
and (b) frequency locus in the complex plane and effect of parameters κ and kc.

cross-section, while in reality and in the 3D FE model residual warping appears be-
cause of the local restraining by the dampers, shown in the bottom row of Fig. 3.2.
In order for the analytical model to accurately represent this local damper effect,
an excess flexibility is therefore included in the mathematical model in Section 3.3.1
and [P1,P2].
For external dampers the tuning and placing is an important aspect of the design.
The dampers will yield maximum modal damping when maximizing the separation
of ω0 for c0 = 0 and ω∞ for c0 → ∞. If the gain ck = αkc0 is chosen such that the
k’th damper provides too little resistance, or if it is placed redundantly, it will have
vanishing effect. Too large resistance will instead lock the damper, also without
any damping effect. The three damper configurations in Fig. 3.2 result in different
damping efficiency as they will prevent warping in different ways. For the con-
figuration (c) the dampers are placed indirectly where the warping displacements
are small, whereas the configurations (a) and (b) have better authority. Table 3.1
provides the infinitely damped frequency ω∞ obtained by the numerical 3D finite
element model for the lowest torsional mode of the beam structure used in the ex-
ample in Section 3.4. This frequency is given relative to the undamped frequency
ω0 without dampers. The influence of the damper configuration and thereby damp-
ing efficiency is directly proportional to the relative increment (ω∞ −ω0)/ω0, which
shows that configuration (b) outperforms (a) and (c). For the analytical solution,
this increment will be larger due to complete restrainment of the warping by Bd,
while the residual warping shown in the bottom row of Fig. 3.2 inherently reduces
the frequency ω∞ and thus the attainable damping.

Table 3.1. Relative frequency increments due to damper locking.

(a) (b) (c) (∞)

(ω∞ − ω0)/ω0 0.318 0.368 0.225 0.480
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3.3 Model calibration

As the discrete damper forces have a very local nature and thus allow residual
warping deformation in the cross-section, the 3D FE model is considered as the
exact representation of the actual behaviour of the beam structure. The analytical
model comprised of the differential equation in (2.1) describes the idealized motion
without any possibility for the in-plane distortion shown in Fig. 3.3a or the residual
warping illustrated in Fig. 3.2. However, as the effective analytical solution method
is favourable, it should be calibrated to better represent the behaviour of the 3D
model and include these supplemental effects. For short beams the analytical model
should therefore be corrected for distortion of the cross-section in Fig. 3.3a as well
as partial restraining of warping due to the specific damper configuration in Fig.
3.2.

3.3.1 Calibration of model parameters

Figure 3.3b schematically shows the semi-circular root locus trajectory of the damped
frequency in the complex plane. When increasing c0 from 0 to ∞, the complex nat-
ural frequency ω moves along the trajectory from ω0 to ω∞. The accuracy of the
analytical model relies on the ability of its root locus to initiate and terminate at
the same frequencies as for the full 3D FE model. Calibration of the model param-
eters, such that these frequencies are identical between the two models, is therefore
necessary. A proper procedure is now described for adjusting the theoretical beam
model to represent the limiting frequencies.
In [P1] it is described how to calibrate the warping length scale k defined in (2.5)
with respect to a corrected value kc, to account for distortion (Fig. 3.3a) based on
results from the 3D FE model. This reduces the undamped frequency ω0, as shown
in Fig. 3.3b.
To take the partial restrainment of the warping in Fig. 3.2 into account, a fictitious
spring with spring stiffness κ is placed in series with the damper element as shown
in Fig. 3.4 and described in [P2]. This spring is not physically present, but merely
represents the excess flexibility associated with the partial warping for η → ∞. The
bimoment associated with this fictitious spring is given by the relation

Bd(t) = ∓κϕ′
κ(t) (3.12)

The combination of the bimoment in (3.5) with the total displacement over the
boundary condition in Fig. 3.4, given by ϕ′

d∗(t) = ϕ′
κ(t)+ϕ

′
d(t), yields the augmented

boundary condition with residual flexibility correction,

ϕ′′
d∗ ∓

(
1

iωη
+

1

κ̄

)−1

ϕ′
d∗ = 0 (3.13)

where κ̄ = κ/EIψ is a normalized spring stiffness. The effect of the flexibility 1/κ̄ is
illustrated in Fig. 3.3b, resulting in a reduction of the infinitely damped frequency
ω∞ obtained from the analytical model for finite values of the stiffness κ. When the
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Figure 3.4. Boundary condition with a damping element with gain c in series with a
spring with stiffness κ.

warping of the entire cross-section of the 3D model is restrained, no excess flexibility
is available, whereby for κ → ∞ the flexibility term in (3.13) vanishes. Residual
warping is however allowed by the discrete damper configuration as shown in the
bottom row of Fig. 3.2. This reduces the frequency ω∞ and the stiffness therefore
attains a finite value κ < ∞ when the dampers lock for c0 → ∞.
Determination of the residual stiffness κ requires information about the natural fre-
quencies for the actual 3D FE model in the limit c0 → ∞ with the dampers fully
locked. When the root locus of the analytical model terminates at this frequency
ω3D

∞ of the 3D model with the dampers locked, the accuracy of the analytical model
is retained. The transcendental equations appearing from (2.3) do not have a closed-
form solution due to the frequency appearing in both the arguments to the trigono-
metric and hyperbolic functions and in the boundary condition in (3.13). In the
limit η → ∞ the first term in the paranthesis in (3.13) vanishes. Thus only 1/κ̄
is left, whereby the stiffness κ̄ may be determined explicitly by simply substituting
the frequency ω3D

∞ into the wave number expression (2.4), as demonstrated by the
following example in Section 3.4.
The availability of the computationally efficient analytical model comes at the cost
of determining the frequency ω3D

∞ , which usually requires a detailed 3D finite element
model. With the analytical model properly calibrated, it is however not necessary
to perform an expensive full root locus analysis with the large 3D FE model.

3.3.2 Balancing of dampers

The calibration of the parameters in Section 3.3.1 ensures that the root locus of
the analytical model initiates and terminates at the frequencies ω0 and ω∞ obtained
from the full 3D model. However, this assumes a semi-circular trajectory in the
complex frequency plane when the dampers work optimally together on the same
vibration mode. As the dampers in Fig. 3.2 are located at different points on the
cross-section, they should not be balanced identically and thus have different αk.
The balancing does not change the frequencies ω3D

0
and ω3D

∞ but ensures an optimal
root locus trajectory where all dampers act collectively to obtain the desired semi-
circular trajectory in Fig. 3.3b, see [41].
For viscous dampers an approximate yet accurate method for the relative sizing of
discrete dampers on a flexible structure is described in [41]. The method relies on
the constraint forces ρjk for the j’th mode and k’th damper in the limit of c0 → ∞,
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Figure 3.5. (a) ’Simple-simple’ beam with damping treatment at z = ℓ, and (b) modified
I-profile.

where all dampers are replaced with rigid links. These constraint forces can be
determined as

ρjk = wT
k

(
ω2

∞,jM − K
)

q̃∞,j (3.14)

The gain ck = αkc0 is then determined relative to an arbitrary gain by its constraint
force and the corresponding modal displacement wT

k q̃0,j by

ck
c1

=
ρjk
ρj1

wT
1

q̃0,j

wT
k q̃0,j

(3.15)

When all dampers are balanced relative to damper k = 1, then c0 = c1 in (3.4) and
(3.9), whereby the balancing factor αk = ck/c1 is given directly by the expression in
(3.15). This balancing causes the dampers to lock uniformly and thus act collectively.

3.4 Example: Damping of pure torsional vibrations

The efficiency of the analytical model with calibrated parameters compared to the
full 3D model is conveniently demonstrated by an example. In [C1] an I-profile is
analysed with three substantially different damper configurations, exhibiting a sig-
nificant reduction of the infinitely damped frequency ω3D

∞ by damper configurations
that leave large parts of the cross-section unrestrained for c0 → ∞. In [P1] a beam
with length ℓ/a = 30 and with the modified I-profile in Fig. 3.5b is analysed, and
the main results are now summarised with emphasis on the model calibration and
the accuracy between the two models.
A ’simple-simple’ beam structure is shown in Fig. 3.5a, where the rotation of the two
beam ends is restrained but warping is allowed. Viscous damping is introduced by a
single viscous bimoment Bd at the right end at z = ℓ. The governing transcendental
equation is given as

(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ)−

(
1

iωηℓ
+

1

κ̄ℓ

)−1

cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)
[
βℓ tanh(αℓ) − αℓ tan(βℓ)

]
= 0

(3.16)
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Figure 3.6. Order of the damping coefficients.

For vanishing damping (η = 0) this equation recovers the ’simple-simple’ case in
Table B.2, while for η → ∞ the solution can be found from Table B.4 with ’fixed-
simple’ supports. The effective damping parameter η given in (3.7) is determined
based on the balancing of the dampers and their sector-coordinate. The two different
damper configurations indicated in Fig. 3.6 are applied to investigate the influence
of the position of the dampers on the cross-section. In case a eight dampers are
placed on the cross-section, placed in pairs of two at the bottom of each vertical
flange part. This configuration is denoted Ba and shown in blue. For case b sixteen
dampers are placed in groups of four in each of the four corners. This configuration
is denoted Bb and is shown with the red circles in Fig. 3.6.
The calibration procedure requires the frequencies ω3D

0
and ω3D

∞ from the full 3D FE
model. Distortion is initially corrected by calibrating kc so that ω0 for the beam
model recovers ω3D

0
. This effect is however vanishing for long beams with a beam

length to cross-section height ratio above 10.
The excess flexibility from the partial restraining of the warping is then determined
by substituting ω3D

∞ for the frequency in (3.16) for η → ∞, which leads to

κ̄ℓ =

(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

)
tanh(αℓ) tan(βℓ)

βℓ tanh(αℓ) − αℓ tan(βℓ)
(3.17)

in which αℓ and βℓ now depend on ω3D
∞ . Thus this expression gives two different

κ̄ℓ-values for the two damper configurations. The balancing factors from (3.15) are
given in Table 3.2, and large ratios between the damper coefficients are obtained for
configuration Bb, ensuring uniform locking of the dampers, as shown next.

With the balancing factors determined from the 3D model and the model parameters
kc and κ̄ℓ calibrated for the analytical model, the root loci in Fig. 3.7a are obtained
when varying the common viscous damping coefficient in the interval c0 ∈ [0 ; ∞[
and solving the eigenvalue problem. Results from the 3D FE model are indicated by

Table 3.2. Balancing factors.

Bimoment Ba Bb
Damping coefficient ca1 ca2 cb1 cb2 cb3 cb4

αk 1.0 0.8 1.0 7.5 70.2 141.9
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Figure 3.7. Complex frequency loci (a) and damping ratio (b). Results from 3D FE anal-
ysis (◦) and (◦) and differential equation ( , +) and ( , +). Blue and red corresponds
to Ba and Bb respectively. ( ) indicates fully restrained cross-sections.

the (◦)-markers and the analytical model from solving (3.16) are represented by the
solid lines and (+)-markers. The effect of the model calibration is clear as the root
loci initiate and terminate at identical frequencies. The reduction of the frequency
ω∞ due to the residual warping is furthermore significant compared to the dashed
line indicating a fully restrained cross-section, obtained by (3.16) for κ̄ → ∞.
The damper configuration Bb is the better of the two as it yields the largest frequency
increment of 0.368 compared to 0.318 for configuration Ba, see Table 3.1. Thus
Bb results in the largest imaginary value of the natural frequency, and thereby
produces the largest maximal damping ratio of ζb ≃ 0.19, compared to ζa ≃ 0.16 for
configurationBa, as shown in Fig. 3.7b. In the case where warping is fully restrained,
the frequency increment is 0.480 and the corresponding maximal damping ratio is
ζ = 0.248. The residual warping thus has a significant influence and reduces both the
frequency increment (ω∞ −ω0)/ω0 and the damping ratio substantially. A complete
analytical model therefore needs to take the residual warping into account by the
fictitious stiffness κ in Fig. 3.4 and the augmented boundary condition in (3.13).
The markers for the two models in Fig. 3.7 coincide almost perfectly, concluding
that initial design considerations with respect to damper configurations, damping
ratios and frequency increments may conveniently be performed with the analytical
model, as long as the various parameters are calibrated based on frequency results
from a full 3D FE model. The coinciding markers furthermore verify the proper
parameter calibration and the applied balancing of the individual dampers.
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Position Feedback

For torsional vibrations of beams with open cross-sections discrete viscous dampers
placed in suitable configurations on the end cross-section constitute a convincing
method of damping, as significant damping ratios may be obtained, see [C1,P1] or
[28]. However situations may arise in which viscous-type dampers are insufficient, as
in the case of a cross-section without double symmetry where torsion couples with
bending or for closed cross-sections as demonstrated by an example in Appendix A.
In the case of coupling, the torsion component only represents a part of the coupled
response and the effect of dampers working only on the torsion part may be insuf-
ficient. Using an active approach in terms of a feedback control may therefore be
beneficial, as such strategies can introduce apparent negative stiffness that greatly
increases the damping potential [29].

As the warping displacements from the torsion part of coupled vibrations are small,
a positive position feedback control strategy [16, 29] will be adopted in this chapter.
A linear filter [8] controls the actuator force with the collocated axial displacement as
input from structural measurements obtained by e.g. a laser or piezoelectric sensor.
The filter has advantageous properties and a well defined stability limit caused by
the active force delivered to the structure, below which a bounded response at all
times is secured. The residual flexibility described in Section 3.2 and 3.3 from
the partial restrainment of the cross-sectional warping due to the configuration of
discrete actuators, is accounted for as it adjusts the stability limit. The flexibility
is calibrated based on 3D FE results, as described in Chapter 3
This chapter focusses on the damping of beams with open cross-sections. In [C2] pure
torsional vibrations have been investigated and in [P2] damping of coupled bending-
torsion vibrations are investigated. The issue of coupled vibrations is emphasised in
the chapter, especially how to spatially filter the coupled response in order for the
actuators to only restrain the part of the axial displacements related to torsional
warping, thus leaving elongation and bending unaffected.
Analytical expressions for the vibration characteristics for coupled beam vibrations
are not feasible to handle. The active concept is therefore used in connection with
the computationally efficient beam element model described in Section 2.3. The
chapter thus presents the main features of [P2].
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(a) (b)

Bd

Fd,1 Fd,2

Fd,3
Fd,4

Figure 4.1. (a) Beam element model with equivalent actuator bimoment and (b) 3D
structure with discrete axial actuators.

4.1 PPF control with flexibility

The beam structure in Fig. 4.1a is discretized with the beam elements in Fig. 2.2b
and represents the behaviour of the full 3D model in Fig. 4.1b. The configuration of
the discrete axial actuators Fd in the 3D model is represented by the single equivalent
actuator bimoment Bd. The governing equation of motion is analogous to (3.8) and
for the beam model given as

Mq̈(t) + Kq(t) = −wBd(t) (4.1)

where the connectivity vector w contains a single unit value at the warping degree-of-
freedom associated with the single actuator bimoment Bd. The control law governing
the active actuator bimoment is composed of a linear filter with positive position
feedback given by the scalar equation

Bd(t) + τḂd(t) = gθ′
d(t) (4.2)

where g is the actuator gain, τ is a filter constant specifying a cut-off frequency at
1/τ and θ′

d(t) is the warping intensity representing the axial displacement through
the sector-coordinate ψ by (2.8). In the frequency domain equation (4.2) can be
written as B̃d = H(ω)θ̃′

d, where H is a gain-dependent transfer function taking the
form

H =
g

1 + iωτ
(4.3)

The phase angle ϕ, the absolute value of the transfer function and the real and
imaginary parts are shown in Fig. 4.2. Dissipation of energy requires Im[H ] > 0
whereas it follows from Fig. 4.2b that g < 0. This results in the apparent stiffness
function Re[H ] < 0 being negative. The filter therefore gives a force that acts ahead
of velocity with a phase ϕ > π/2, as seen in Fig. 4.2a. This greatly increases the
attainable damping as the PPF increases the actuator stroke and thereby improves
energy dissipation by Im[H ]. Furthermore noisy high-frequency components are
filtered away because |H| → 0 for ω → ∞. These properties make the PPF a
suitable choice for small deformation problems as in the case of active warping
control.
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The equivalent actuator bimoment Bd in (4.2) represents the actual configuration
of axial actuators in Fig. 4.1b. Therefore, the residual flexibility due to the partial
warping restrainment must be taken into account. The procedure in Section 3.3.1
described in [C2] and [P2], introduces a fictitious spring with stiffness κ as previously
shown in Fig. 3.4. This leads to the augmented control equation that can be written
as (

1

g
+

1

κ

)
Bd(t) +

τ

g
Ḃd(t) = θ′

d∗(t) (4.4)

where c in Fig. 3.4 is replaced by H with gain g in (4.3). The fictitious stiffness
κ is determined such that the frequency for the beam element model at infinite
gain g → −∞ recovers the correct frequency obtained by the full 3D model when
locking the local actuators in Fig. 4.1b. The stiffness κ is therefore determined
based on the infinitely damped frequency ω∞ in the limit of infinite gain. In this
limit the eigenvalue problem with contribution from the augmented control equation
in (4.4) reduces to a contribution from the spring which appears as an addition to
the stiffness matrix for the beam element model,

(
− ω2

∞,jM + K + κwwT

)
q̃∞,j = 0 (4.5)

The infinitely damped frequency ω∞,j and corresponding mode shape vector q̃∞,j for
the beam element model in the limit of infinite gain g → −∞, are thus determined
from (4.5) that depends on the the fictitious stiffness κ. As the warping of the cross-
section of the full 3D model is only partially restrained, the frequency ω3D

∞ is thus
lowered and results in a finite value of κ. The stiffness is thus determined by the
equivalence ω∞,j = ω3D

∞ . As demonstrated in [P2] applying the matrix determinant
lemma from the Sherman-Morrison formula [10] to (4.5) gives the fictitious stiffness
as

κ = − 1

wT
[

− (ω3D
∞ )2M + K

]−1

w
(4.6)

This expression explicitly determines the influence of the residual flexibility based
on the mass matrix M, stiffness matrix K and connectivity vector w for the beam

(a) (b)

ωτ ωτ

Figure 4.2. (a) Magnitude and phase angle and (b) real and imaginary part of the
transfer function H.
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Im[ω]

Re[ω]

g

g = 0 g → −∞

Stability limit

ω0 ω∞

Figure 4.3. Root locus and indication of the stability limit when the purely imaginary
eigenvalue becomes negative.

element model, and the frequency ω3D

∞ from the full 3D FE model in the limit of
infinite gain. For the beam element model the mass and stiffness matrices have a
limited size, whereby the inversion in (4.6) is computationally inexpensive.

4.2 System stability

The augmented control equation in (4.4) exerts an active force on the structure
with an apparent negative stiffness component as represented by Re[H ] < 0. This
negative stiffness cannot in magnitude exceed the structural stiffness at the location
of the actuator. When that occurs the response will become unbounded and the
combined system therefore unstable. The actuator force is proportional to the gain
g and a limit on the gain must therefore be determined in order to secure a bounded
response and thereby a stable system at all times.
Figure 4.3 shows a root locus for a particular mode tracing the damped frequency
in the complex plane from the undamped frequency ω0 (×) to the infinitely damped
frequency ω∞ (◦). The trajectory of the root locus is in the case of PPF not semicir-
cular due to the apparent negative stiffness part of the control equation. Solutions
to the combined system comprised of the structural equations (4.1) and the aug-
mented control equation (4.4) are typically found from a state-space format. This
format implies that a purely imaginary root is added to the family of complex nat-
ural frequencies, as indicated in Fig. 4.3. Stability requires all roots to have a
positive imaginary part, and instability therefore occurs when one of these purely
imaginary roots become negative. This transition defines the limit of stability by
the corresponding gain g = gstab, indicated by the blue square (�) in Fig. 4.3.
The point of instability can be determined based on the elastic energy contained
within the system. This energy is comprised of contributions from the structural
stiffness through the stiffness matrix of the beam element model and the negative
stiffness and fictitious flexibility from the controller through g and κ. The elastic
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energy can be expressed as

Ve =
[
q∗(t)T Bd(t)

]



K −gν−1w

−gν−1wT −gν−1






q∗(t)

Bd(t)


 (4.7)

where ν =
(
1 + g

κ

)
contains the correction from the fictitious stiffness κ. Stability

requires the elastic energy in (4.7) to be positive [37]. When rewriting the energy it
is seen that only a single term may become negative for gains above a certain level.
As demonstrated in [P2] this gives the following explicit requirement for the gain

1

gstab

= −wTK−1w − 1

κ
(4.8)

Thus, instability occurs when the structural flexibility at the location of the actuator
represented by wTK−1w is eliminated by the equivalent flexibility of the control
equation with the added fictitious flexibility 1/κ. The added flexibility 1/κ thus
reduces the allowable gain, and is therefore important to include as it is otherwise
ignored by the original PPF control equation for the beam model in (4.2).

4.3 Warping control and connectivity

The emphasis in this chapter has been on establishing a beam element model with
a single actuator bimoment working on the gradient of the angle twist, and repre-
senting a configuration of discrete axial actuators on the actual 3D cross-section.
The accuracy of this model is contained within the exact calibration of the ficti-
tious stiffness κ by frequency matching. Thus a 3D FE model of the actual beam
structure and actuator configuration is required to obtain the infinitely damped fre-
quency ω3D

∞ used for calibration of κ. In the 3D model, however, bending couples
with torsion, and the axial displacements at the end cross-section therefore consist
of warping displacements from torsion as well as displacements from the inclination
of the cross-section due to bending, as shown in Fig. 4.4. In order for the beam

(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 4.4. (a) Inclination from bending, (b) warping and (c) sign of the analytical
sector-coordinate ψ.
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element model to represent the 3D model it is necessary to set up a spatial filter
such that the discrete axial actuators in Fig. 4.1b only restrain the warping part
of the coupled response. This corresponds to the single actuator bimoment in Fig.
4.1a only restraining the warping intensity through the rate of twist θ′, and not the
inclination from bending.
Details about the 3D model are found in Chapter 2 and in [P1]. In (3.8) the discrete
dampers have been modelled individually, but in order for the active actuators to
work on relative displacements, they are constructed as an equivalent bimoment in
a single connectivity vector w3D with proper balancing factors. In Fig. 4.4c an
I-profile cross-section with a single line of symmetry is shown with the associated
sector-coordinate ψ. Different parts of the cross-section warp in different directions
and the crucial step is to ensure that the signs in w3D correspond to these displace-
ments, whereby the control leaves elongation and bending unaffected. These signs
are given by the sector-coordinate and will be contained within the balancing factors
αk. The connectivity vector takes the form

w3D = [ ... , αk , ... ]
T (4.9)

with contributions from all actuators. As the actuators now work on relative dis-
placements, the balancing method adopted in Chapter 3 and used in [P1] cannot be
applied. However, a suitable balancing is secured when setting the balancing factors
αk in w3D proportional to the square root of the sector-coordinate at the actuator
locations. The balancing factor for actuator k can then be determined as

αk = sign(ψk)
√

|ψk| (4.10)

where the sign function provides the correct spatial filtering and the square root
ensures that the sector-coordinate does not appear squared in the outer product
wwT . With this filtering the targeted natural frequency ω3D

∞ in the limit of g3D →
−∞ can be determined by solving the structural equations and controller equation
for the 3D model in state-space, as shown in [P2]. The frequency ω3D

∞ is effectively
determined by imposing a constraint on the relative warping displacements by the
use of a Lagrange multiplier [19]. The connectivity vector w3D is conveniently used
for the constraint equation w3Dq̃ = 0 resulting in a generalised eigenvalue problem
of size n+ 1 × n + 1 that yields real-valued natural frequencies ω3D

∞,j.
When considering the four-actuator configuration in Fig. 4.1b, with the analytical
sector-coordinate given in Fig. 4.4c, the four non-zero entries in the connectivity
vector w3D are given by ±a/

√
18 for Fd,1 and Fd,2, respectively, while for Fd,3 and Fd,4

they are respectively ∓2a/
√

18. The connectivity vector then takes the normalized
form

w3D = [ ... , 1 , −1 , −2 , 2 , ... ]T (4.11)

where the common factor a/
√

18 has been absorbed by the gain g3D. The con-
nectivity vector thus contains the ratios between the individual balancing factors
given in (4.10). For more complicated cross-sections or when the warping across the
thickness of the flanges is accounted for, a more detailed numerical cross-sectional
analysis may be performed [30], as conducted for the example in [P2].
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4.4 Example: Damping of coupled vibrations

The efficiency of the active feedback control is demonstrated by analysing the damp-
ing potential of a beam with length ℓ/a = 30 and the I-profile cross-section shown
in Fig. 4.4c. Warping control is applied and the example summarises the results in
[P2].
The beam is simply supported in both ends with respect to torsion and bending
in the horizontal x1-direction. Vertical vibrations do not couple with torsion due
to the vertical line of symmetry for the cross-section in Fig. 4.4c. These specific
boundary conditions are realized in the 3D model by locking all cross-sectional nodes
in the vertical x2-direction, thereby effectively preventing torsion, while the nodes
along a line in the vertical x2-direction at x1 = 0 are constrained in the horizon-
tal x1-direction to secure the transverse displacements. The end cross-section may
therefore rotate with respect to the vertical line of symmetry allowing axial displace-
ments.
A patch plot of the lowest vibration mode is shown in Fig. 2.4a. A single actuator
bimoment is applied at one end of the beam element model and the 3D model there-
fore contains eight discrete actuators, two at the end of each of the four horizontal
flanges.

In order for the beam element model to effectively represent the 3D FE model,
the fictitious stiffness κ must be determined, as it represents the effect of partial
restrained warping. Figure 4.5a shows the resulting axial displacements for the
lowest undamped coupled mode of the beam. The inclinations of the two horizontal
flanges are clearly not identical, indicating a response comprised of both inclination
from bending and torsional warping, as depicted in Figs. 4.4a,b.
When the warping part of the response at the location of the actuators is restrained
completely, the axial displacements are reduced to the displacement field shown in
Fig. 4.5b where the inclinations of the two flanges with respect to the outer points
on the flanges are now identical. This is associated with the infinitely damped
frequency ω∞ = ω3D

∞ , for which the fictitious stiffness κ is then calibrated by (4.6).

The damping results are shown by the root loci in Fig. 4.6, where the two lowest
coupled modes are analysed with the same actuator configuration. The beam ele-
ment model is represented by the solid line and circle markers ( , ◦), where ( )
indicates the case of fully restrained warping with assumed κ → ∞. The 3D model
is represented by the red markers (+) and the blue square (�) represents the point

(a) (b)

Figure 4.5. Axial displacements for (a) the first undamped mode and (b) the infinitely
damped mode.
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of instability according to (4.8).
Due to the apparent negative stiffness of the control equation in (4.4), the semicir-
cular behaviour is expanded to a shape with a circle center placed above the real
axis. Thus the general size of the root locus is amplified, thereby also increasing the
modal damping ratio. As the warping of the cross-section merely represents a part
of the coupled response, the effect of the partial warping restrainment is therefore
less significant, when compared to the analyses of pure torsional vibrations in [C2]
and [P1]. However, the consequence of the reduction of the relative frequency in-
crement (ω∞ − ω0)/ω0 is apparent from the reduced root loci. For the beam model
the relative frequency increment is reduced from 0.092 to 0.086 for the first mode
due to the partial warping restrainment, and for the second mode it is reduced from
0.136 to 0.123. Similarly the damping ratio at instability is reduced from ζ1 = 0.189
to 0.174 for the first mode and from ζ2 = 0.301 to 0.188 due to the partial warping
restraining.
In terms of stability, the added flexibility reduces the allowable value of the gain.
To the left in Fig. 4.6 the pure imaginary root is seen. This root was introduced by
the single equivalent actuator bimoment present in both the beam element model
and 3D model. As seen by the blue square marker instability occurs exactly when
this imaginary root attains a zero imaginary part.
The markers for the two models match quite well, and the small difference is at-
tributed partly to the difference in undamped frequency by the lack of correcting
for in-plane distortion, and partly because of discrepancies in the modelling of the
boundary conditions in the 3D model.
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Figure 4.6. Frequency loci (a,c) and damping ratio (b,d) for the first mode (a,b) and
second mode (c,d) of the beam model. Red markers represent the 3D FE model and the
blue square indicates the gain limit. Dashed line represents κ → ∞.
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Figure 4.7. Free response from an initial displacement showing the horizontal displace-
ment of (a) the shear centre and (b) the junction of the web and lower horizontal flange for
0.40 ·gstab (red), 0.65 ·gstab (blue), 0.80 ·gstab (black) and 0.95 ·gstab (green). (c) shows the
horizontal displacement of the shear centre for 1.01 · gstab (solid) and 1.05 · gstab (dashed).

As torsion and bending couple the total response will inherently be affected by the
warping control. Figure 4.7 shows the free response when vibrations of the beam
element model are initiated by an initial displacement. For a point on the middle
of the beam the figure then shows (a) the horizontal displacement of the shear
centre and (b) the linearized horizontal displacement of the junction between the
web and lower horizontal flange of the cross-section. The curves represent the gains
0.40 ·gstab (red), 0.65 ·gstab (blue), 0.80 ·gstab (black) and 0.95 ·gstab (green) with gstab

representing the gain limit. These selected gains approximately correspond to the
mode 1 damping ratios: ζ1 = 2.9 %, 8.3 %, 13.8 % and 17.4 %. Figure 4.7b includes
the torsional part of the response, and it is thus clear that the total response is
effectively damped by the proposed warping control.

A crucial part of the design of the actuator system is to avoid an unstable structural
system at any cost. The gain limit is governed by (4.8) when perfect actuator and
sensor dynamics are assumed. A gain above this limit gstab results in an unbounded
response as shown in Fig. 4.7c. The response may build up slowly when the gain
is only slightly above the limit, as indicated by the solid line. However, significant
violations may cause a rapidly increasing response, and the stability limit should be
obeyed with a sufficient margin.
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Vibrations

A widely used device for mitigating vibrations in civil engineering structures is the
tuned mass absorber [15, 36]. Figure 5.1a shows the basic absorber structure with
a suspended mass with a spring and a viscous dashpot. The mass absorber is rela-
tively easy to install in large-scale structures such as bridges [9], wind turbine blades
[4] and tall buildings [55].
When introducing a mass absorber in a structure, the targeted structural mode
splits into two coupled structure-absorber modes. The original tuning procedure of
Den Hartog [14] is based on a frequency tuning with respect to the selected res-
onant vibration mode, where two neutral frequencies independent of the damping
are selected to attain equal dynamic amplification of the two coupled modes. Sub-
sequently the damping parameter is chosen to obtain a flat plateau of the dynamic
amplification around resonance. This corresponds to equal modal damping of the
two structural modes associated with the targeted vibration form, and this tuning
serves as a good compromise between high modal damping and limited response
amplification [36]. This tuning procedure assumes that the response of the struc-
ture can be represented by a single targeted vibration mode. For flexible structures
or for indirect positioning of the absorber, the remaining non-resonant modes will
contribute to the support motion of the absorber, deteriorating the accuracy of the
tuning procedure.
As shown in [38] the effect of the background modes can be accounted for by two sup-
plemental terms in the absorber equation, representing excess flexibility and inertia.
These terms can be calibrated based on two frequencies for the actual structure with
representative absorbers mounted. This approach has been used for inerter-based
absorbers in [27], and will be used in this chapter for mass absorbers.
When torsion couples with bending [39] multiple absorbers may be applied targeting
the same vibration mode [32]. For fully coupled beam vibrations a three-component
absorber can be used, consisting of two translational absorbers and a single rota-
tional absorber. As an alternative to the classic configuration in Fig. 5.1a, the
translational absorbers may be realized as the crucifix-absorber in [48], while the
rotational absorber may be designed as a fly-wheel type disc with electromagnetic
or eddy current dampers. Multiple absorbers require a proper and inhomogeneous
balancing to work optimally together and to ensure the desired properties of the
tuning. As described in [P3] an approximate method is used for individual balanc-
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(a) (b) (c)

fa
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ua
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ma

Figure 5.1. (a) Tuned mass absorber, (b) structure with multiple absorbers and (c)
locking of the absorber mass to the structure at ca → ∞.

ing of the three absorbers. This chapter therefore describes the main features of the
calibration and balancing procedure adopted in [P3].

5.1 Tuning with residual mode correction

The tuning procedure with correction for the residual non-resonant background
modes is described in the following. The governing structural and absorber equations
are presented and the modal properties are obtained by an expansion in the infinitely
damped vibration form. The approach is based on an initially determined absorber
mass ma, which remains constant throughout the tuning procedure. The tuning and
calibration of the residual mode corrections are independent of the balancing factors
once the modal properties have been obtained, and the tuning formulas thus appear
as scalar relations.

5.1.1 Governing equations

The structural system is similar to (3.8) but with the absorber forces contained in
the vector fa and external loads in fe. In the frequency domain the general response
equation can be written as

(
− ω2M + K

)
q̃ + Wf̃a = f̃e (5.1)

For the single absorber in Fig. 5.1a, ma is the absorber mass, ka is the spring
stiffness, ca is the viscous damping coefficient, us is the structural displacement
and ua is the relative absorber displacement. When na absorbers are mounted on
the structure as in Fig. 5.1b, the attachment to the structure is specified by the
connectivity array W, containing the individual connectivity vectors,

W = [ w1 , w2 , ... , wna
] (5.2)

where each w contains a single unit entry at the associated degree-of-freedom. The
absorber forces are determined either from the parallel configuration of the spring
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and dashpot or from the accelerated mass as

f̃a = −
(
ka + iωca

)
αũa = −ω2maα

(
ũa + ũs

)
(5.3)

The relative balancing of the multiple absorbers is specified by the balancing factors
αk contained in the matrix

α = diag[α1 , α2 , ... , αna
] (5.4)

The absorber parameters ma, ca and ka thus serve as common factors and the effect
of the individual absorbers are given by the balancing matrix α.
When eliminating the absorber force f̃a in (5.1) by the latter equality in (5.3), and
introducing the structural displacements at each absorber as ũs = WT q̃ in (5.3),
the structural and absorber equations can be written as

(
K − ω2M∞

)
q̃ − ω2maWαũa = f̃e

(
ka + iωca − ω2ma

)
αũa − ω2maαWT q̃ = 0

(5.5)

where the augmented mass matrix

M∞ = M +maWαWT (5.6)

contains contributions from the absorber masses, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1c. For
ca → ∞ the equation (5.5a) recovers the undamped structure, with all masses
locked to the structure and contained in the mass matrix in (5.6). The eigenvalue
problem corresponding to the homogeneous form of (5.5a) when ũa = 0 is thus a
consistent representation of the dynamics of the structure.

5.1.2 Augmented modal response

The classic tuning in [14, 36] is based on a single representative vibration mode
j = r of the structure. For flexible structures the residual non-resonant background
modes (j 6= r) contribute as well to the support motion of the absorber because of
the presence of the absorber. This effect thus needs to be taken into account when
tuning the absorber. As demonstrated in [38] the effect of the background modes
can be represented by additional flexibility and inertia terms, which are added to
the modal absorber equation (5.5b).
The homogeneous form of the structural equation (5.5a) for ũa = 0 is associated
with an eigenvalue problem similar to (2.10), but with the mass matrix M∞ from
(5.6). This eigenvalue problem represents the structure when the absorber mass is
locked to the structure, as indicated in Fig. 5.1c. The corresponding eigenvectors
q̃∞,j are thus suitable for the modal expansions

q̃ =
n∑

j=1

q̃∞,j

xj
ν∞,j

, ũa = WT q̃∞,r

yr
ν∞,r

(5.7)
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where xj and yr are the corresponding modal coordinates for the structure and
absorbers, respectively. The factor ν∞,j represents a combined modal displacement
as discussed in [P3]. The absorber displacements are expanded directly in terms of
the targeted vibration form j = r. As demonstrated in [P3] the introduction of the
expansions in (5.7) into the equations (5.5) yields the modal equations

(
kj − ω2mj

)
xj − ω2maηjryr = fj

(
ka + iωca − ω2ma

)
yr − ω2ma

n∑

j=1

ηrjxj = 0
(5.8)

where mr, kr and fr are the modal mass, stiffness and load, respectively. The
parameter ηjr is a coupling term that takes the background modes into account. It
is normalized so that ηrr = 1 for the targeted mode j = r.
As an alternative to a direct truncation of the sum in (5.8) the non-resonant modes
j 6= r can be represented by a flexibility 1/k′

r term and inertia 1/m′
rω

2 term, as
demonstrated in [38]. Hereby the sum can be approximated as

n∑

j=1

ηrjxj = xr +
n∑

j 6=r

ηrjxj = xr + ka

(
1

k′
r

− 1

m′
rω

2

)
yr (5.9)

where the correction terms k′
r and m′

r appear as supplemental modal stiffness and
mass, respectively. The modal truncation with the residual mode corrections in
(5.9) thus eliminates the sum in the absorber equation in (5.8b), whereby the modal
equations only include j = r.
By substituting the representation in (5.9) with the residual mode corrections into
the modal equations in (5.8) and then eliminating the modal coordinates between
the two equations, the characteristic equation can be obtained as

µ∗

(
1 − κ∗

µr
κr

)
ξ4 − (µ∗ + κ∗)ξ

2 + κ∗ + iξβ∗(1 − ξ2) = 0 (5.10)

in which the parameters κ∗, µ∗ and β∗ represent the total stiffness, mass and damper
ratios including corrections as

1

µ∗

=
1

µr
+

1

µ′
r

,
1

κ∗

=
1

κr
+

1

κ′
r

, β∗ = βr
κ∗

κr

µ∗

µr
(5.11)

where µr = ma/mr and κr = ka/kr are the modal mass and stiffness ratios, describ-
ing the relation between the absorber parameters and the modal mass and stiffness.
Similarly, the mass and stiffness correction ratios µ′

r and κ′
r represent the residual

mode contributions m′
r and k′

r introduced in (5.9). The viscous damping coefficient
ca is contained in the modal damper ratio βr = ca/

√
krmr. The characteristic equa-

tion is furthermore normalized with respect to the frequency associated with locking
of the absorber masses to the structure,

ξ =
ω

ω∞,r

= ω

√
mr

kr
(5.12)
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Because of the structural equation in (5.5a) with the mass matrix in (5.6) the char-
acteristic equation in (5.10) remains within a fourth-order polynomial format. For
a classic modal expansion based on the undamped mode shapes q̃0,r, the residual
mode correction implies a fifth-order polynomial, whereby the calibration requires
an approximation [38].

5.1.3 Absorber tuning

The total absorber ratios including corrections κ∗ and µ∗ are tuned according to a
desired tuning principle. The classic tuning procedure leads to a semi-circular root
locus trajectory, where two initial branches meet at a bifurcation point and then
split into a branch approaching the real axis at the frequency ω∞ = ωr and an other
branch approaching the imaginary axis. This behaviour is shown in Fig. 5.3d of
the example in Section 5.3. With na absorbers, na − 1 modes will be redundant
absorber modes with high modal damping approaching the imaginary axis along a
central backbone locus. The two other modes, indicated with (◦) and (�) markers
in Fig. 5.3c, are the coupled structure-absorber modes that determine the attainable
damping and thus the absorber performance.
The largest modal damping ratio is obtained at the bifurcation point where the
two semi-circular paths meet. However, this point is associated with constructive
interference, leading to high dynamic response amplification. A good compromise
between high modal damping and limited amplification is achieved by the equal
modal damping principle described in [37]. This method leads to a lower damping
ratio as indicated by the asterisks, but ensures a flat response plateau.

The equal modal damping principle can be expressed by a generic characteristic
equation, as given in [37] and used in [P3]. The tuning formulas are obtained by
direct comparison of the factors to this generic equation and the factors to the
characteristic equation in (5.10).
The procedure assumes a constant absorber mass ma, whereby the total mass ratio
µ∗ including correction in (5.11) does not redefine the mass ratio µr. However, when
the background corrections have been determined, the stiffness and damper ratios
are re-tuned by the relations

κ∗

µ∗

=
1

1 + µ∗

µr
κr

,
β∗

κ∗

=

√
2µ∗

µr
κr

(5.13)

where details on the derivation are given in [P3]. When the residual modes are not
included in the tuning, the correction ratios κ′

r and µ′
r disappear, whereby κ∗ = κr

and µ∗ = µr. In this case the tuning formulas (5.13) are simplified and recover the
basic tuning formulas in e.g. [36].
As the absorber mass is kept constant, the tuning is not based on a specified modal
damping ratio or a selected amplification level. The updated modal damping ratio
for the structural modes can however be estimated as

ζest

r ≃
√

1

8
µ∗

µr
κr

(5.14)
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The above expressions ensure equal modal damping for the two structural modes
based on the specified mass ratio µr, and (5.14) can be used to roughly estimate a
mass ratio µr that secures a sufficient modal damping ratio.

5.1.4 Calibration and design

Determination of the residual mode corrections k′
r and m′

r and thereby the total
stiffness and mass ratios κ∗ and µ∗ including corrections requires information about
the complete structure, which includes the non-resonant modes. When the absorbers
are mounted on the structure without damper effect (ca = 0) the structural mode
splits into two coupled modes. In Fig. 5.3c the two undamped frequencies ωA and
ωB, associated with structure-absorber interaction, contain contributions from all
modes. The correction parameters k′

r and m′
r may therefore be calibrated based on

these two frequencies. When the absorber parameters are subsequently modified, the
frequencies will change. However, as long as this change is moderate the correction
ratios κ′

r and µ′
r are most likely obtained with sufficient accuracy.

The design procedure consists of choosing an absorber mass m̃a, which hereafter is
kept constant. The infinitely damped mode shapes with the absorber masses locked
to the structure are hereafter determined, resulting in the modal equations in (5.8).
Based on the absorber mass, the uncorrected stiffness ratio and damper ratio are
tuned by (5.13) for κ∗ = κr and µ∗ = µr, as the correction ratios κ′

r and µ′
r have

not yet been determined. From the tuned stiffness ratio the corresponding spring
stiffness ka without residual mode corrections is then calculated. The approximate
absorber mass m̃a and tuned absorber stiffness k̃a are then assumed to be represen-
tative for the structure with absorbers, and denoted with a tilde to indicate that
they are initial estimates.
The frequencies ωA and ωB are then calculated based on the representative param-
eters m̃a and k̃a, and the characteristic equation in (5.10) without damping β∗ = 0
is then solved to obtain the representative estimates µ̃∗ and κ̃∗. These parameters
are determined by matching the frequency solutions to the characteristic equation
(5.10) for the two representative frequencies ωA and ωB. The resulting mass and
stiffness ratios including background corrections then appear as

µ̃∗ =
κ̃r
µ̃r

ξ2

Aξ
2

B − ξ2

A − ξ2

B + 1

ξ2
Aξ

2
B − ξ2

A − ξ2
B

, κ̃∗ = − κ̃r
µ̃r

ξ2

Aξ
2

B − ξ2

A − ξ2

B + 1

ξ2
Aξ

2
B

(5.15)

where ξA,B = ωA,B/ωr are the normalized frequencies. When µ̃∗ and κ̃∗ from (5.15)
are assumed to accurately represent the structure including background modes, the
correction ratios κ′

r and µ′
r are calculated from (5.11), and then assumed to represent

the influence from the residual modes (j 6= r).
The stiffness ratio κ∗ and damper ratio β∗ are now re-tuned according to (5.13), in
which µ∗ = µ̃∗ includes residual mode correction by the expression (5.15). Subse-
quently this gives the absorber stiffness ka and damping coefficient ca, now corrected
with respect to the interaction with the other modes. As the absorber mass ma is
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kept constant, the total mass ratio µ∗ will not give a corrected value of the absorber
mass ma. Further details on the design procedure can be found in [P3].

5.2 Absorber balancing

When multiple absorbers are placed on the structure targeting the same vibration
mode, inhomogeneous balancing factors should be introduced for the individual
absorbers. The balancing factors in the balancing matrix α in (5.4) are functions
of the modal displacement due to different stiffness in the different directions of
the beam, as well as the influence from the boundary conditions. In this section
the approximate method for balancing viscous dampers derived in [41] and used in
Section 3.3.2 is applied.

An analogy to the viscous damper may be drawn for the mass absorber. With
constant absorber parameters, the absorber forces may be given by a frequency
function H(ω) as

f̃a = iωma

iω(ka + iωca)

−ω2ma + ka + iωca
αũs = iωH(ω)αũs (5.16)

For pure viscous dampers the frequency function H(ω) would become real-valued,
as considered in [41]. The mass absorbers are tuned to a selected resonant mode.
Assuming resonance therefore gives an estimate of the working behaviour of the
absorbers. At resonance the stiffness and inertia terms in the denominator of (5.16)
cancel as ka ≃ maω

2, whereby the frequency function is approximated as

H(ω) ≃ ma

iω(ka + iωca)

iωca
≃ ma

ka
ca

(5.17)

The last approximation assumes ωca ≪ ka. The tuned mass absorber therefore
acts as a viscous damper around resonance, with the viscous parameter maka/ca.
Thus, around resonance it seems appropriate to determine the relative balancing
of the absorbers by the method presented in Section 3.3.2. In many cases this
approach provides seemingly good estimates for the individual balancing of the mass
absorbers.

5.3 Example: Damping by multiple absorbers

The use of multiple mass absorbers for damping of fully coupled flexible beam vibra-
tions is illustrated by an example, and the section summarises the results from [P3].
The cantilever beam in Fig. 5.2 is mounted with three absorbers; one rotational and
two translational. They are placed in the fourth node along the beam and attached
to the origin of the beam axes to remain within a single-unit-value construction of
the connectivity vectors w. In the present case the origin of the beam axes is placed
in the shear centre A to obtain a simple structural model. For another absorber
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Figure 5.2. (a,b) Cantilever beam with three absorber forces and (c) beam cross-section.

location, the beam axes must simply be placed at the different location. The cross-
section is the asymmetric C-profile in Fig. 5.2c. The material is isotropic and the
length of the beam is ℓ/a = 40. The structure is modelled with the beam elements
shown in Fig. 2.2b.
First step is to balance the individual absorbers. Based on the analogy to the vis-
cous dampers in Section 5.2, the balancing factors are according to Section 3.3.2
found to be α = diag[ 1 , 1.735 , 0.038a2 ]. The factor a2 on the rotational absorber
appears because the rotational inertia is described by a mass moment of inertia.
The balancing factors change according to the positioning along the beam and on
the cross-section, whereby they must be re-calculated for a new absorber position.
Due to the indirect positioning of the absorbers the residual mode corrections are
calibrated based on initial estimates of the absorber parameters. These parame-

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Re[ω]/ω1Re[ω]/ω1

Im
[ω
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ω

1
Im

[ω
]/
ω
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ωA ωB

Figure 5.3. Root loci (a,c) without correction, (b,d) with correction, (a,b) not balanced
and (c,d) balanced.
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ters are determined based on a tuning without the corrections. For an initially
desired modal damping ratio the corresponding mass ratio and absorber mass can
be calculated and then kept constant for the remaining analysis. For a desired
damping ratio of ζdes = 0.05 the mass ratio is µr = 0.0206 and the stiffness ratio is
κr = µr(1 − µr) = 0.0202 according to (5.13). From these ratios the fixed absorber
mass ma and estimated absorber stiffness k̃a are used to calculate ωA and ωB, from
which the corrected mass ratio µ̃∗ is obtained. After a re-tuning the final absorber
parameters are then determined.
The residual mode correction and balancing changes the behaviour of the frequen-
cies in the complex plane. Figure 5.3 shows the trajectories of the root locus without
correction (a,c) and with correction (b,d). The two top subplots are for homoge-
neous balancing α = diag[ 1 , 1 , 1 ] while the bottom two are for inhomogeneous
balancing obtained by Section 5.2. The frequencies ωA (◦) and ωB (�) are identified
in Fig. 5.3c with the inhomogeneous balancing, whereas the homogeneous balancing
in Fig. 5.3a obscures the semi-circular behaviour of the root locus. With calibrated
parameters, Fig. 5.3d shows the desired semi-circular behaviour, with the asterisks
indicating the equal modal damping ratios for the structural modes, while the fre-
quencies marked with the circle and square markers are only changed slightly due
to the calibrated residual mode parameters κ′

r and µ′
r. Without balancing but with

calibrated parameters, Fig. 5.3b shows that the balancing indeed is necessary in
order to achieve the fully semi-circular curves with a bifurcation point in Fig. 5.3d.
The damping ratio after correcting the absorber parameters are according to (5.14)
determined to be ζest

1
= 0.05210. The actual damping ratios of the two structural

modes are subsequently found to be ζ1 = 0.0527 and 0.0525, while the two redundant
absorber modes have twice as large damping ratios of ζa

1
= 0.1005 and 0.1043. As

shown in [P3] the balancing and calibration furthermore results in flat plateaus of
the frequency response curves when loaded by a spatially distributed load orthogonal
to the other modes.





6 | Conclusions

This thesis considers damping of torsional and coupled bending-torsion vibrations
in thin-walled beams by supplemental and discrete damping devices. The main
emphasis has been on a novel concept of introducing damping by restraining the
warping displacements associated with torsion by viscous dampers and by active
actuators with PPF control. To accommodate the local effects of the discrete devices
it has been demonstrated how to establish equivalent and computationally efficient
models as alternatives to full 3D FE models. Thirdly it has been shown how to
calibrate and balance multiple mass absorbers to account for background effects
and different positioning.

For pure torsional vibrations viscous dampers were used. In practice warping is
easily restrained by suitable configurations of discrete dampers constituting pure
bimoments. These dampers only restrain warping at their point of application,
and a 3D FE model was set up to model the residual warping. Such a model
easily has several thousand degrees-of-freedom and is computationally inefficient.
Therefore the analytical solutions to the differential equation governing torsional
vibrations was supplemented by a viscous boundary condition taking the actual
configuration of dampers into account by a single equivalent viscous bimoment. The
residual flexibility associated with the partial warping restrainment was conveniently
modelled as a fictitious spring in series with the damper. This fictitious spring
stiffness was calibrated from 3D FE results and included in the analytical boundary
condition. When calibrating the analytical model properly it is computationally
superior to the full 3D model, as it may easily be solved iteratively. Good agreement
between the two models was shown together with significant damping ratios.

For coupled vibrations the analytical solutions become unmanageable and therefore
a beam element model was set up as alternative to the 3D model. When torsion
couples with bending the displacements at the beam end is mixed and restraining
only the warping part gives less effect. Therefore an active PPF concept was applied
and the beam model was supplemented by the residual flexibility from the partial
warping restrainment. This flexibility lowered the allowable value of the actuator
gain ensuring a stable system and bounded response. In order to only restrain the
warping part of the coupled response, the actuators in the 3D model were spatially
filtered combining them as a single dissipative bimoment. This resulted in noticeable
damping ratios and good agreement between the two models was observed.

43
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Due to the good compliance with the full 3D model, the calibration of the simpler
analytical and beam element models constitute solid alternatives for initial designs
where several geometries and actuator configurations are investigated. The method
therefore seems promising for structures where the beam end cross-section is suitable
for installation of discrete devices.

Multiple mass absorbers were furthermore investigated for damping of the same tar-
geted beam vibration mode. The background effect from the non-resonant modes
was calibrated by two terms representing the excess absorber support motion. Ap-
proximate balancing of the mass absorbers showed the need for non-identical bal-
ancing. Proper calibration and balancing of the absorbers resulted in the desired
properties of the applied equal modal damping principle.

Suggestions for future work

Investigation of the following topics is among others suggested in order to extend
and improve the current work:

� Closed cross-sections are more rigid in torsion and restraining warping at a
beam boundary has a limited effect. As several relevant civil engineering type
structures are constructed with closed cross-section, it is suggested to perform
similar analyses for such structures. The viscous damping concept may be
insufficient, but an active concept may prove to introduce sufficient damping.

� The configuration of discrete actuators in Chapter 4 used to restrain the warp-
ing part of the coupled response, may as well be applied for the bending part
of the cross-section displacements. Establishing a filter which relatively works
on both torsional warping and the inclination from bending will yield even
greater damping potentials. This can be achieved by two spatial filters, but
requires a relative balancing.

� For beam structures where the beam end is not suitable for applying discrete
devices an alternative is to use devices working on the relative motion and
therefore could be placed between the beam ends, and eventually inside a
closed cross-section contour.

� The balancing method proposed for the tuned mass absorbers is derived for
viscous dampers, and a proper balancing principle for mass absorbers should
be investigated.
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A | Damping of a Beam with Closed

Cross-Section

This appendix contains an example of damping of the lowest pure torsional mode of
a beam element model with a symmetric closed cross-section. Two simply supported
beam configurations are investigated; the beam in Fig. A.1a with a single bimoment
and the beam in Fig. A.1b with two bimoments. The beam has length ℓ/a = 30, the
geometry as shown in Fig. A.1c, overall thickness t = a/40 and isotropic material.
As the cross-section is not quadratic, it warps with the sector-coordinate shown in
the figure, with identical corner-values of ψc = a2/24. The two bimoments in Fig.
A.1b are identical due to symmetry.
The two beam configurations are damped by viscous bimoments by the method
in Chapter 3, and by active actuators with PPF control as in Chapter 4. The
bimoments restrain the warping of the entire cross-section due to the increased
torsional rigidity and vanishing warping displacements. The corresponding root
loci and damping ratios are seen in Fig. A.2. The viscous analysis yields two
semi-circular root loci, where case (b) has a larger relative frequency increment
due to the two bimoments. The relative frequency increments are (ω∞ − ω0)/ω0 =
0.0041 and 0.0082, respectively, and the damping ratios are ζ = 0.002 and 0.0041,
respectively. Introducing an additional bimoment thus approximately doubles the
maximum damping ratio.

+

+

(a)

(b)

(c)

ℓ

a/2

a

Bd

Bd

Bdz

Figure A.1. Simply supported beam with (a) a single bimoment and (b) two bimoments.
(c) Cross-section and sector-coordinate with corner-value ψc = a2/24.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Re[ω1]/ω0,1

Re[ω1]/ω0,1

Im
[ω

1
]/
ω

0
,1

Im
[ω

1
]/
ω

0
,1

ζ
ζ

η

−g/EIψ
Figure A.2. Root loci (a,c) and damping ratio (b,d) by the viscous analysis (a,b) and
the PPF control (c,d).

For the PPF control the relative frequency increments are identical to the viscous
analysis, but the maximum damping ratios at the point of instability are ζ = 0.0086
and 0.017. Due to the nature of the closed cross-section the effect of restraining
warping is thus limited, as the warping effect becomes very localized at the support.



B | Transcendental Equations

This appendix contains a series of transcendental equations obtained from solving
the differential equation (2.1) governing pure torsional vibrations. Ordinary bound-
ary conditions as well as added torsion and warping springs and damping treatment
are applied. The following tables are organized in a structured manner such that
most tables contain a specific boundary condition at the left end. Even though some
cases are repeated the equations are presented in a consistent manner.

B.1 Beams with ordinary boundary conditions

The ordinary and typical boundary conditions consist of a free end, a fixed end, and
’simple’ end where torsion is restrained but warping is allowed and a ’no warp’ end
where warping is restrained but torsion allowed. The requirements to the angle of
twist ϕ and its derivatives follow as,

k2ϕ′(z) − ϕ′′′(z) = 0 , Free rotation

ϕ′′(z) = 0 , Free warping

ϕ′(z) = 0 , Restrained warping

ϕ(z) = 0 , Restrained rotation

(B.1)

where k is given in (2.5). A rotation restraint is indicated by two markers as for the
right end of the Free-simple beam in Table B.1, a restraint on warping is indicated
by a vertical line as for the Free-no warp beam and a restraint on both torsion and
warping are indicated by the clamped end as for the Free-fixed beam.
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Table B.1. Beams with a free left end.

Free-free beam.

ℓ

z
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) = 0

(
(αℓ)6 − (βℓ)6

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2(αℓ)3(βℓ)3

(
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) − 1

)
= 0

Free-simple beam.

ℓ

z
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) = 0

(αℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) − (βℓ)3 tan(βℓ) = 0

Free-no warp beam.

ℓ

z
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(βℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) + (αℓ)3 tan(βℓ) = 0

Free-fixed beam.

ℓ

z
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(αℓ)4 + (βℓ)4

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) +

(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2 = 0
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Table B.2. Beams with a simple left end.

Simple-free beam.

ℓ

z
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) = 0

(αℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) − (βℓ)3 tan(βℓ) = 0

Simple-simple beam.

ℓ

z
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) = 0

sin(βℓ) = 0

Simple-no warp beam.

ℓ

z
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′(ℓ) = 0

cos(βℓ) = 0

Simple-fixed beam.

ℓ

z
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(βℓ) tanh(αℓ) − (αℓ) tan(βℓ) = 0
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Table B.3. Beams with a ’no warp’ left end.

No warp-free beam.

ℓ

z
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) = 0

(βℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) + (αℓ)3 tan(βℓ) = 0

No warp-simple beam.

ℓ

z
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) = 0

cos(βℓ) = 0

No warp-no warp beam.

k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′(ℓ) = 0

sin(βℓ) = 0

No warp-fixed beam.

ℓ

z
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(αℓ) tanh(αℓ) + (βℓ) tan(βℓ) = 0
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Table B.4. Beams with a fixed left end.

Fixed-free beam.

ℓ

z
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) = 0

(αℓ)4 + (βℓ)4

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) +

(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2 = 0

Fixed-simple beam.

ℓ

z
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) = 0

(βℓ) tanh(αℓ) − (αℓ) tan(βℓ) = 0

Fixed-no warp beam.

ℓ

z
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(αℓ) tanh(αℓ) + (βℓ) tan(βℓ) = 0

Fixed-fixed beam.

ℓ

z
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(
(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2(αℓ)(βℓ)

(
1 − cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

)
= 0
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B.2 Beams with rotation and warping springs

In the case of non-ideal boundary conditions where a complete restraint is not
present, the dynamic behaviour of torsional beam vibrations can be modelled by
added springs. A resistance on the rotation of a beam end can be established by
the condition,

k2EIψϕ
′(z) −EIψϕ

′′′(z) = −kϕϕ(z) (B.2)

where kϕ is the rotational spring constant. Equivalently a resistance on the warping
of a beam end may be implemented by the condition,

− EIψϕ
′′(z) = kψϕ

′(z) (B.3)

where kψ is the warping spring stiffness. An comprehensive yet not exhaustive list
of corresponding transcendental equations is presented in the following tables.
The equations are structured such that for vanishing spring stiffness and transcen-
dental equations recover the ones in Section B.1, whereas when the spring stiffness
become finitely large, the transcendental equations reduce to the term (usually) in
the { }-brackets. Several equations may however be reduced if not retaining this
structure, but it is believed to give a greater overview.
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Table B.5. Beams with a free left end.

Free-free beam with rotation spring.

ℓ

z

kϕ k2EIψϕ
′(ℓ) − EIψϕ

′′′(ℓ) = −kϕϕ(ℓ)

k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0
ϕ′′(ℓ) = 0

(
(αℓ)6 − (βℓ)6

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2(αℓ)3(βℓ)3

(
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) − 1

)
−

ℓ3
kϕ
EIψ

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

{
(αℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) − (βℓ)3 tan(βℓ)

}
= 0

Free-free beam with warping spring.

ℓ

z

kψ
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

−EIψϕ′′(ℓ) = kψϕ
′(ℓ)

(
(αℓ)6 − (βℓ)6

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2(αℓ)3(βℓ)3

(
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) − 1

)
−

ℓ
kψ
EIψ

(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

)
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

{
(βℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) + (αℓ)3 tan(βℓ)

}
= 0

Free-no warp beam with rotation spring.

ℓ

z

kϕ k2EIψϕ
′(ℓ) − EIψϕ

′′′(ℓ) = −kϕϕ(ℓ)

k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0
ϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(βℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) + (αℓ)3 tan(βℓ) − ℓ3
kϕ
EIψ

(αℓ)(βℓ)

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

1

cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)
·

{
(αℓ)4 + (βℓ)4

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) +

(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2

}
= 0

Free-simple beam with warping spring.

ℓ

z

kψ
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

−EIψϕ′′(ℓ) = kψϕ
′(ℓ)

(αℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) − (βℓ)3 tan(βℓ) + ℓ
kψ
EIψ

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

1

cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)
·

{
(αℓ)4 + (βℓ)4

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) +

(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2

}
= 0
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Table B.6. Beams with a simple left end.

Simple-free beam with rotation spring.

ℓ

z

kϕ
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

k2EIψϕ
′(ℓ) − EIψϕ

′′′(ℓ) = −kϕϕ(ℓ)

ϕ′′(ℓ) = 0

(αℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) − (βℓ)3 tan(βℓ) + ℓ3
kϕ
EIψ

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)

tanh(αℓ)

cos(βℓ)

{
sin(βℓ)

}
= 0

Simple-free beam with warping spring.

ℓ

z

kψ
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

−EIψϕ′′(ℓ) = kψϕ
′(ℓ)

(αℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) − (βℓ)3 tan(βℓ) + ℓ
kψ
EIψ

(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

) 1

cos(βℓ)

{
cos(βℓ)

}
= 0

Simple-no warp beam with rotation spring.

ℓ

z

kϕ
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

k2EIψϕ
′(ℓ) − EIψϕ

′′′(ℓ) = −kϕϕ(ℓ)

ϕ′(ℓ) = 0

cos(βℓ) − ℓ3
kϕ
EIψ

1

(αℓ)(βℓ)
(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

) cos(βℓ)
{

(βℓ) tanh(αℓ) − (αℓ) tan(βℓ)
}

= 0

Simple-simple beam with warping spring.

ℓ

z

kψ
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

−EIψϕ′′(ℓ) = kψϕ
′(ℓ)

sin(βℓ) + ℓ
kψ
EIψ

1

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

cos(βℓ)

tanh(αℓ)

{
(βℓ) tanh(αℓ) − (αℓ) tan(βℓ)

}
= 0
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Table B.7. Beams with a ’no warp’ left end.

No warp-free beam with rotation spring.

ℓ

z

kϕ k2EIψϕ
′(ℓ) − EIψϕ

′′′(ℓ) = −kϕϕ(ℓ)

k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0
ϕ′′(ℓ) = 0

(βℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) + (αℓ)3 tan(βℓ) − ℓ3
kϕ
EIψ

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)

1

cos(βℓ)

{
cos(βℓ)

}
= 0

No warp-free beam with warping spring.

ℓ

z

kψ
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

−EIψϕ′′(ℓ) = kψϕ
′(ℓ)

(βℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) + (αℓ)3 tan(βℓ) + ℓ
kψ
EIψ

(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

)tanh(αℓ)

cos(βℓ)

{
sin(βℓ)

}
= 0

No warp-no warp beam with rotation spring.

ℓ

z

kϕ k2EIψϕ
′(ℓ) − EIψϕ

′′′(ℓ) = −kϕϕ(ℓ)

k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0
ϕ′(ℓ) = 0

sin(βℓ) − ℓ3
kϕ
EIψ

1

(αℓ)(βℓ)
(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

) cos(βℓ)

tanh(αℓ)

{
(αℓ) tanh(αℓ) + (βℓ) tan(βℓ)

}
= 0

No warp-simple beam with warping spring.

ℓ

z

kψ
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

−EIψϕ′′(ℓ) = kψϕ
′(ℓ)

cos(βℓ) + ℓ
kψ
EIψ

1

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2
cos(βℓ)

{
(αℓ) tanh(αℓ) + (βℓ) tan(βℓ)

}
= 0
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Table B.8. Beams with a fixed left end.

Fixed-free beam with rotation spring.

ℓ

z

kϕ
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

k2EIψϕ
′(ℓ) − EIψϕ

′′′(ℓ) = −kϕϕ(ℓ)

ϕ′′(ℓ) = 0

(αℓ)4 + (βℓ)4

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) +

(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2+

ℓ3
kϕ
EIψ

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

(αℓ)3(βℓ)3
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

{
(βℓ) tanh(αℓ) − (αℓ) tan(βℓ)

}
= 0

Fixed-free beam with warping spring.

ℓ

z

kψ
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

−EIψϕ′′(ℓ) = kψϕ
′(ℓ)

(αℓ)4 + (βℓ)4

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) +

(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2+

ℓ
kψ
EIψ

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

{
(αℓ) tanh(αℓ) + (βℓ) tan(βℓ)

}
= 0

Fixed-no warp beam with rotation spring.

ℓ

z

kϕ
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

k2EIψϕ
′(ℓ) − EIψϕ

′′′(ℓ) = −kϕϕ(ℓ)

ϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(αℓ) tanh(αℓ) + (βℓ) tan(βℓ) + ℓ3
kϕ
EIψ

1

(αℓ)(βℓ)
(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

) 1

cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)
·

{(
(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2(αℓ)(βℓ)

(
1 − cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

)}
= 0

Fixed-simple beam with warping spring.

ℓ

z

kψ
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

−EIψϕ′′(ℓ) = kψϕ
′(ℓ)

(βℓ) tanh(αℓ) − (αℓ) tan(βℓ) − ℓ
kψ
EIψ

1

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

1

cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)
·

{(
(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2(αℓ)(βℓ)

(
1 − cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

)}
= 0
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Table B.9. Beams with a rotation spring at both ends.

Free-free beam.

ℓ

z

kϕ kϕ
k2EIψϕ

′(0) − EIψϕ
′′′(0) = −kϕϕ(0)

k2EIψϕ
′(ℓ) − EIψϕ

′′′(ℓ) = −kϕϕ(ℓ)

ϕ′′(0) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) = 0

(
(αℓ)6 − (βℓ)6

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2(αℓ)3(βℓ)3

(
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) − 1

)
+

(
ℓ3

kϕ
EIψ

)2(
2 +

(αℓ)4 + (βℓ)4

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2

)
sinh(αℓ)

{
sin(βℓ)

}
= 0

No warp-no warp beam.

ℓ

z

kϕ kϕ
k2EIψϕ

′(0) − EIψϕ
′′′(0) = −kϕϕ(0)

k2EIψϕ
′(ℓ) − EIψϕ

′′′(ℓ) = −kϕϕ(ℓ)

ϕ′(0) = 0

ϕ′(ℓ) = 0

sin(βℓ) +

(
ℓ3

kϕ
EIψ

)2
1

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2
(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

)2
1

sinh(αℓ)
·

{(
(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2(αℓ)(βℓ)

(
1 − cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

)}
= 0

Free-no warp beam.

ℓ

z

kϕ kϕ
k2EIψϕ

′(0) − EIψϕ
′′′(0) = −kϕϕ(0)

k2EIψϕ
′(ℓ) − EIψϕ

′′′(ℓ) = −kϕϕ(ℓ)

ϕ′′(0) = 0

ϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(βℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) + (αℓ)2 tan(βℓ) − ℓ3
kϕ
EIψ

1

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

1

cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)
·

{(
(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2(αℓ)(βℓ)

(
1 − cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

)}
−

(
ℓ3

kϕ
EIψ

)2

1

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2

{
(βℓ) tanh(αℓ) − (αℓ) tan(βℓ)

}
= 0
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Table B.10. Beams with a warping spring at both ends.

Free-free beam.

ℓ

z

kψ kψ
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

−EIψϕ′′(0) = kψϕ
′(0)

−EIψϕ′′(ℓ) = kψϕ
′(ℓ)

(
(αℓ)6 − (βℓ)6

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2(αℓ)3(βℓ)3

(
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) − 1

)
−

(
ℓ
kψ
EIψ

)2 (
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

)
sinh(αℓ)

{
sin(βℓ)

}
= 0

Simple-simple beam.

ℓ

z

kψ kψ
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

−EIψϕ′′(0) = kψϕ
′(0)

−EIψϕ′′(ℓ) = kψϕ
′(ℓ)

sin(βℓ) −
(
ℓ
kψ
EIψ

)2
1

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

1

sinh(αℓ)
·

{(
(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2(αℓ)(βℓ)

(
1 − cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

)}
= 0

Free-simple beam.

ℓ

z

kψ kψ
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

−EIψϕ′′(0) = kψϕ
′(0)

−EIψϕ′′(ℓ) = kψϕ
′(ℓ)

(αℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) − (βℓ)2 tan(βℓ) + ℓ
kψ
EIψ

(αℓ)(βℓ)

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)·

{(
(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2(αℓ)(βℓ)

(
1 − cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

)}
−

(
ℓ
kψ
EIψ

)2 {
(αℓ) tanh(αℓ) + (βℓ) tan(βℓ)

}
= 0
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B.3 Beams with damping treatment

The last section of tables lists a series of transcendental equations where damping
treatment according to Chapter 3 is applied. This boundary condition has the form,

ϕ′′(z) ∓ ηϕ′(z) = 0 (B.4)

where η identifies the specific form of the damping while the ′+′ refers to the left
end at z = 0 and the ′−′ refers to the right end at z = ℓ. In the case of the damping
treatment being applied at both ends, symmetric boundary conditions results in
identical balancing of the two damping functions, while for asymmetric boundary
conditions a balancing factor ν is applied for the left beam end.
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Table B.11. Beams with a free left end.

Free-free beam with damping at the right end.

ℓ

z

η
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) + ηϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(
(αℓ)6 − (βℓ)6

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2(αℓ)3(βℓ)3

(
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) − 1

)
+

ηℓ
(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

)
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

{
(βℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) + (αℓ)3 tan(βℓ)

}
= 0

Free-free beam with damping at both ends.

ℓ

z

η η
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) − ηϕ′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) + ηϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(
(αℓ)6 − (βℓ)6

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2(αℓ)3(βℓ)3

(
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) − 1

)
+

2ηℓ
(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

)
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

{
(βℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) + (αℓ)3 tan(βℓ)

}
+

(ηℓ)2
(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

)
sinh(αℓ)

{
sin(βℓ)

}
= 0

Free-simple beam with damping at the right end.

ℓ

z

η
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) + ηϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(αℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) − (βℓ)3 tan(βℓ) + ηℓ
(αℓ)2(βℓ)2

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

1

cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)
·

{
(αℓ)4 + (βℓ)4

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) +

(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2

}
= 0

Free-simple beam with damping at both ends.

ℓ

z

νη η
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) − νηϕ′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) + ηϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(αℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) − (βℓ)3 tan(βℓ) + ηℓ
(αℓ)2(βℓ)2

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

1

cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)
·

{
(αℓ)4 + (βℓ)4

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) +

(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2+

ν cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)

)2 }
+ ν(ηℓ)2

{
(αℓ) tanh(αℓ) + (βℓ) tan(βℓ)

}
= 0
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Table B.12. Beams with a simple left end.

Simple-free beam with damping at the right end.

ℓ

z

η
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) + ηϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(αℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) − (βℓ)3 tan(βℓ) + ηℓ
(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

) 1

cos(βℓ)

{
cos(βℓ)

}
= 0

Simple-free beam with damping at both ends.

ℓ

z

νη η
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) − νηϕ′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) + ηϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(αℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) − (βℓ)3 tan(βℓ) + νηℓ
(αℓ)2(βℓ)2

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

1

cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)
·

{
(αℓ)4 + (βℓ)4

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) +

(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2+

1

ν
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)

)2 }
+ ν(ηℓ)2

{
(αℓ) tanh(αℓ) + (βℓ) tan(βℓ)

}
= 0

Simple-simple beam with damping at the right end.

ℓ

z

η
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) + ηϕ′(ℓ) = 0

sin(βℓ) − ηℓ
1

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

cos(βℓ)

tanh(αℓ)

{
(βℓ) tanh(αℓ) − (αℓ) tan(βℓ)

}
= 0

Simple-simple beam with damping at both ends.

ℓ

z

η η
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′′(0) − ηϕ′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) + ηϕ′(ℓ) = 0

sin(βℓ) − 2ηℓ
1

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

cos(βℓ)

tanh(αℓ)

{
(βℓ) tanh(αℓ) − (αℓ) tan(βℓ)

}
+

(ηℓ)2
1

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

1

sinh(αℓ)

{(
(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ)+

2(αℓ)(βℓ)
(
1 − cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

)}
= 0
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Table B.13. Beams with a ’no warping’ or fixed left end.

No warping-free beam.

ℓ

z

η
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) + ηϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(βℓ)3 tanh(αℓ) + (αℓ)3 tan(βℓ) + ηℓ
(
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

)tanh(αℓ)

cos(βℓ)

{
sin(βℓ)

}
= 0

No warping-simple beam.

ℓ

z

η
k2ϕ′(0) − ϕ′′′(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) + ηϕ′(ℓ) = 0

cos(βℓ) + ηℓ
1

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2
cos(βℓ)

{
(αℓ) tanh(αℓ) + (βℓ) tan(βℓ)

}
= 0

Fixed-free beam.

ℓ

z

η
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

k2ϕ′(ℓ) − ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) + ηϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(αℓ)4 + (βℓ)4

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) +

(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2+

ηℓ
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

{
(αℓ) tanh(αℓ) + (βℓ) tan(βℓ)

}
= 0

Fixed-simple beam.

ℓ

z

η
ϕ(0) = 0

ϕ′(0) = 0

ϕ(ℓ) = 0

ϕ′′(ℓ) + ηϕ′(ℓ) = 0

(βℓ) tanh(αℓ) − (αℓ) tan(βℓ) − ηℓ
1

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

1

cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)
·

{(
(αℓ)2 − (βℓ)2

)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2(αℓ)(βℓ)

(
1 − cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

)}
= 0
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ABSTRACT
Torsional vibrations in beams are damped by discrete, axial viscous dampers in configurations con-
stituting bimoments. The bimoments act on warping displacements and partial restraining of
warping suggests the inclusion of a flexibility parameter, calibrated from numerical results.
Correcting for distortion is incorporated in a similar manner. The use of the governing differential
equation with calibrated parameters as an alternative to a full complex analysis by a FE model is
justified by an example. It is demonstrated that the differential equation determines the damped
frequencies and damping ratios with great accuracy. Significant damping ratios of the lowest tor-
sional mode are obtained.
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1. Introduction

In slender thin-walled beam structures, torsional vibrations
may be induced by e.g. wind, earthquakes—and in the case
of bridges—also by excitations from pedestrians or traffic.
For beams with symmetric cross-sections torsional vibra-
tions may be initiated when the load acts with an eccentri-
city to the cross-sectional shear center. For cross-sections
without double symmetry, the elastic and shear centers do
not coincide, whereby the torsional and flexural vibrations
inherently couple. In either case, the mitigation of vibrations
may lead to a reduction in fatigue stresses [1], improve-
ments in comfort levels and even removal of aerodynamic
instabilities such as flutter for structures exposed to wind.
During flutter an initial small or moderate motion develops
over time to vibrations with large amplitudes, possibly dam-
aging a structure to failure. Flutter is usually a combination
of torsion and flexure, but also pure torsional flutter may
occur [2]. The phenomenon is associated with apparent
negative damping that typically cannot be sufficiently com-
pensated by the inherent material damping. In the design
procedure for slender cable-stayed bridges substantial effort
is put into avoiding flutter, as it may be a limiting factor for
the overall span of suspension bridges [3]. A remedy for
avoiding the onset of flutter is by simply increasing the gov-
erning flutter limit, e.g. by separating the main girder in two
with connecting beams [4]. For an aerodynamic analysis of
bridges with slotted box girders see [5], while an active con-
trol strategy for bridge cable vibrations has been proposed
in [6], resulting in an increase in the critical flutter wind
speed. If geometric changes with the purpose of reducing
the flutter limit are deemed inappropriate, flutter may
instead be compensated by adding a supplemental damping

mechanism or device. For example, damping the critical tor-
sional mode of a bridge deck may be of particular interest
when it is economically cheaper than producing a closed box
girder [3]. The phenomenon of flutter in bridge decks is treated
in greater detail in [7–11]. Recently, it was shown in [12] that
the flutter critical rotational speed of a wind turbine rotor may
be increased by the use of a viscous type eddy current damper
working on the torsional motion of the turbine blades.

Torsional vibrations in thin-walled beams are associated
with inhomogeneous torsion that generates out-of-plane, axial
warping displacements. For beams with open cross-sections
these displacements are often non-vanishing at the boundaries
of the beam. For very long beams, inhomogeneous torsion has
little influence and solutions based on pure homogeneous tor-
sion are therefore adequate. However, for beams of short to
moderate length, relative to the size of the cross-section, the
contribution from inhomogeneous torsion may be significant
[13]. The vibration characteristics of uncoupled torsional vibra-
tions, including the effect of warping, were originally investi-
gated by Gere [14], who solved for the natural frequencies and
the associated mode shapes of beams with various natural
boundary conditions. Subsequently, Gere and Lin [15] studied
the coupling between flexural and torsional vibrations in
beams with non-coinciding elastic and shear centers. A thor-
ough review of torsion in beams has been given in [16].

The problem of torsional vibrations not only occurs in
civil and wind engineering structures, but may also yield
structure-borne sound and noise in power trains inside ships
and in vehicles [17], while even in drillstrings used for drill-
ing of oil or gas wells the torsional dynamic behavior may
cause severe problems [18]. Furthermore, in the aerospace
and aviation industry, composite materials are vastly used
and torsional vibrations in for example plate-like structures
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may be damped and/or mitigated by viscoelastic constrain-
ing layers [19] or piezoelectric patches [20] and [21].

The warping effect was taken into account by Christiano
and Salmela [22], expanding the original work of Gere [14] by
introducing the concept of partially restrained warping at the
boundary, specifically by adding supplemental stiffness locally
to the out-of-plane axial warping displacements. A similar
approach, with a localized viscous effect acting on the warping
motion was used to introduce supplemental damping in [23],
where the viscous boundary condition was applied directly to
the pure bimoments at the beam supports. In [23], the eigen-
value problem associated with the free vibrations of the
damped beam was solved with respect to the complex-valued
natural frequency, whereby the corresponding damping ratio
could be determined subsequently. It was demonstrated that
significant damping ratios could be realized by applying vis-
cous bimoments at the beam supports. Recently, Hoffmeyer
and Høgsberg [24] showed by a finite element comparison
that the location of discrete axial viscous dampers on the
cross-section in fact has a great influence on the attainable
damping ratios when the dampers are balanced properly [25].
For general details on viscous dampers see e.g. [25–28]. Even
though the finite element method may be the most popular
numerical method, Sapountzakis [29] applied a boundary
element method for solving the torsion problem for beams
with variable cross-section.

In the present article, the efficiency of torsional damping by
viscous warping control is investigated by detailed numerical
analysis, where a supplemental flexibility parameter is intro-
duced in the damper model to take into account the inability of
local forces on a beam cross-section to fully restrain axial warp-
ing. Thus, the flexibility parameter describes the remaining flexi-
bility of the beam due to partly restrained warping at a
boundary when the applied viscous dampers lock at infinite
damping. The locking changes the infinitely damped natural fre-
quency of the beam, reflecting the presence of the axial dampers
and their particular spatial configuration. The inclusion of such
a flexibility parameter corresponds to the effect of flexible
boundary conditions as described in e.g. [30–34]. The supple-
mental flexibility parameter is calibrated by dedicated finite
element results, and thus an additional correction parameter
may even be included in the spatial solution of the differential
equation to account for in-plane distortion of the cross-section.
The resulting analytical model for torsional vibrations of thin-

walled beams is therefore accurate and includes important sup-
plemental effects. The linear finite element model used for both
calibration and comparison is based on isoparametric elements
with cubic-linear interpolation [35], especially suitable for mod-
eling of thin-walled beams. Configurations with pure bimo-
ments are easily represented by symmetrically located axial
dampers, representing a pure viscous damping term in the gov-
erning equation due to direct proportionality with conjugated
velocity. The damped eigenvalue problem is obtained by setting
up the numerical equations of motion in state-space form,
whereby the complex natural frequencies and the corresponding
damping ratios can be obtained directly from the eigenvalues. It
is demonstrated by an example how different bimoment config-
urations influence the damping properties of the first torsional
mode and how an optimal location of the dampers on the cross-
section may be estimated. The example furthermore shows that
when designed properly, viscous bimoments are a very effective
means for damping torsional vibrations in thin-walled beams.

2. Uncoupled torsional vibrations

The design and calibration of beam structures is conveni-
ently based on an analytical approach and thus the theoret-
ical solutions are initially derived. The characteristics of
torsional vibrations in thin-walled beams may be analyzed
by considering the free response of a beam element. The
beam has the length ‘, axial coordinate z, and in-plane coor-
dinates fx1; x2g. The angle of twist hðz; tÞ and coordinate
system are seen in Figure 1a. In the remainder of the article,
the independent spatial coordinates are not depicted to
maintain a compact notation.

2.1. Governing equation

The governing differential equation may be established by
the elastic and kinetic energy. In order to take the warping
effect into account the elastic strain energy receives contri-
butions from both homogeneous torsion (St. Venant) and
inhomogeneous torsion (Vlasov). It then takes the form,

U tð Þ ¼ 1
2

ð
‘

h0 tð ÞGKh0 tð Þ dz þ 1
2

ð
‘

h00 tð ÞEIwh00 tð Þ dz (1)

where G is the shear modulus, K is the torsion stiffness par-
ameter, E is Young’s modulus, Iw is the warping moment of

Figure 1. (a) Beam with length ‘, transverse coordinate axes fx1; x2g and angle of twist h. (b) Modified I-profile cross-section with sector-coordinate w and indi-
cated shear center.
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inertia with w indicating the warping function, or sector-
coordinate, of the cross-section and ð Þ0 ¼ @ð Þ=@z indicates
differentiation with respect to z. The part of the elastic
energy describing inhomogeneous torsion relates to the out-
of-plane axial displacements described by the sector-coord-
inate. For a modified I-profile with added vertical flanges,
the sector-coordinate is shown in Figure 1b. The kinetic
energy contains the torsional inertia,

T tð Þ ¼ 1
2

ð
‘

_h tð ÞqJ _h tð Þ dz (2)

where q is the mass density, J is the polar moment of iner-
tia, and ð Þ_ ¼ @ð Þ=@t indicates differentiation with respect to
t. Energy is dissipated through idealized discrete viscous
dampers located at an end cross-section. Each damper j is
associated with a particular viscous damping coefficient cj,
while several dampers may act on the same cross-section.
Hereby the dissipated energy D may be expressed as

D tð Þ ¼
X
j

_hj tð Þcj _hj tð Þ (3)

with the summation taking into account the individual con-
tributions from all dampers acting on the cross-section. In
case of damped vibrations, the change in mechanical energy
is balanced by the dissipated energy: _U þ _T ¼ �D.
However, as the dissipated energy enters the equilibrium
equation through the boundary conditions, the governing
differential equation for the beam remains undamped as

EIwh
0000 tð Þ�GKh00 tð Þ þ qJ€h tð Þ ¼ 0 (4)

A time harmonic solution of the form hðtÞ ¼ ueixt may
in the following be assumed with x as the natural frequency
and u representing the spatial solution. Following the classic
approach in [14] the spatial solution may be written as

u ¼ D1cosh azð Þ þ D2sinh azð Þ þ D3 cos bzð Þ þ D4 sin bzð Þ
(5)

where D1 to D4 are integration constants. The two apparent
wave numbers are written as in [23],

a2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
4
k4 þ k4

r
þ 1
2
k2; b2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
4
k4 þ k4

r
� 1
2
k2 (6)

defining the warping length scale k, wave speed v, and
scaled wave number k, respectively, as

k2 ¼ GK
EIw

; v2 ¼ GK
qJ

; k4 ¼ kx
v

� �2

(7)

Depending on the boundary conditions the integration
constants in (5) are determined, yielding the transcendental
equation for the specific beam problem. This equation must
be solved iteratively for a combined set of a and b together
with the relations in (6) and (7). See [23] for transcendental
equations for various beam configurations.

2.2. Bimoment from axial forces

With the differential equation defined in (4), damping is
now introduced as a boundary condition to be used together
with the spatial solution in (5). The damping effect is
applied by placing concentrated viscous forces on the end
cross-section acting in the axial direction of the beam, as
illustrated in Figure 2a. A number of viscous forces may be
placed symmetrically or even asymmetrically, whereby a
given set of axial damping forces may result in both a nor-
mal force and bending moments alongside the desired bimo-
ment, see e.g. [36]. However, if the force configuration
yields vanishing normal force and bending moments, the
produced bimoment will in the following be referred to as a
pure bimoment. Besides the resulting normal force and
bending moments, a general geometrically asymmetric con-
figuration of a set of axial dampers may furthermore con-
tribute with additional effects like distortion or higher order
warping modes. These effects are not captured by the differ-
ential equation but will inherently be a part of a three-
dimensional solid (finite element) model. It is in the present
work not of interest to set-up configurations that introduce
a normal force or a bending moment as this complicates the
comparison with the solutions derived from the uncoupled
differential equation (4). Therefore, only symmetric configu-
rations without a resulting normal force and bending
moment will be considered in the present analysis.

The principle of virtual work may be used to quantify
whether a certain damper configuration also introduces a
normal force or bending moment. Let the jth damper force
be Fd;j and multiply with a virtual displacement duj to
obtain the virtual work Fd;jduj. The total virtual work is
therefore obtained as the sum of the individual contribu-
tions from all dampers acting on the cross-section,

dWd tð Þ ¼
X
j

Fd;j tð Þduj tð Þ (8)

where subscript d indicates the cross-section with the damp-
er(s) applied at either end of the beam. The contribution to
a normal force Nd is derived from (8) by assuming that

Figure 2 (a) Modified I-profile with axial, viscous forces in a pure bimoment configuration and warping functions (b) for cj ¼ 0 and (c) for cj ¼ 1.
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duj ¼ duc, where duc is the axial virtual displacement at the
elastic center C ¼ fc1; c2g of the cross-section. Thereby, the
relation dWd ¼ Ndduc defines the normal force as

Nd tð Þ ¼
X
j

Fd;j tð Þ (9)

Similarly, a contribution to the bending moment with
respect to a principle cross-sectional axis can be obtained by
introducing the virtual damper displacement duj ¼
ðx1�c1Þdh1 þ ðx2�c2Þdh2 expressed in terms of the damper
coordinates fx1; x2g and the cross-section inclinations h1
and h2 in the two corresponding in-plane directions, see
Figure 1. The virtual work relation dWd ¼ Md;1dh1 þ
Md;2dh2 then identifies the bending moments as

Md;a tð Þ ¼
X
j

Fd;j tð Þ xa;j�cað Þ; a ¼ 1; 2 (10)

For the configuration in Figure 2a the resulting normal
force and bending moments vanish as the forces and
moments add up to zero according to the summations in
(9) and (10). Thus, for a symmetric cross-section a corre-
sponding symmetric configuration of passive or collocated
active dampers produce a pure bimoment without coupling
to section forces associated with extension and bending.

In the present work only pure bimoments will be gener-
ated for pure torsional motion. The virtual work produced
by a bimoment Bd is given as

dWd tð Þ ¼ �Bd tð Þdh0 tð Þ (11)

The axial out-of-plane displacement is expressed in terms
of the sector coordinate w as

duj tð Þ ¼ �wjdh
0 tð Þ (12)

where wj is the intensity of the sector-coordinate at the loca-
tion of the jth damper. Substitution of (8) into (11) then
defines the bimoment as

Bd tð Þ ¼
X
j

wjFd;j tð Þ (13)

From (13) it is evident that even a single applied axial
force will generate a bimoment, while only force configura-
tions satisfying the conditions in (9) and (10) will result in a
pure torsional moment with vanishing normal force and
bending moments.

2.3. Boundary condition

The set of axial viscous forces that produce a pure bimo-
ment works on the axial warping displacements generated
by the twisting motion of the beam. This viscous bimoment
constitutes the boundary condition and the axial viscous
force Fd;j at the boundary is therefore given as

Fd;j tð Þ ¼ 6 ajc0 _ud;j tð Þ (14)

where _ud;j is the axial velocity at the location of the damper,
defined positive in the axial z-direction as shown in Figure
1a. Furthermore, c0 is the viscous coefficient and aj is a bal-
ancing factor in the case of multiple dampers not placed

symmetrically. In that case all viscous damping coefficients
are balanced relative to the reference coefficient c0. The axial
force is defined positive in tension, and the “þ” in (14)
therefore refers to the left end of the beam at z¼ 0, while
the “–” indicates the right end of the beam at z ¼ ‘.
According to (12) the axial velocity is represented by the
sector-coordinate w as

_ud;j tð Þ ¼ �wj
_h0d tð Þ (15)

The rate of external work produced by the viscous forces
is found by multiplying the viscous force Fd;j with the
energy conjugate velocity _ud;j followed by summation over
the applied viscous forces. This work is equated with the
work produced by a bimoment: D ¼ � _h0dBd. This gives the
resulting bimoment produced by the axial viscous forces as

Bd tð Þ ¼ 7 _h0d tð Þ
X
j

ajc0w
2
j (16)

This bimoment must be counteracted by the section
bimoment when EIw is the warping stiffness as

Bd tð Þ ¼ �EIwh
00
d tð Þ (17)

By assuming the frequency solution hðtÞ ¼ ueixt and
inserting (16) into (17) the boundary condition appears as

u007ixgu0 ¼ 0 (18)

where

g ¼
X
j

ajc0
w2
j

EIw
(19)

is an effective damping parameter that collects the damping
forces. The boundary condition (18) may be applied directly
to determine the integration constants in (5), thereby estab-
lishing a transcendental equation to be solved for the wave
number or natural frequency. In the case of infinite damp-
ing g ! 1 and for the damper configuration in Figure 2a
the warping function in Figure 2b, associated with no damp-
ing, will approach the one in Figure 2c.

3. Finite element model

The differential equation (4) governs the torsional vibrations
of the continuous beam model with damping applied as a
boundary condition. It is effectively solved and may con-
veniently be used for calibration and optimization of the
damper design. However, as the dampers act locally on the
cross-section at discrete positions, some effects may occur
which are not captured by the differential equation derived
on the basis of simplified kinematic assumptions with a
resulting bimoment (16) acting proportionally to the gradi-
ent of the angle of twist. These local effects could include
in-plane distortion of the cross-section, local bending of
flanges, etc. When modeling a complex structure it is of
interest to be able to do simple, yet fairly accurate prelimin-
ary analyses, rather than performing the relevant investiga-
tions on a full three-dimensional finite element model—
which may be computationally very expensive or even
intractable. Therefore a finite element model is set up in
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order to investigate the effect of applying local dampers, and
to compare with the results from solving the differen-
tial equation.

The finite element model is based on a discretization of
the three-dimensional beam structure into finite elements, as
indicated in Figure 2b, where the geometry is defined by a
number of nodes. At these nodes concentrated damping
forces Fd may be placed, introducing damping at discrete
locations on the cross-section. The present model considers
viscous dampers, as defined in (14), but in a finite element
formulation general passive or active dampers may as well
be applied. In the structural model for the beam any inher-
ent structural damping is neglected, whereby the model only
consists of the stiffness matrix K, the mass matrix M and n
degrees-of-freedom collected in the column vector q. For
the structure without dampers, the equations of motion can
therefore be written in the general form as

Mq�� tð Þ þ Kq tð Þ ¼ 0 (20)

Free vibration solutions are obtained by assuming the
harmonic representation qðtÞ ¼ ~qeixt , where the tilde indi-
cates harmonic amplitudes and x is the free vibration angu-
lar frequency. Substitution of the harmonic representation
into (20) yields the associated eigenvalue problem

K�x2
0;nM

� �
~qn ¼ 0 (21)

which determines the undamped natural frequency x0;n and
the corresponding mode shape ~qn for the nth vibration
form of the structure.

Concentrated and discrete dampers are now applied in
the numerical model, as indicated by the arrows with Fd in
Figure 2a. These forces are added to the system by a con-
nectivity vector wj for the jth damper, with all zero entries
except for a unit value at the single degree-of-freedom
where the specific damper is located. Thus, the connectivity
vector governs the location, direction and scaling of the
damper force Fd;j, as discussed in greater detail for viscous
dampers in [25]. For the structure with dampers the equa-
tion of motion (20) is extended to

Mq�� tð Þ þ Kq tð Þ ¼ �
X
j

wjFd;j tð Þ (22)

In (14) the local damper velocity _ud;j ¼ wT
j q
� for the jth

damper is as well determined by the connectivity vector.
Hereby the dissipative term on the right hand side of (22)
can be expressed asX

j

wjFd;j tð Þ ¼ Cd q� tð Þ (23)

introducing the damping matrix

Cd ¼
X
j

ajc0wjw
T
j (24)

with c0 being the viscous reference value and aj the balanc-
ing factor for the jth damper—thus cj ¼ ajc0 and c0 may be
chosen arbitrarily among all dampers. Substitution of (23)
into the right hand side of (22) then yields the equations of
motion with added local dampers as

Mq�� tð Þ þ Cdq� tð Þ þ Kq tð Þ ¼ 0 (25)

This equation constitutes a quadratic eigenvalue problem
for the solution of the natural frequency, conveniently
expressed in state-space form as

d
dt

q tð Þ
q� tð Þ

� �
¼ 0 I

�M�1K �M�1Cd

� �
q tð Þ
q� tð Þ

� �
(26)

where I is the n� n identity matrix. These coupled equa-
tions may be written in compact form by introducing the
state vector as z ¼ ½q ; q� �T and the state matrix in (26) as A.
When assuming frequency dependent harmonic solutions,
the eigenvalue problem for the damped structure can be
written in the standard form

A�ixnIð Þ~zn ¼ 0 (27)

with ~z being the eigenvector and ixn the eigenvalue. For
finite values of the viscous coefficients cj, the solution to
(27) will be complex-valued, with the imaginary part of the
natural frequency xn representing the damping associated
with the nth vibration form. For vanishing viscous damping,
xn retains x0;n determined by (21), while for all cj ! 1 the
damped natural frequency xn approaches xn;1, representing
the real-valued natural frequency of mode n associated with
full restrainment of the degrees-of-freedom connected to
a damper.

A disadvantage of the state-space form is that the state-
matrix is 2n� 2n whereby the size of the system is doubled.
Thus solving the system for large structures imposes a sub-
stantial numerical effort. For instance, a three-dimensional
finite element model may easily have several thousand
degrees-of-freedom, whereby this method may be computa-
tionally heavy or even infeasible. In a design scenario, it
may therefore be necessary to establish a faster—yet
approximate—tool, such as solving the transcendental equa-
tion associated with the differential equation in Section 2.

With the damping matrix Cd added to the equations of
motion in (25) the damped frequency may be expressed
through the damping ratio f as

xn ¼ jxnj
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�f2n

q
þ ifn

� �
(28)

The damping ratio can therefore be obtained directly
from (28) as the relative imaginary part of the damped fre-
quency,

fn ¼
Im xn½ �
jxnj (29)

The mode shapes obtained from (27) are in general also
complex, with the real part representing the physical vibration
form and the imaginary part representing the spatial phase

Figure 3. (a) Bi-cubic-linear and (b) cubic-bi-linear isoparametric Lagrange-ele-
ments for thin-walled flanges.
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shift due to the presence of the energy dissipating dampers.
The remaining part of the article only considers the first tor-
sional mode, whereby the subscript n¼ 1 is omitted.

An effective and systematic way of modeling thin-walled
beams is by use of the isoparametric Lagrange-elements
shown in Figure 3. They consist of a bi-cubic-linear element
with eight internal nodes for flange parts, and a cubic-bi-lin-
ear element for corners and junctions. They have four nodes
in the flange-wise direction and two across the thickness. As
long as the flanges are thin or of moderate thickness, the
linear interpolation across the thickness is assumed suffi-
cient. In a static analysis, a single element across a web or
flange part yields a cubic interpolation, capturing the suffi-
cient order of the shear stress distribution, see e.g. [35]. In
the present context, the advantage of using such solid ele-
ments rather than shell elements is that they represent the
warping displacements more accurately as the warping
across the flange thickness is not necessarily constant. In the
top row of Figure 6 it may be seen how a section of the
modified I-profile may be discretized with these elements.

Figure 4a and b show the convergence of the first
undamped and infinitely damped torsional frequencies x0

and x1 relative to the corresponding analytical frequencies
xana from Section 2.1 as a function of the number of ele-
ments in the lengthwise direction. The beam has “simple”
supports that restrain rotation but allow warping, with a
geometry as described in Section 5. The black line indicates
an in-plane discretization of one element per flange part as
in Figure 6, while the blue line represents two elements. As
seen the frequency converges with relatively few elements,
and the difference between using one or two elements per
flange part is minimal. In the top row of Figure 6 it may be
seen how local damping forces are applied as concentrated
forces acting at specific nodes. When the viscous coefficient
for these dampers is infinitely high the dampers lock and

act as axial supports. These discrete supports have a very
local nature and a significant influence on the convergence
of the infinitely damped frequency x1. The element top-
ology and discretization of the structural domain in the
lengthwise direction then becomes important. If the beam
was to be discretized with equally sized elements in the
lengthwise direction, a very high amount of elements are
needed for sufficient convergence. Therefore, it is proposed
to perform a finer discretization close to the damped end of
the beam. Figure 5 shows such a local discretization, for
dampers acting at the right end cross-section with one
fourth of the beam with length ‘ being discretized with the
same amount of elements as the remaining part of the
beam. The three discretizations (a)–(c) in Figure 5 are
depicted with (�) in Figure 4b. Within the densely discre-
tized zone, the element lengths decrease exponentially
towards the beam end. Figure 4b shows the convergence of
the infinitely damped frequency x1 as a function of the
number of lengthwise elements. The two groups of curves
represent in-plane discretization with one (black) or two
(blue) elements per flange part. Each group contains four
curves, obtained for different relative lengths of the zone
with finer discretization: ‘=10 (—), ‘=15 (– –), ‘=20 (— �)
and ‘=25 (� � �). It is seen that the convergence is much
slower. For the modified I-profile sufficient convergence is
obtained with one in-plane element per flange part, 30
lengthwise elements and ‘=25 with finer discretization.

4. Damper design

The placing and tuning of external dampers is often a crucial
process during the design. If the damper is placed in a position
with no motion at all or if the damping parameter is chosen so
that it provides too little resistance, it will have no effect. On the
contrary if it provides too large resistance it will act as a rigid
link. In a tuning procedure it is obviously of interest to reach
maximum modal damping, which is reached by maximizing x1
when cj ! 1 for the particular damper placement.

4.1. Balancing of dampers

In the case with more than one damper mounted on the
structure, the dampers should be balanced such that they
work optimally together. For symmetric structures and

Figure 4. Convergence of x0 (a) and x1 (b) as a function of the number of lengthwise elements and local discretization. Black line is one in-plane element per
flange part and blue line is two.

Figure 5. Discretization with lengthwise elements. One fourth of the beam is
discretized with an equal amount of elements as the remaining part, but with
lengths of decaying exponential type.
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symmetric locations they should all have equal gain, whereas
in the case of asymmetry they should not. An approximate
yet accurate procedure is described in [25], balancing a set
of viscous dampers against an arbitrarily chosen reference
damper. The method is based on a reduction technique
using the undamped mode n associated with the eigenvalue
problem in (21). In the other limiting case where cj ! 1
for all dampers they lock and act as rigid links providing
constraint forces at the damper locations which enters the
eigenvalue problem. When using the papers two-component
approximation technique the constraint force qn;j for the jth
rigid link in vibration mode n may be determined as

qn;j ¼ wT
j x2

1;nM� K
� �

~q1;n (30)

The idea is then to minimize the residual forces leading
to the following rule for distributing the relative gains of the
viscous dampers acting together,

cj
c1

¼ qn;j
qn;1

wT
1 ~q0;n

wT
j ~q0;n

(31)

When all dampers are balanced relative to damper j¼ 1,
then c0 ¼ c1 in (14) and (24), whereby balancing factor aj ¼
cj=c1 is given directly as the expression in (31).

4.2. Restraining warping

An important measure for damping efficiency is the abil-
ity of the dampers to fully restrain warping. Restraining
warping of the entire cross-section at one or possibly both
ends of a beam by the chosen set of dampers yields the
highest possibly value of x1. This damper configuration
will therefore provide the largest attainable damping ratio
for a particular beam vibrating in pure torsion. For the
analytical beam solution, the fully locked limit is repre-
sented by a support condition that fully restrains the rate
of twist: h0ðtÞ ¼ 0. In reality and in the numerical finite

element model, the limit cj ! 1 implies that only the
degrees-of-freedom connected to a damper are fully
restrained by the locking of the dampers, thus allowing
the cross-section to warp between the damper locations
with a non-vanishing warping function different from the
kinematic representation used in the analytical beam solu-
tion. In the numerical finite element model an optimal
distribution the local dampers is therefore associated with
minimizing the residual warping when cj ! 1 and
thereby maximizing the locked natural frequency x1.

Figure 6 illustrates the warping functions associated
with locked dampers for different damper configurations
acting on the modified I-profile. The top row of the figure
shows a quarter of the double symmetric cross-section
with three different configurations of axial damping
forces, that by construction are placed symmetrically to
avoid a resulting normal force or bending moments. The
forces therefore produce a pure bimoment in all three
configurations. The second row of Figure 6 shows plots of
the corresponding out-of-plane warping displacements
(artificially amplified) with restrained axial displacement
at the damper locations. The axial displacement is aver-
aged across the thickness of the flanges to illustrate repre-
sentative center line distributions of the axial warping
function. It is initially verified that the axial displacements
are in fact zero at the location of the dampers. Two or
four local forces are applied in the finite element model
to avoid unnecessary distortion across the wall thickness.
It is seen that finite out-of-plane warping still is present,
although the dampers are fully locked. Thus, a certain
degree of flexibility in the locked limit cj ! 1 remains in
the finite element model, while for the analytical bound-
ary condition in (18) the rate of twist u0

d ¼ 0 by a sup-
porting bimoment governed by (17).

Assume a continuous beam model with “simple–simple”
support conditions for the torsional problem and dampers
acting on the warping displacement at the right free end.
The cross-section of the beam is shown in Figure 6 and the
length of the slender beam is equal to thirty times the cross-
section height, while the remaining cross-section properties
are given in Section 5. Table 1 provides the natural

Table 1. Relative frequency increments due to damper locking.

(a) (b) (c)

x1=x0 [–] 1.318 1.368 1.225

Figure 6. Section of the modified I-profile with three different configurations of dampers, and the associated warping displacements (scaled for visual reason).
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frequency x1 for the first torsional mode obtained by the
numerical finite element model. The results are presented
relative to the corresponding natural frequency x0 without
dampers. The warping function without dampers is shown
in Figure 2b, which shows that the largest warping occurs at
the free end of the small vertical flange. Thus, the damper
placement depicted in Figure 6a may be expected to provide
the best authority and thereby the largest relative frequency
increase. It is seen in the table that for this configuration (a)
the frequency ratio is x1=x0 ¼ 1:318, providing almost a
32% increase due to locking of the dampers. However, it is
seen from the warping distribution in Figure 6a that the
out-of-plane displacement is fairly large at the corner and
non-vanishing along the flanges. When instead placing the
dampers as in Figure 6b the displacement is almost fully
restrained along the horizontal flanges, while only non-van-
ishing along the small vertical flanges. Apparently, this con-
figuration is better at restraining the warping displacement
and Table 1 also confirms a small increase in the frequency
ratio x1=x0 ¼ 1:368 for case (b). The optimal placement is
therefore not necessarily dictated by the largest value of the
sector coordinate w, but instead by the ability to restrain
warping when the dampers are fully locked. In Figure 6c,
the dampers are placed closer to the junction with the web,
whereby the warping function appears to be qualitatively
similar to that in Figure 1b, although with visible displace-
ments at the horizontal flange. Therefore, the frequency
increase for this configuration (c) is less than for the previ-
ous case (b). Another location of dampers may however be
even better than case (b), indicating that finding the optimal
placement is a non-trivial task. The efficiency of the individ-
ual damper configurations is analyzed in much greater detail
in Section 5.

4.3. Calibration of parameters

When modeling thin-walled beams by the use of beam the-
ory, it is commonly assumed that the beam is sufficiently
slender for the beam theory to apply and be represented
with sufficient accuracy by the associated cross-sectional
parameters. However, for short or very flexible beams, dis-
tortional effects, as illustrated by the in-plane deformations
in Figure 7a, may have great influence on the vibration
characteristics [37] and [38]. The influence of distortional
effects on the torsional vibration characteristics can be

corrected in the differential equation by adding relevant
terms. Unfortunately, this severely complicates the analytical
work and increase the complexity of the transcendental
equations that will then be much more difficult to solve.
The warping length scale k in (7) solely determines the
undamped natural frequency x0. Thus, a way to account for
the possible effects from distortion is to calibrate k by com-
parison with either experimental results or accurate finite
element solutions.

The attainable damping depends very much on the half-
circular trajectory of the natural frequency in the complex
plane, as indicated in Figure 7b. Thus, in order for the dif-
ferential equation to represent the finite element solutions as
accurately as possible, the complex frequency locus should
initiate and terminate at the correct frequencies x0 and x1,
respectively. As demonstrated in the previous section, the
placement of the dampers has a great impact on the locked
natural frequency x1. Thus, the warping length scale is
conveniently calibrated to capture the exact natural fre-
quency x0, containing all distortional effects from the finite
element model. The natural frequency x0 for the analytical
beam model is obtained by solving the continuous eigen-
value problem based directly on the differential equation in
Section 2.1. A modified warping length scale kc is then
determined by for example a simple numerical search until
the exact natural frequency x0 from the finite element
model is retained.

In the sketch in Figure 7b the solid curve represents the
half-circular root locus associated with the analytical solu-
tion to the continuous eigenvalue problem when the original
wave length scale k ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

GK=EIw
p

is used. The dashed locus
instead indicates the exact complex root trajectory obtained
by solving the full eigenvalue problem (27) in state-space
form for the finite element structure. The analytical beam
problem slightly overestimates x0, because distortional
effects constitute non-represented flexibility, whereby the
corrected wave length parameter kc must be larger than the
original k determined by the basic cross-section parameters.
This effect is analyzed in more detail in the subsequent
example, which shows that this correction due to distor-
tional effects is mainly required for relatively short beams.

In the case of infinite damping the out-of-plane warping
is completely restrained at the particular points on the
cross-section where the dampers are placed. Thus, between
these points the cross-section will still be able to warp, as

Figure 7. (a) In-plane distortion of the modified I-profile when vibrating in pure torsion and (b) frequency locus in the complex plane and consequence of parame-
ters j and kc.
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illustrated in Figure 6. This excess deformation is associated
with additional flexibility relative to the full restrainment of
the cross-section when solving the differential equation. This
additional flexibility is represented by the artificial stiffness
j, introduced to the boundary condition in (18) as

u007
1

ixg
þ 1
j

� ��1

u0 ¼ 0 (32)

The effect of the additional flexibility 1=j is illustrated in
Figure 7b, resulting in a reduction of the natural frequency
from the differential equation. The correction constant j
may be calibrated as for kc, based on a simple numerical
search routine that retains the correct natural frequency x1
obtained from the finite element model. The correct j is
calibrated so that the continuous eigenvalue problem with
the flexible boundary condition

u007ju0 ¼ 0 (33)

exactly recovers the numerically determined x1 associated
with g ! 1. In practice, the state-space problem in (27) is
not conveniently solved to get x1. Instead axial support
conditions are added to the finite element model at damper
locations, whereby the natural frequency x1 may be readily
obtained from a generalized eigenvalue problem similar
to (21).

In the limiting case of infinite damping with g ! 1, the
boundary condition (32) dictates that u0 ¼ 0, thus without
excess warping displacement, when neglecting the correction
term 1=j in the parenthesis. However, with the concentrated
dampers applied at discrete points on the cross-section, the
partially restrained warping will inherently reduce the infin-
itely damped frequency due to the remaining flexibility, as
the cross-section will obviously warp between damper loca-
tions. This further implies that the warping displacements
are linear combinations of the sector-coordinates associated
with the undamped beam in Figure 2b and the remaining
warping function in Figure 2c for infinite damping. The
axial displacements in (15) are therefore only an approxima-
tion, leaving a slightly altered warping stiffness to be used
for the section bimoment in (17). However, as the actual
warping displacements at infinite damping vanish, the cur-
rent model actually predicts the damping behavior with
great accuracy, as demonstrated by the numerical example
in the next section. Thus, instead of conducting a full root
locus analysis with the large finite element model, the eigen-
value solution from the partial differential equation may
effectively be used to design the damper system, as long as

the two correction parameters kc and j are cali-
brated accurately.

5. Damping of a “simple–simple” beam

To illustrate the attainable damping properties by restraining
the warping displacements—and to demonstrate the accuracy
of using the differential equation with calibrated parameters
rather than doing a full root locus analysis—a beam is ana-
lyzed with the two different bimoment configurations in
Figure 6a and b, from now denoted as Ba and Bb, respectively.
The beam in Figure 8a is with “simple–simple” supports which
represent restrained rotation and free warping at both ends.
Viscous damping is applied at z ¼ ‘. The cross-section in
Figure 8b has a height and width a, thickness t ¼ a=40 and
added vertical flanges of length a=4. Possion’s ratio is � ¼ 0:3.
According to [23] the transcendental equation governing the
simple-simple beam may be written as

a‘ð Þ2 þ b‘ð Þ2
� �

sinh a‘ð Þ sin b‘ð Þ�
1

ixg‘ þ 1
j‘

� ��1
cosh a‘ð Þ cos b‘ð Þ b‘ tanh a‘ð Þ�a‘ tan b‘ð Þ	 
 ¼ 0

(34)

The first step is to calibrate kc and j based on the estab-
lished finite element model of the beam. Figure 9a shows
the variation of kc relative to the original k ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

GK=EIw
p

for
different lengths of the beam. The graph basically shows the
influence of cross-section distortion on the undamped fre-
quencies, as a function of the beam length to the height of
the cross-section. It shows that distortion has a significant
effect when the beam is sufficiently short. With increasing
length the ratio kc=k approaches unity, without the distor-
tional effect. Based on the calibrated kc the stiffness param-
eter j may subsequently be calibrated. Figure 9b shows the
variation of j‘ for the two bimoment configurations as they
give different infinitely damped frequencies. The specific
value of j‘ ensures that the infinitely damped frequency x1
obtained by the transcendental equation matches the corre-
sponding frequency from the finite element analysis. Figure
9b shows that j increases with the slenderness ratio ‘=a as
the warping effect is less important in long beams, whereby
the term 1=j‘ ! 0 in (32) as j‘ ! 1.

5.1. Optimal balancing of dampers

The damper configurations Ba in Figure 6a and Bb in Figure
6b involve 8 and 16 dampers, respectively. The dampers are
placed asymmetrically on the quarter cross-section as shown

Figure 8. (a) “Simple–simple” beam with damping treatment at z ¼ ‘, and (b) modified I-profile.
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in Figure 10 where ca1 � ca2 are associated with Ba and cb1
� cb4 are associated with Bb. As the warping amplitudes are
different at all six locations in Figure 10 the dampers must
be balanced relative to each other according to (31). The
configuration Ba is balanced relative to ca1 and Bb is bal-
anced relative to cb1. The balancing factors aj are seen in
Table 2. For Ba the balancing factors are within the same
order of magnitude, and only a vanishing deviation would
be observed if the dampers were not balanced. In the case of
Bb the necessity of balancing is obvious as cb3 and cb4 are
much larger than cb1 and cb2 and if all dampers had the
same damping coefficient the root locus would consist of
multiple smaller semicircles as illustrated in [25] with
less effect.

5.2. Root locus analysis

With the parameters kc and j calibrated, a full root locus
analysis may be performed by solving the transcendental
equation (34) by varying the viscous damping parameter in
the interval c0 2 ½0 ;1½. The real part of the complex fre-
quency will then shift from x0 to x1. The frequency loci
and damping ratios obtained from the transcendental equa-
tion are compared to similar analyses in the finite element
format, see Figure 11. The analyses are based on ‘=a ¼ 30.
The results are not dependent of the size of the cross-section

if the ratio ‘=a is kept constant, neither does the material
have an influence on the relative frequency increment
ðx1�x0Þ=x0, and thereby the maximum attainable damp-
ing ratio. However, the optimal value of the viscous damp-
ing parameter and absolute frequencies are sensitive to
changes in geometry and material and will therefore change
accordingly.

The black dashed line indicates a fully restrained cross-
section, therefore representing the maximum frequency and
damping ratio. The parameters needed for solving the tran-
scendental equation are given in Table 2. Considering the
frequency loci it may be observed that the frequencies coin-
cide at x0 and x1 as expected due to the calibration of kc
and j‘. It may furthermore be observed by the blue lines,
indicating that the dampers are placed in the outermost
points of the cross-section (Figure 6a) yield a lower x1
than having the dampers placed at the corners (Figure 6b),
represented by the red lines. The damping ratio is deter-
mined based on the imaginary part of the frequency, see
(29), and thus the larger the imaginary part the larger the
damping ratio. The ð�Þ-markers and solid lines with the
ðþÞ-markers representing FE results and results from solv-
ing the transcendental equation respectively match perfectly.

Table 3 presents the relative frequency increments and
maximum damping ratios, fmax. The results from the full
finite element analysis and from solving the transcendental
equation are presented for comparison. From the relative
frequency increments ðx1�x0Þ=x0 it may be seen that
warping has a significant influence on the natural frequency.
Relative increments of 30–50% are observed in this particu-
lar case, merely by restraining warping partially at one end
of the beam. The maximum damping ratio fmax corresponds
approximately to the top point of the frequency loci in
Figure 11a and thus to half of the relative frequency incre-
ment [26] and [39],

f� ¼ 1
2
x1�x0

x0
(35)

From Table 3 it may be seen that this estimate fits well
with the results from the root locus analyses. Thus, in a pre-
liminary design situation the maximum damping ratio is
easily estimated from x0 and x1, obtained without solving
the full complex problem in (27).

If transient analyses are to be performed in a preliminary
design stage, the motion of the beam must also be

Figure 9. (a) Calibrated kc and (b) j‘ for Ba (blue line) and Bb (red line) based on finite element results.

Figure 10. Order of the damping coefficients.

Table 2. Parameters used for analysis.

Bimoment
Ba Bb

Damping coefficient ca1 ca2 cb1 cb2 cb3 cb4
aj 1.0 0.8 1.0 7.5 70.2 141.9
j‘ 0.385 0.645
kc=k 1.004 1.004
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sufficiently represented by the differential equation. The
undamped and infinitely damped mode shapes from the dif-
ferential equation are shown with ðþÞ-markers in Figure
12a and b, in which the rotations from the finite element
model are plotted with ð�Þ-markers. These rotations are
determined based on an average displacement of the eight
junction nodes at the connection between the cross-section
web and the two flanges, see Figure 2b. In Figure 12 it may
be seen that the rotations from the two methods match
almost perfectly, and the differential equation therefore
accurately represents the vibration form as well. From the
curves it is also evident that restraining warping partially at
the right end of the beam causes the gradient of the rotation
to decrease, which also can be seen in the mode shapes
from the finite element model in Figure 12c and d, with col-
ors indicating the absolute displacements. If the right end
cross-section was fully prevented from warping the rotation
curve would have been flat at the right end of Figure 12b as
the gradient would then be zero, u0ð‘Þ ¼ 0.

5.3. Optimal damper location

From the root locus analysis it is evident that the maximum
damping ratio depends very much on the damper location,
and it has previously been demonstrated that the optimal
position is not directly proportional with the magnitude of
the warping displacements. The largest damping ratio is
however obtained when placing the dampers such that the
flexibility of the beam is lowered as much as possible,
thereby increasing the infinitely damped frequency x1.
Therefore, the bimoment configuration Bb yields the largest
damping ratios during the root locus analysis. However,
determining the position of the dampers such that x1 is
increased as much as possible is as mentioned earlier not a
trivial task.

An optimal position of the dampers is robustly estimated
by simply sweeping over locations along the flanges of the
profile and determining x1 when replacing the dampers
with axial supports. Comparing x1 with x0 as in (35) gives
a good estimate of an optimal position that maximizes the
damping ratio. In the current example the dampers may be
placed at six different locations, either as a horizontal pair
as in Figure 6a, as four dampers as in Figure 6b or as a ver-
tical pair as in Figure 6c. For each of the six positions, x1

may be found by either solving the transcendental equation
or by the finite element model, which only requires solving
a real-valued problem. Figure 13 shows the ratios x1=x0 of
which two are recovered in Table 3. This analysis again
shows that placing the dampers at the corner is more effect-
ive than at the bottom of the vertical flange. However, the
actual optimal damper location is seemingly on the vertical
flange just below the corner element.

6. Conclusions

A method for damping torsional vibrations in thin-walled
beams by restraining the out-of-plane axial warping dis-
placements has been expanded by including a flexibility
term in the viscous boundary condition, to be used in rela-
tion with the governing differential equation. The flexibility
term alters the infinitely damped frequency for a given
bimoment configuration and may be calibrated by supple-
mental finite element results. Furthermore, the warping
length scale k has been calibrated according to finite element
results to take the in-plane distortional effects associated
with short beams into account in the modified value kc.
Hereby the frequency loci produced by the differential equa-
tion are obtained, which initiate and terminate at the correct
frequencies, as obtained by the finite element model. Almost
identical results in terms of maximum damping ratios and
the associated viscous damping coefficients are obtained by
the differential equation and the finite element model. As
the axial dampers have a very local nature caution must be
taken when meshing the structure. It is proposed to mesh
25=‘ of the beam end with the dampers applied with as
many elements as the rest of the beam. Furthermore, the
eight internal nodes of the bi-cubic-linear element ensure a
consistent convergence behavior.

The finite element model of the beam from the example
has more than 18.500 degrees-of-freedom. A full root locus
analysis of a three-dimensional finite element model may

Figure 11. Complex frequency loci (a) and damping ratio (b). Results from finite element analysis (blue circle) and (red circle) and differential equation (blue line,
blue plus symbol) and (red line, red plus symbol). Blue and red corresponds to Ba and Bb respectively. (– –) indicates fully restrained cross-sections.

Table 3. Frequency increments and damping ratios from the root
locus analysis.

Bimoment ðx1�x0Þ=x0 fFEMmax fDiff:eq:max f�

Ba 0.318 0.160 0.161 0.159
Bb 0.368 0.186 0.187 0.184
1 0.480 – 0.248 0.240
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therefore be computationally very heavy and time consum-
ing, and even in some cases practically impossible. This sug-
gests that preliminary analyses may be performed by using
the differential equation with calibrated parameters obtained
by solving only two undamped eigenvalue problems. This
allows for an investigation of damper configurations, differ-
ent geometries, etc., retrieving damping ratios, frequencies
and optimal values of viscous damping coefficients with
great accuracy. With a single or few final designs a more
detailed analysis may then be conducted in the full finite
element format.

It has furthermore been demonstrated how different
damper configurations on the cross-section may influence
the attainable damping properties. For a chosen beam con-
figuration the dampers should be placed to minimize the
flexibility of the beam and thereby increase the relative fre-
quency increment between the undamped and infinitely
damped frequencies. A substantial amount of damping has
been demonstrated, and the differential equation and the
finite element model shows very good conformity. Though,
it still remains a challenge to determine the flexibility par-
ameter j explicitly. As it requires information about the
beam configuration and the cross-section, it may be
achieved with the hierarchical Carrera Unified Formulation
[40] exploiting some higher-order theory to capture the
altered warping of the cross-section. Finally, a simply way of
estimating the optimal location of the dampers
was presented.

As the warping displacements are generally quite small,
damping could be realized with e.g. piezoelectric transducers
as presented in [41], where large forces may be generated at
small stroke levels. If the beam is small, piezoelectric patches
[21] could be placed in pairs on the beam flanges where one
acts as the sensor and the other as actuator. Although these
would act on the relative displacements, they should still be
able to control warping and thus introduce damping.
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Abstract

Damping of coupled bending-torsion beam vibrations is realized by local actuators, operating axially
on an end cross-section of a fully three-dimensional structure by a collective positive position feedback
control with a spatial filter that specifically targets the out-of-plane warping component of the
coupled response. To reduce the computational effort, a beam element model is introduced, in which
a single control bimoment is supplemented by a fictitious stiffness that accounts for the inability of
the local actuators to fully restrain warping. This fictitious stiffness is conveniently calibrated by
frequency matching in the limit of infinite control gain and it enables accurate estimation of both
complex roots and the stability limit from beam element analysis. It is demonstrated by a numerical
example that substantial modal damping is attained by positive position feedback of the torsional
warping component from the fully coupled response.

Keywords:

Damping, coupled vibrations, positive position feedback, active control, thin-walled beams,

finite element method

1. Introduction

Many beam structures exhibit properties which inherently couple basic deformation

modes. Varying cross-sectional properties, pretwist, inhomogeneous material distribution

and lack of cross-sectional symmetry may all lead to coupling between axial, bending and/or

torsional deformation modes of beam structures. Areas of application in large-scale struc-

tures may include wind turbine blades, bridges and tall buildings [1]. In all of these areas,

structural vibrations may be an issue and supplemental damping by discrete devices may

be required to increase the life-time of structures prone to fatigue damage, reduce the risk

of aeroelastic instabilities like flutter and secure accelerations below comfort levels.

∗Corresponding author
Email address: davhoff@mek.dtu.dk (David Hoffmeyer)
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Early descriptions of coupled beam vibrations because of non-coinciding elastic and shear

centres were given by Gere [2], while a thorough derivation of the coupled differential equa-

tions with contributions from rotary and warping inertia can be found in [3, 4]. Special

emphasis on the effect of warping was given in [5], concluding that significant errors oc-

curred when not taking this supplemental deformation into account. Coupled vibrations in

slender beam structures are effectively analysed by beam elements [6, 7], as also shown in

the present paper.

Wind turbine blades are large-scale structures with pronounced coupled bending-torsion vi-

brations because of asymmetric cross-section geometry and inhomogeneous material distri-

bution, making them prone to aeroelastic flutter instability with apparent negative damping

[8]. Because of the continuously increasing size of wind turbines and their blades, it is of

interest to alleviate excessive dynamic vibrations, as previously proposed with tuned mass

dampers [9, 10].

The coupled vibrations imposed by aeroelastic interaction is also present in streamlined

bridge decks, as reported for long-span suspension bridges in [11, 12, 13]. As it may be

a limiting factor in design of future multi-deck bridges, efforts are put into increasing the

flutter wind speed limit by adding damping, using for example tuned mass dampers [14, 15].

Other structures with coupled bending-torsion vibrations are composite beams or plates,

used in many areas of application where limited weight combined with high strength is of

importance [16, 17, 18].

This paper specifically considers damping of coupled bending-torsion vibrations by par-

tially restraining the out-of-plane, axial warping displacements that occur due to the tor-

sional part of the fully coupled response. Figure 1a shows a viscous bimoment, restraining

the cross-section warping of a 1D beam model. It has been demonstrated in [19] that the

restrainment of warping by a special boundary condition for the bimoment may realize a

significant increase in frequency and thereby a great damping potential. The promising

results for the ideal beam model have recently been confirmed by a full three-dimensional

finite element (3D FE) analysis [20], with several discrete viscous dampers placed in con-

figurations constituting the desired bimoment on a beam cross-section, as shown in Fig. 1b
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Figure 1: (a) effective beam model with actuator bimoment and (b) 3D structure with discrete, axial actu-

ators.

for four corner forces acting oppositely on a single-symmetric cross section. However, the

discrete actuators in Fig. 1b only resist warping of the cross-section locally where they are

placed, thereby leaving non-vanishing warping displacements to occur in the remainder of

the cross-section. This partial restrainment of warping is associated with an excess flexi-

bility in the system, not accounted for by the beam element model in Fig. 1a. Therefore,

an equivalent control law for the beam element in Fig. 1a is supplemented by an fictitious

spring stiffness that represents this additional flexibility experienced by the actual model in

Fig. 1b. The inclusion of the fictitious spring reduces the frequency of the system, by an

elastic boundary condition, as described for torsional damping in [21] or for structures with

flexible or non-ideal supports in [22, 23, 24].

For large and densely meshed structures it may be computationally ineffective to perform

a detailed damping analysis with the full 3D FE model in Fig. 1b. Therefore, this paper

instead solves the complex eigenvalue problem for the efficient beam element model in Fig.

1a, augmented with the fictitious spring to account for the excess warping associated with

the local actuator control in Fig. 1b.

As torsional warping displacements may be quite small, an active control with positive

position feedback (PPF) [25, 26, 27, 28, 29] of the warping displacement is proposed to

achieve a substantial increase in attainable damping. The displacements are effectively

measured by e.g. strain sensors at each actuator location and processed by a spatial filter

that combines the individual signals into a resulting out-of-plane warping deflection of the
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cross section, without affecting deformations from the extension and bending content of the

coupled response. A positive position feedback control law provides the desired damping

performance and the individual target force processed to the individual actuator on the

cross section is then distributed by the same spatial filter used to modulate the sensor

signal. Thus, the control scheme is collectively collocated [30], although the feedback for

each individual actuator is not entirely decentralized.

A proposed first-order linear filter with assumed ideal actuator dynamics has previously

been proposed for vibration damping in [31, 32], and has furthermore been considered for

damping of pure torsional vibrations in [33]. It is demonstrated how the excess flexibility

from the partial warping restrainment, included in the beam model by the fictitious spring

stiffness, affects and changes the stability limit [34, 35] of the combined system with PPF.

It is finally demonstrated that substantial damping ratios are obtained by only restraining

the torsional part of the coupled bending-torsion response of a beam structure.

2. Coupled vibrations with active control

A main goal of the present paper is the formulation of a simple beam model, that accu-

rately captures the detailed dynamics of an underlying 3D beam structure with local positive

position feedback (PPF) control of the out-of-plane warping displacement from torsion. This

section therefore derives the governing equations for coupled bending-torsion vibrations of

a pure beam model with an equivalent bimoment representing the active boundary control.

2.1. Governing differential equations

Consider a beam with length ℓ, longitudinal axis z and transverse axes {x1, x2}. For a

cross-section without double symmetry the elastic centre C = (c1, c2) - which also represents

the centre of mass - and shear centre A = (a1, a2) do not coincide, as shown in Fig. 2a.

The {x1, x2}-directions are in this case not principal axes and define the translational dis-

placements ξ1(z) and ξ2(z) with respect to the shear centre. As bending-torsion-coupling is

investigated, the extension deformation is excluded in the present formulation. The angle of

twist with respect to the shear centre around the z-axis is θ(z). To keep a compact notation

the arguments (x1, x2, z) are excluded in the following.
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Figure 2: (a) Asymmetric cross-section with {x1, x2}-coordinate system, elastic centre C and shear centre

A. (b) Beam element with six nodal degrees-of-freedom.

The equations governing coupled bending and torsional vibrations of a general thin-walled

beam may be derived as shown in e.g. [3, 4],

EIαβξ
′′′′

β + ρAξ̈α − ρAcβ θ̈ = 0 , α, β = 1, 2

EIψθ
′′′′ −GKθ′′ + ρAc1ξ̈2 − ρAc2ξ̈1 + ρJθ̈ = 0

(1)

where summation over repeated Greek index is implied in the top equation. The cross-

sectional parameters consist of the bending stiffnesses EIαβ , the torsional stiffness GK

associated with homogeneous torsion (St. Venant), the warping stiffness EIψ associated

with inhomogeneous torsion (Vlasov), the mass per unit length ρA and the torsional inertia

per unit length ρJ . Differentiation with respect to z is indicated by ( )′ = ∂( )/∂z, while

˙( ) = ∂( )/∂t describes differentiation with respect to time t. Furthermore ψ is the warp-

ing function or sector-coordinate associated with free homogeneous torsion. The coupling

specifically depends on the distances cα between the elastic centre and shear centre, shown

in Fig. 2a.

2.2. Discretization by beam elements

A main objective of the paper is to demonstrate the accuracy of the beam element model

relative to a full 3D FE model of the beam structure. For beam elements the classic cubic

Hermitian shape functions are often sufficient to interpolate between nodes, as they linearly

resolve the curvature for ξβ and θ in (1). Without the extensional deformation of the element,

each node has six degrees-of-freedom, as indicated in Fig. 2b. The discretization of the beam

model then yields a global stiffness matrix K and mass matrix M, with further details on
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the specific finite element implementation provided in the Appendix A, summarizing explicit

expressions for the system matrices by appropriate sub-matrices, that may include higher-

order effects, such as rotary and warping inertia, by supplemental terms.

The equations of motion for the structure modelled by beam elements are represented in

terms of the n degrees-of-freedom in the displacement vector q(t) of the linear system,

Mq̈(t) +Kq(t) = 0 (2)

when neglecting any inherent structural damping. Free vibrations are throughout the paper

examined by assuming harmonic solutions of the form: q(t) = q̃eiωt, where (̃ ) denotes the

vibration amplitude and ω is the angular frequency. By substitution into (2), the undamped

eigenvalue problem takes the form

(
− ω2

0,jM+K
)
q̃0,j = 0 (3)

where ω0,j are the undamped natural frequencies and q̃0,j are the corresponding mode shape

vectors, with subscript 0 denoting the undamped structure and j referring to the specific

mode number.

2.3. Damping by warping position feedback

Efficient damping of the beam element model is introduced by a PPF control, where the

local actuator forces on the 3D structure in Fig. 1b act on the local axial displacements

from torsional warping extracted from the coupled bending-torsion response. For the present

beam model in Fig. 1a, the combined actuator forces constitute a resulting bimoment Bd

that is energy conjugated to the gradient of the angle of twist θ′d, representing the warping

intensity. For the beam element model the set of equations of motion is therefore given as

Mq̈(t) +Kq(t) = −wBd(t) (4)

The effect of the resulting bimoment is here added to the beam model by a connectivity

vector w, which identifies the specific actuator configuration and location. The connectivity

vector w furthermore defines the representative displacement

θ′d(t) = wTq(t) (5)
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that produces work with the equivalent bimoment Bd in (4). For the beam model, the

connectivity vector has the simple structure w = [ ... , 1 , ... ]T , where the single unit value is

located at the degree-of-freedom representing the warping intensity of the controlled node.

For the proposed PPF control, the bimoment is assumed linear and collocated, with the

feedback force formulated as a linear filter [31, 32],

Bd(t) + τḂd(t) = gθ′d(t) (6)

where τ is a filter constant defining the cut-off frequency at 1/τ . Thus, the gain g here

governs the magnitude of the collective feedback control for the equivalent bimoment on

the simple beam model, whereas Section 5 introduces the actual control for the full 3D FE

structure with a gain for the axial force actuators.

2.4. Frequency relations for PPF

Based on the measured displacement θ′d(t), the equivalent bimoment Bd(t) is fed back

to the system by the control law in (6) for the representative beam model. The properties

of this filter may be examined in the frequency domain by assuming the harmonic solutions

Bd(t) = B̃de
iωt and θd(t) = θ̃de

iωt, leading to the frequency control relation

B̃d = Hθ̃d (7)

which introduces the temporal dependence by the frequency function

H =
g

1 + iωτ
(8)
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Thus, the effect and tuning of the actuator is governed by the gain g, while the frequency

characteristics are represented by the denominator of H. The complex H = |H|eiϕ is

conveniently decomposed into its phase angle ϕ and the magnitude |H/g| of the frequency

function normalized with the gain g,

tanϕ = −ωτ , |H/g| = 1√
1 + (ωτ)2

(9)

The phase angle and normalized magnitude are shown in Fig. 3a. It is seen by the solid line

that the PPF imposes a control component that operates ahead of velocity by a phase angle

ϕ > π/2, which approaches the viscous limit ϕ ≃ π/2 in the high-frequency domain ωτ → ∞.

This phase lead ϕ > π/2 corresponds to apparent negative stiffness [32], whereby the PPF

locally increases actuator deflection and improves the overall energy dissipation. Therefore,

PPF is advantageous for small deformation problems, such as the warping feedback control

considered in the present case.

The magnitude of the transfer function, represented by the dashed line in Fig. 3a, avoids

undesirable influence from high-frequency vibrations, as |H| → 0 above the cut-off frequency,

whereas the filter ensures large damping in the low frequency domain below the cut-off

frequency. In order for the filter in (6) to dissipate energy, the imaginary part Im[H] > 0.

Figure 3b shows both the real and imaginary part of the frequency function H, where the

imaginary part of the frequency function (solid curve) is seen to be negative, whereby the

gain g < 0. Conversely, the real part Re[H] < 0 imposes the previously mentioned negative

stiffness that locally increases the actuator stroke and improves performance over classic

viscous damping or direct velocity feedback [36].

3. Beam model with warping-restrained flexibility

Figure 4a shows a flange of the thin-walled cross-section in Fig. 4b and Fig. 1b. The

3D FE structural model is discretized by finite elements and two axial actuator forces act

locally at the free end. During the PPF control the actuators will restrain the warping

displacements at their specific location, even completely preventing the axial motion in the

limit g → −∞. However, the cross-section may still be able to warp in between the actuators

locations, as indicated in Fig. 4b. This residual warping displacement is associated with an

8
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at infinitely high actuator gain.

excess flexibility, which is not included in the beam model. Thus, the PPF control law in

(6) for the effective beam model must augmented to capture the correct dynamics and this

additional flexibility of the underlying 3D FE model [20].

3.1. Augmented control with fictitious stiffness

The additional flexibility to be used when controlling the equivalent beam model may

be modelled as a spring with stiffness k in series with the active controller in (6) with gain

g, as schematically indicated in Fig. 5. The fictitious spring stiffness is introduced by the

linear relation

Bd(t) = kθ′k(t) (10)

in which the excess component θ′k is associated with the cross-section warping in Fig. 4b

for locking of the actuators at g → −∞. It follows from Fig. 5 that the total gradient of

the angle of twist θ′d∗ is given as the sum of the contributions from the bimoment and from

the fictitious spring,

θ′d∗(t) = θ′k(t) + θ′d(t) (11)

Introducing (6) and (10) into (11) then yields the augmented control equation

(
1

g
+

1

k

)
Bd(t) +

τ

g
Ḃd(t) = θ′d∗(t) (12)

to be used in the following for calibration of the gain g when controlling the beammodel. The

fictitious stiffness k is in the following determined such that the frequency of the equivalent

beam at infinite gain (g → −∞) recovers the correct frequency when locking the discrete

9
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Figure 5: Boundary condition with an active element with gain g in series with a spring with stiffness k.

actuators on the actual cross-section in the full 3D FE model in Fig. 4.

The gain-dependent frequency function H∗ of the augmented control equation (12) can now

be written as

H∗ =

[(
1

g
+

1

k

)
+ iω

τ

g

]
−1

(13)

whereby H∗ → H in (8) as k → ∞. When introducing the actuator force (12) in the global

system (4), the equations of motion may be written in the frequency domain as

(
− ω2

jM+K+H∗wwT
)
q̃j = 0 (14)

with the effect of the augmented controller included at a specific single degree-of-freedom by

the matrix wwT . The combined controller, governing the actuator bimoment Bd, is shown

in Fig. 5, where the physical controller with gain g is placed in series with the fictitious

spring k. Thus, when k → ∞ the fictitious spring will not be deformed, whereby the

boundary condition recovers the non-modified controller in (6) with gain g. However, for a

finite value of k, the additional flexibility implies an increases in displacement (θ′d∗ > θ′d) at

the beam boundary, thus modifying both the performance, calibration and stability limit of

the proposed PPF control.

3.2. Determination of residual flexibility

The accurate determination of the fictitious spring stiffness k is important for the dy-

namic damping analysis using the simple beam model. The residual warping-restrained

stiffness k in (12) is obtained from the dynamics of the structure in the limit g → −∞, in

which the controller equation (13) reduces to additional stiffness term kwwT in

(
− ω2

∞,jM+K+ kwwT
)
q̃∞,j = 0 (15)

10



For this limiting eigenvalue problem ω∞,j is the frequency of the beam model associated

with infinite gain, while q̃∞,j is the corresponding mode shape vector. In the following,

ω∞,j is therefore referred to as the infinitely damped (natural) frequency. In the present

case the stiffness k is determined so that the infinitely damped frequency ω∞,j from (15)

matches the corresponding natural frequency ω3D from the full 3D FE model with infinite

gain. Thus, the stiffness k is calibrated by the frequency matching ω∞,j = ω3D, which only

requires the solution of a real-valued eigenvalue problem for the large 3D FE model.

The fictitious stiffness k can be isolated in (15) by applying the matrix determinant lemma

of the Sherman-Morrison formula [37]. Substituting the calibration frequency ω∞,j = ω3D

into the beam model in (15), this lemma directly gives

det
(
−ω2

3DM+K+ kwwT
)
= det

[
−ω2

3DM+K
](

1+ kwT
[
−ω2

3DM+K
]
−1

w
)
= 0 (16)

where non-trivial solutions require the determinant to be zero. This explicitly gives the

residual stiffness as

k = − 1

wT
[
− ω2

3DM+K
]
−1

w
(17)

based on the beam model components M, K and w, and the frequency ω3D from the full

3D FE model with infinite actuator gain. As the beam model will have a limited number

of degrees-of-freedom, the inversion of the matrix in (17) is computationally inexpensive.

4. Stability condition

With the warping-restrained stiffness k introduced in the modified active filter in (12)

and (13), the combined system for the beam model is now described and the effect of the

flexibility on the stability of the system is investigated. Fig. 6 shows a root locus tracing a

damped frequency ω in the comple plane from ω0 (×) for g = 0 to ω∞ (◦) for g → −∞. An

unbounded response occurs beyond the stability limit (�), that depends on the control law

(12) with the excess flexibility comprised by k.

4.1. Combined closed-loop system

When solving the combined closed-loop system, comprised by the beam structure model

in (4) and the equivalent control equation (12), the damped frequencies ωj trace a family

11
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of root loci in the complex ω-plane, as indicated in Fig. 6 for gain g = 0 (ω0) to g → −∞
(ω∞). These root loci can be obtained by solving the eigenvalue problem associated with

the coupled equations (4) and (12), which can be written as


M 0

0 0




 q̈(t)

B̈d(t)


+


0 0

0 ν−1τ




 q̇(t)

Ḃd(t)


 +


 K w

−gν−1wT 1




 q(t)

Bd(t)


 =


0

0


 (18)

where ν =
(
1 + g

k

)
contains the correction from the fictitious stiffness k. From this block

matrix formulation, the combined system is solved in the corresponding state-space format,

for which the complex roots ωn are expressed as

ωj = |ωj|
(√

1− ζ2j + iζj

)
(19)

introducing the apparent damping ratio as the relative imaginary part

ζj =
Im[ωj]

|ωj |
(20)

The damping ratio is therefore a rational measure for the modal damping attainable by the

active PPF control.

4.2. Stability limit

It follows from Fig. 3b that Re[H] < 0, whereby the active warping control with positive

position feedback and g < 0 imposes apparent negative stiffness on the structure. Thus,

for a limiting value of the gain g = gstab the negative control stiffness makes the combined

12



system non-positive definite and thus unstable with unbounded response. It is crucial to

avoid instabilities when applying active control, and the determination of the precise gain

limit g = gstab is therefore a necessity.

The equivalent first-order control equation (15) implies that a pure imaginary root is added

to the family of complex conjugated natural frequencies obtained by the eigenvalue problem

associated with (18). Stability requires all eigenvalues to have a positive imaginary part,

whereby instability occurs when a single of these pure imaginary roots becomes negative,

as indicated by the trajectory (× to ◦) along the imaginary axis in Fig. 6. A stability

criterion is constructed by inspection of (18), in which the augmented mass and damping

matrices will be guaranteed positive semi-definite for ν > 0 and thus g > −k. Although

this inequality indicates a stability gain from modal spill-over, the condition is often not

limiting because of the large values of k obtained by the small to moderate reductions in

the infinitely damped frequency ω∞,j found e.g. in the numerical example in Section 7.

The augmented stiffness matrix must as well be positive definite. Because of the PPF

control, this introduces a limit on the negative gain g = gstab < 0. Both the structural and

controller equations are now pre-multiplied with −gν−1, whereby the original structural

coordinate q(t) is normalized as q∗(t) = −gν−1q(t). Hereby, the elastic energy from the

augmented stiffness matrix in (18) can be expressed as

Ve =
[
q∗(t)T Bd(t)

]



K −gν−1w

−gν−1wT −gν−1






q∗(t)

Bd(t)


 (21)

which can be re-written into

Ve =
1
2
q∗(t)T

[
K+ gν−1wwT

]
q∗(t) + 1

2

(
Bd(t)

(
gν−1

)1/2 −
(
gν−1

)1/2
wTq∗(t)

)2

−Bd(t)gν
−1Bd(t)− q∗(t)T gν−1q∗(t)

(22)

Stability requires the energy in (22) to be positive, i.e. Ve > 0, which directly identifies

a limit of stability from the first term in (22), as the remaining terms are defined positive

for g < 0. Therefore the matrix inside the square brackets of the first term (22) must

be positive definite. By the matrix determinant lemma in (16) this corresponds to the

determinant requirement

det
(
K+ gν−1wwT

)
= det

(
K
)(

1 + gν−1wTK−1w
)
> 0 (23)
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which leads to an explicit solution for the stability gain gstab,

1

gstab
= −wTK−1w − 1

k
(24)

The gain limit g = gstab is thus comprised of the structural flexibility at the location of

the control bimoment and the added flexibility from the partial warping restrainment. This

added flexibility 1/k is seen to reduce the stability gain, which is otherwise ignored by the

original PPF control equation in (6) for the beam model.

5. Spatial filtering and warping control

The accuracy of the simple beam element model with a PPF control for the equivalent

bimoment relies on a precise calibration of the fictitious stiffness k in the augmented control

equation (12). As mentioned previously, the stiffness k is calibrated by frequency matching

ω∞,j = ω3D, where ω3D denotes the infinitely damped frequency from the full 3D FE model

with infinite actuator gains. Initially, the collective warping control for the full 3D FE model

is obtained by constructing a connectivity vector w3D with a spatial filter that only restrains

warping, while ignoring axial deformations from extension and bending.

5.1. Control equations for 3D FE model

The actual 3D FE model with discrete axial actuators placed as in Figs. 1b and 4a is

inherently different in size and element type compared to the simple beam element model

in Fig. 1a with the actuator bimoment in Fig. 5. Thus, the system matrices M, K and

displacement vector q(t) will be larger in size for the full 3D FE model. The governing

system of equations for the full FE model may be written in standard form as

Mq̈(t) +Kq(t) = −fd(t) (25)

in which the individual discrete actuator forces in Fig. 1b are contained in the force vector

fd(t). The present PPF on the full 3D structure is constructed in a collective format, with

a single displacement

qd(t) = wT
3Dq(t) (26)

14



introducing a connectivity vector w3D, which describes the spatial filtering of the individual

sensor signals. The collective displacement qd for the full 3D FE model is then processed

by a PPF control equation similar to that in (6) for the beam element bimoment Bd,

fd(t) + τ ḟd(t) = g3D qd(t) (27)

determining a corresponding collective control force fd, which scales with the common con-

trol gain g3D. The actual control force provided by the individual actuator in the 3D FE

model is then finally obtained by multiplication with the connectivity vector,

fd(t) = w3Dfd(t) (28)

Next, the connectivity vector w3D is constructed by a spatial filter that only targets the

warping displacement of the full 3D FE model, while the relation between the actual gain

g3D and the equivalent bimoment gain gbeam for the beam model is established.

5.2. Connectivity and balancing

For a vibration mode with inherent coupling between torsion and bending, the axial

displacements of the end cross-section may derive from a mix of inclinations associated

with bending and out-of-plane warping from torsion. In the current strategy, only the ax-

ial displacements from warping are to be restrained by the PPF control, thus leaving the

displacements from bending unaffected. Figure 7a,b shows the bending inclination and the

warping displacement for the I-profile with a single line of symmetry, previously considered

in Figs. 1 and 4. The connectivity vector w3D must now be constructed such that only

warping is affected by the PPF control system for the full 3D FE model.

Multiple actuators act on the cross-section of the 3D model to realize the equivalent bi-

moment Bd, used in the equivalent beam model. Thus, the individual non-vanishing com-

ponents in w3D must be relatively balanced to work optimally together in extracting the

warping displacement in (26) and conversely imposing the ideal bimoment by the force vec-

tor fd(t) in (28).

For warping different parts of the cross-section deform in opposite directions, as shown

in Fig. 7b, whereby the entries in w3D must have the ±-signs according to the warping

function in Fig. 7c. The connectivity vector is therefore with zero entries, except at the
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Figure 7: (a) inclination from bending, (b) warping and (c) sign of the analytical sector-coordinate ψ.

degree-of-freedom with an actuator, for which a balancing factor αi is introduced for actu-

ator i,

w3D = [ ... , αi , ... ]
T (29)

A proper balance of the individual actuators i = 1, 2, . . . is secured by balancing factors

proportional to the square-root of the sector-coordinate at the actuator location

αi = sign(ψi)
√

|ψi| (30)

in which case the sign-function secures the desired spatial filtering that extracts the sector-

coordinate in e.g. Fig. 7c, without affecting axial displacements from extension and bending.

Consider the four-actuator configuration in Fig. 1b with the analytical sector-coordinate

shown in Fig. 7c. In this case, the four non-zero entries in the connectivity vector will be

±a/
√
18 for the two actuators placed at the free ends of the top flange and ∓2a/

√
18 for

the corresponding two actuators acting at the free ends of the bottom flange. When the

top-flange warping function is considered as a common factor between the four entries, the

connectivity vector is conveniently scaled as

w3D = [ ... , 1 , −1 , −2 , 2 , ... ]T (31)

whereby the common scaling factor a/
√
18 is simply absorbed by the corresponding control

gain g3D, as demonstrated in Section 6. Thus, for the normalized connectivity vector, the

balancing factors are then α1,2 = ±1 and α3,4 = ∓2 for the four actuator forces in Fig. 1b.

For more complicated cross-section geometries and/or actuator configurations, a specific

16



value of the sector-coordinate ψi at actuator location i may conveniently be obtained by

available numerical cross-section analysis tools, such as [38] used in the numerical example

of Section 7.

5.3. Locking cross-sectional warping

The targeted natural frequency ω3D, used for calibration of the fictitious spring stiff-

ness by (17), is obtained from the full 3D FE model in the gain limit g3D → −∞. This

requires solving a large eigenvalue problem in state-space form, which may be computation-

ally inefficient. Instead the particular locking of warping, without affecting the cross-section

deformations from extension and bending, may be realized by enforcing a constraint equa-

tion based on the connectivity vector composed in the Section 5.2. This constraint condition

is effectively imposed by use of Lagrange multipliers [39], with the constraint for warping

simply given as wT
3Dq̃ = 0. For free vibrations this leads to solving the following eigenvalue

problem, 


 K w3D

wT
3D 0


− ω2


M 0

0 0







q̃

λ


 =


0

0


 (32)

where λ is the Lagrange multiplier and w3D specifies the constraint structure using the con-

nectivity vector w3D established by the procedure indicated in (29). The eigenvalue prob-

lem in (32) determines the real-valued natural ω3D that is used by the frequency matching

ω∞,j = ω3D to determined the fictitious spring stiffness k by the (17).

6. Control gain equivalence

The gain gbeam in (12) for the beam model and g3D for the 3D FE model in (27) are

inherently different due to the different nature of the models and scaling of the respective

connectivity vectors w and w3D. The equivalence between the two models therefore requires

a correct conversion between the two gains. This is achieved by equivalence of the virtual

work produced by the bimoment in the beam model and the actuators in the 3D FE model.

The control bimoment in the beam model produces virtual work by multiplication with the

virtual rate of the angle of twist. In the frequency domain this virtual work relation can be

written as

δVbeam = −δθ̃′dB̃d = −Hδθ̃′dθ̃′d (33)
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introducing the frequency function H in (8). As this relation ignores the excess flexibility

by k → ∞, the virtual work may be considered as a perturbation from the undamped state.

The virtual work in the 3D FE model consists of the virtual work produced by each of the

discrete actuators,

δV3D = −δq̃df̃d = −Hδq̃Tw3Dw
T
3Dq̃ (34)

identifying fd and qd as resulting scalar variables for the collective control effort. In the

3D FE model the collective displacement q̃d = wT
3Dq̃ =

∑
i αiψiθ

′

d represents the sum of

the magnitude of axial displacements from warping at the individual actuator locations.

Thereby, the virtual work in the 3D FE model can be written as

δV3D = H

(∑

i

αiψi

)2

θ̃′d δθ̃
′

d (35)

By δVbeam = δV3D and substitution of H from (8) with different gains in the two models,

the equivalence between these gains can be obtained as

g3D =
gbeam(∑
i αiψi

)2 (36)

Even though (36) describes an approximate relation, the result appears to be fairly accurate,

as demonstrated in the subsequent numerical example of Section 7.

7. Numerical example

In this section an example is given to demonstrate the method of using beam elements

with the warping-restrained flexibility added to analyse the damping potential of warping

control applied to a beam with bending-torsion coupling. In the following the damping

efficiency will be independently demonstrated for the two lowest coupled modes of a beam.

The present beam is simply supported (pinned) in both ends with respect to bending in

the x1-direction, as seen in Fig. 8a, and ’simply’ supported with respect to torsion, thus

restraining the rotation at both beam ends while allowing warping, as indicated in Fig. 8b.

The beam has length ℓ and the cross-section is seen in Fig. 8c with overall thickness a/40

and dimensions as depicted in the figure. The material is elastic with properties E = 210

GPa, ν = 0.3 and ρ = 7850 kg/m3. For the 3D FE model, the beam structure is discretized

with isoparametric elements consisting of a bi-cubic-linear element for flange parts and a
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Figure 8: Simply supported beam in regards to (a) bending (b) and torsion with (c) I-profile cross-section

and location of actuators in the (d) upper left corner and (e) bottom left corner.

cubic-bi-linear element for corners and junctions, as indicated in Fig. 4. The beam is

discretized with 30 length-wise elements, where half of them are distributed over ℓ/25 at

the beam end where the actuators are placed, while a single element per flange part is

sufficient according to [20] for the in-plane mesh. The corresponding boundary conditions

in the 3D FE model restrain all nodes at both beam end cross-sections in the vertical x2-

direction, while restraining the nodes along the x2-axis in all three directions. Thereby, the

beam cross-section may rotate around the x2-axis and displace in the axial z-direction in

the flanges.

Figure 9a shows the vibration shape of the lowest mode obtained by the 3D FE model. It is

seen that the torsion couples with the lateral displacement component in the x1-direction.

Figure 9b-d shows the displacement components of the coupled mode from the equivalent

beam element model, with the discrete (red) circles representing average values from the full

3D FE model in Fig. 9a. It is seen that good agreement is obtained between the undamped

modes from the beam element model and the full 3D FE model.

7.1. Actuator configuration

The bottom flange in Fig. 8c has half the width of the top flange, whereby the elastic

and shear centres do not coincide along the x2-axis. For the beam model, an actuator

bimoment Bd is applied at the right end, as shown in Fig. 8b, which in the full 3D FE

model is represented by a set of eight discrete actuators acting in the axial direction. The

discrete actuators are thus structured in the connectivity vector w3D in (29) such that they

collectively produce a bimoment that only operates on the warping displacement shown in
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Fig. 7c.

Two actuators are placed across the flange thickness in each corner of the four corners (free

ends) of the cross-section in the 3D FE model. Because of the cross-section’s symmetry with

respect to the x2-axis, the four actuators placed at the left ends of the flanges are scaled by

balancing factors of same magnitude and opposite sign as their right flange counterparts.

In Fig. 8d,e the circles indicate the specific location of the four left side actuators, denoted

as a to d from top to bottom, respectively. The connectivity vector for the left half of the

3D FE model can therefore be expressed as

wleft = [ ... , αa , αb , αc , αd , ... ]
T (37)

with four balancing factors αa to αd. Conversely, the connectivity vector for the right half

is simply obtained by a change of sign,

wright = −wleft = [ ... , −αa , −αb , −αc , −αd , ... ]T (38)

and the total connectivity vector for all eight actuators in the 3D FE model is obtained by

the assembly

w3D = [ ... , wT
left , ... , w

T
right , ... ]

T (39)
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The four balancing factors αa to αd are then determined by (30) for the specific actuator

locations shown in Fig. 8d,e. The detailed sector-coordinate is in this example obtained

numerically by the cross-sectional code described in [38]. In Table 1 the balancing factors

are given relative to the actuator with gain ga in Fig. 8d.

The axial displacements of the end cross-section from the first undamped mode is seen in

Fig. 10. The contribution from warping is clearly identified as the inclinations of the two

flanges in Fig. 10a are not identical, which would have been the case for pure bending.

With infinite gain and the chosen connectivity structure, the relative torsional warping at

the four outer corners of the I-profile is restrained and leaves the axial displacements in Fig.

10b, with almost identical inclination along the flanges and a small non-linear contribution

from the residual warping shown in Fig. 4b. This validates that the connectivity vector

w3D effectively extracts the collective warping component due to torsion, without affecting

the bending component of the coupled vibration.

7.2. Damping efficiency

With the connectivity structure determined for the 3D FE model, the objective is now

to calibrate the fictitious stiffness k by (17) in order for the root locus of the beam model

to initiate and terminate at the natural frequencies obtained by the full 3D FE model.

The infinitely damped frequency from the 3D FE model ω3D is therefore be determined by

solving (32).

The effect of the position feedback filter in (12) is based on the cut-off frequency 1/τ . In

Table 1: Balancing factors.

i a b c d

αi/αa 1.00 1.12 2.14 2.11
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order to damp mode j sufficiently the cut-off frequency is set to two times the corresponding

undamped frequency,

1/τj = 2ω0,j (40)

The final step is to find the gain limit by (24), which ensures a bounded response. The

results of the damping analysis for both models are seen in Fig. 11. The two lowest modes

are damped independently and the corresponding frequency loci are seen in Fig. 11a,c

for mode 1 and 2, respectively, while the corresponding damping ratios are plotted in Fig.

11b,d. The solid lines with circles (◦ ) indicate the beam model, the red markers (+)

depict the full 3D FE model solutions, the dashed line ( ) represents the beam model with

k → ∞ and thus no correction for the partial warping restrainment, while the blue square

markers (�) represent the complex frequency at the gain limit gstab in both models.

As the markers representing the beam model and 3D FE model practically coincide, very

good agreement between the effective beam element model and the full 3D FE model is

documented. The minor discrepancies are attributed to the non-ideal boundary conditions
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Table 2: Results of analysis.

Model k (ω∞ − ω0)/ω0 ζstab gbeam
stab

/g3D
stab

(∑
i
αiψi

)2
M
o
d
e
1

Beam
∞ 0.092 0.189 4.57 –

1.15 · 108 0.086 0.174 4.24 4.28

3D − 0.086 0.176 – –

M
o
d
e
2

Beam
∞ 0.136 0.301 4.57 –

1.16 · 108 0.123 0.188 4.24 4.28

3D − 0.124 0.189 – –

in the 3D FE model, which only with noticeable effort may resemble the ideal pinned

boundary conditions used in the beam element model. Furthermore, the small difference in

ω0 is attributed to inherent cross-sectional distortion.

To the left in Fig. 11a,c the trace of the single pure imaginary eigenvalue is shown, for which

instability is seen to occur for both models exactly when it reaches the origin. Thus, the

beam model with fictitious stiffness k exactly identifies the stability limit of the collective

PPF control applied for the eight actuators on the full 3D FE model.

In Table 2 the frequency increments (ω∞−ω0)/ω0 and damping ratios at instability ζstab for

the two modes are seen. The effect of taking the partial warping restrainment into account

is seen to decrease the relative frequency increment and thereby the damping ratio. It is

also seen that mode 2 has a larger frequency increment than mode 1, meaning that the

torsional component is more pronounced, and is thus damped more than the first mode

which is reflected by the damping ratios in the table. When k → ∞ the damping ratio

increases indicating an overestimation of damping in the beam model, when not including

the fictitious stiffness k representing partial warping restrainment.

The second last column of Table 2 provides the ratio between the stability gains for the two

structural models, which differ by a factor that is accurately captured by the conversion

factor introduced in (36) and given in the last column of Table 2.

7.3. Free response to initial displacement

The time-response for the beam element model is determined by an initial displacement.

The time response with an initial displacement corresponding to the first vibration mode,
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Figure 12: Free response from an initial displacement showing the horizontal displacement of (a) the shear

centre and (b) point B for 0.40 · gstab (red), 0.65 · gstab (blue), 0.80 · gstab (black) and 0.95 · gstab (green). (c)

shows the horizontal displacement of the shear centre for 1.01 · gstab (solid) and 1.05 · gstab (dashed).

using 103 time increments with a step size of h = 5 · 10−3 s, is obtained by the beam

element model and is solved by the ode45-routine implemented in Matlab. The initial

displacement is based on the state vector from the eigenvalue problem in state-space with

k as given for mode 1 in Table 2 and g given as a certain fraction of the gain limit. Due to

the presence of the actuator, the complex state vector will contain a velocity part arising

from the phase shift as well as an initial actuator force, implemented as initial displacement

q̃0, velocity ˜̇q0 and actuator force Bd,0, respectively. The eigenvector is scaled such that

the initial horizontal displacement of the shear centre A, as shown in Fig. 8, at the middle

of the beam is ℓ/100. Fig. 12a then shows the time history of the lateral displacement in

the x1-direction of the shear centre, while Fig. 12b shows the equivalent displacement at

the joint between the lower flange and the web, denoted as point B in Fig. 8c. For point

B the linearized horizontal component of the rotation of the cross-section relative to the

shear centre is shown, as it describes the rotational (twist) component of the response. The

response is plotted for 0.40 · gstab (red), 0.65 · gstab (blue), 0.80 · gstab (black) and 0.95 · gstab
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(green), approximately corresponding to the mode 1 damping ratios: ζ1 = 2.9%, 8.3%,

13.8% and 17.4% according to Fig. 11b where the 17.4 % is recovered in Table 2.

As the response is initiated by the eigenvector, the contributions from other modes is min-

imized. The red curve in Fig. 12a for g = 0.40 · gstab is rather close to an exponentially

decaying cosine function. When applying very aggressive damping by g = 0.95 · gstab, the
response is almost immediately cancelled. The response of point B on the lower flange

is more irregular due to the presence of the torsional component. The first peak with a

displacement greater than the initial displacement of point B at t = 0 is attributed to the

apparent negative stiffness part of the filter in (12). However, the response is mitigated

quite rapidly when applying aggressive damping close to the limit of stability.

In a design situation a gain close to the gain limit is not recommended, as instability should

be avoided at all times with a certain margin. Various uncertainties associated with the

geometry of the structure, actuator and sensor dynamics (which is not taken into account)

may imply a reduced gain, slightly off the theoretical estimate. The horizontal response of

the shear centre when applying a gain of g = 1.01 · gstab and g = 1.05 · gstab is shown in Fig.

12c, represented by the solid and dashed lines, respectively. When g < gstab the response

becomes unbounded as observed in the figure, although for a gain only slightly above the

gain limit, the increase in the response builds up more slowly over time.

8. Conclusions

Damping of coupled beam vibrations with discrete, active actuators restraining the ax-

ial warping displacements have been the objective of this paper. Emphasis has been on

setting up a beam element formulation by which it is possible to perform detailed damping

analyses, as verified by comparison with a large 3D FE model with isoparametric elements.

On an actual structure the discrete, axial actuators only restrain warping locally, while the

remaining part of the cross-section is still able to warp. This is associated with an additional

flexibility, which lowers the frequency associated with infinite gain. This flexibility has been

included in the beam model by a fictitious spring and it has furthermore been shown that

it reduces the gain at which the combined system becomes unstable.

A numerical analysis of a beam with a single-symmetric cross-section has been used to
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demonstrate the accuracy of the 1D beam model and the efficiency of warping based PPF.

The complex natural frequencies and corresponding damping ratios obtained by the beam

model accurately reproduce the exact results from the full 3D FE model, when taking the

excess flexibility from the fictitious spring into account. A key part of the analysis is the

construction of the connectivity vector, which isolates the warping from torsion without

affecting extension and bending. It has been demonstrated that a collective PPF control

with spatial filtering imposed by the connectivity vector implies large attainable damping.

The PPF control has been implemented as a simple linear filter which produces a control

force that in terms of phase leads the local velocity component and therefore yields a great

damping potential due to apparent negative stiffness. The combined structure and con-

troller equation have been solved in state-space with respect to the damped frequencies and

damping ratios. For the present example with an I-profile, substantial damping ratios are

reached well below the system stability limit. The similarity between the two models is

remarkable, suggesting that initial designs for beams with local control may successfully be

carried out by a beam model with a supplemental spring that includes apparent controller

flexibility. Though the gain in the two models is inherently different, it has in fact been

possible to formulate a conversion factor between the two controller gains. This enables the

design of the individual actuators by the beam model results when using e.g. piezoelectric,

electric or hydraulic devices to realize the control effort in the actual structure.
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Appendix A. Implementation of beam elements

The differential equations governing fully coupled flexural and torsional vibrations of a

beam can be derived as in [3, 4],

EIαβξ
′′′′

β − ρIαβ ξ̈
′′

β + ρAξ̈α − ρAcβ θ̈ = 0 , α, β = 1, 2 (A.1)

EIψθ
′′′′ −GKθ′′ − ρIψ θ̈

′′ + ρAc1ξ̈2 − ρAc2ξ̈1 + ρJθ̈ = 0 (A.2)
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The second term in (A.1) is the rotary inertia of the cross-section and the third term in

(A.2) is the warping inertia related to the axial motion of the warping. Both of these

terms are typically unimportant and therefore often discarded. However, in a finite element

formulation with beam elements these effects are very easily implemented.

By discretization with the Hermitian shape functions,

N =
[
2s3 − 3s2 + 1 , s(s− 1)2 , −2s3 + 3s2 , s2(s− 1)

]
(A.3)

where s = z/ℓ, the global stiffness and mass matrices may be written explicitly with ap-

propriate sub-matrices from integration of the shape functions and their derivatives. This

assumes a prismatic beam with identical cross-section. Integration of the shape functions

yields the following sub-matrices,

E =

∫ 1

0

NTN ds =
1

420




156

22 42

54 13 156

−13 −3 −22 4




(A.4)

F =

∫ 1

0

N′TN′ ds =
1

30




36

3 4

−36 −3 36

3 −1 −3 4




(A.5)

G =

∫ 1

0

N′′TN′′ ds =




12

6 4

−12 −6 12

6 2 −6 4




(A.6)

The stiffness matrix does not contain coupling elements between bending and torsion, only

coupling terms relating coupled bending in the case of an unsymmetric cross-section may

occur. Thus a set of 4 × 4 matrices are defined as

Kξ1 = EI11ℓ
−3G , Kξ2 = EI22ℓ

−3G

Kξ12 = EI12ℓ
−3G , Kθ = EIψℓ

−3G+GKℓ−1F

(A.7)

Hereby the element stiffness matrix may be written as

K =




Kξ1 Kξ12 0

KT
ξ12

Kξ2 0

0 0 Kθ


 (A.8)
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If the chosen coordinate system coincides with minimum one of the principal axes the

coupling matrices vanish, Kξ12 = 0. If the elastic and shear centres do not coincide, terms

in the mass matrix coupling bending and torsion arise. Thus, the diagonal terms of the

mass matrix describing the inertia of bending and torsion are given as

Mξ1 = ρAℓE+ ρI11ℓ
−1F

Mξ2 = ρAℓE+ ρI22ℓ
−1F (A.9)

Mθ = ρJℓE + ρIψℓ
−1F

The last term in Mξα represents the rotary inertia of the cross-section and the last term in

Mθ represents the warping inertia. Even though these special inertia terms in most cases

are vanishing it is with a minimum of effort taken into account in this way. The off-diagonal

terms consist of the coupling rotary inertia and the coupling between bending and torsion,

defining the matrices,

Mξ12 = ρI12ℓ
−1F , Mξ1θ = −ρAc2ℓ−1E , Mξ2θ = ρAc1ℓ

−1E (A.10)

The mass matrix may then be written as

M =




Mξ1 Mξ12 Mξ1θ

MT
ξ12

Mξ2 Mξ2θ

MT
ξ1θ

MT
ξ2θ

Mθ


 (A.11)

If the cross-section is double-symmetric the mass matrix contains only diagonal entries.

The axial displacements are easily included in this format, yielding 14 × 14 stiffness- and

mass matrices. For this particular structure of the governing matrices the nodal values are

collected in the nodal vector q

q =
[
ξT1 ξT2 θT

]T
(A.12)

with the following nodal arrays,

ξ1 = [ξ1A , ℓξ
′

2A , ξ1B , ℓξ
′

2B]
T

ξ2 = [ξ2A , −ℓξ′1A , ξ2B , −ℓξ′1B ]T

θ = [θA , ℓθ
′

A , θB , ℓθ
′

B]
T

(A.13)

where the length ℓ ensures dimensionless sub-matrices.
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For damping of fully coupled beam vibrations a three-
component tuned mass absorber is proposed, consisting of
two translational and a single rotational absorber, which to-
gether target a specific vibration mode. The representation of
the interaction with residual non-resonant vibration modes
is consistently included by two supplemental terms in the ab-
sorber equation, calibrated by frequency matching with the
full structural model for vanishing absorber damping. The
absorber tuning directly includes these residual terms with-
out approximation when the underlying modal representa-
tion is based on the vibration form with absorber masses
rigidly attached to the structure. It is demonstrated that the
desired damping behaviour require non-homogeneous ab-
sorber balancing, obtained by an approximate method for
the relative sizing of each absorber mass.

1 Introduction
Supplemental damping of flexible beam structures is

conveniently introduced by tuned mass absorbers [1] work-
ing as suspended masses connected to the structure by
springs and viscous dashpots. Such device configurations
have been used for vibration mitigation of e.g. wind turbine
blades [2], suspension bridges [3] and tall buildings [4].
Tuning of the mass absorber relies on accurate frequency
matching with a selected vibration mode of the flexible host
structure. The classic tuning procedure of Den Hartog [5] is
based on attaining equal dynamic amplification at two neu-
tral frequencies at which the amplitude is independent of the
device damping. Specifically for tuned mass absorbers this
principle also implies equal damping of the two modes asso-
ciated with the selected vibration form of the structure [6].

Most tuning procedures assume that the response of the
structure can be represented solely by the targeted vibra-
tion mode, although the absorber will inherently experience
supplemental support motion from the other non-resonant
modes. This interaction with residual vibration modes dete-
riorates the calibration, unless corrected by e.g. the addition
of a flexibility and an inertia term in the absorber equation,
as proposed in [7]. The present paper adopts a slightly alter-
native correction approach, in which the additional parame-
ters are calibrated based on matching of the two frequencies
associated with the resonant structural modes at vanishing
absorber damping, as proposed for inerter-based absorbers
in [8].
Multiple absorbers may be applied to damp coupled torsion-
bending vibrations in slender beam-like structures [9, 10].
As many tall buildings have an irregular shape, multiple ab-
sorbers are furthermore used to mitigate response from seis-
mic loading [11]. However, explicit procedures for the siz-
ing and thereby relative balancing of the individual absorbers
often rely on a numerical optimization procedure [12–14],
which may be inconvenient with non-parametric solutions.
The present note proposes a three-component mass absorber
for damping of fully coupled beam vibrations, consisting of a
single rotational and two translational absorbers. These three
absorbers may be placed at the same location on the beam,
as they are associated with different structural degrees-of-
freedom. The configuration of the combined translational-
rotational absorbers for coupled-mode vibration damping
may be realized by a crucifix-type absorber [15] or a sim-
ilar coupled beam-type absorber [16], both originally pro-
posed for damping of pure bending and/or torsion modes
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with well-separated frequencies. For the present problem,
in which the multiple absorber configuration targets a single
coupled mode, the balancing between the individual absorber
components becomes important. Although the method pro-
posed in [17] has been derived for relative sizing of viscous
dampers, it is directly translated to the present mass absorber
problem, for which it appears to give a proper balancing of
the three individual absorber components when targeting a
mode with inherent bend-twist coupling.

2 Governing equations
2.1 Structure and absorber

For a general flexible structure with n degrees-of-
freedom collected in the displacement vector q, the dynamic
behaviour is governed by the mass matrix M and the stiff-
ness matrix K. The general response of the structure in the
frequency domain is governed by the equation of motion

(
K−ω

2M
)

q+Wfa = fe (1)

with ω being the angular natural frequency and the external
load represented by fe. The forces from na multiple tuned
mass absorbers are collected in the vector fa with the con-
nectivity array

W = [w1 , w2 , ... , wna ] (2)

specifying the attachment of each absorber on the structure
and thus defining

us = WT q (3)

as a vector containing the structural base motion experienced
by each absorber. Figure 1a shows a single absorber com-
prising a mass ma connected to the structure by a spring with
stiffness ka in parallel with a viscous dashpot with coefficient
ca. The absorber forces fa can thus be determined as

fa =−
(
ka + iωca

)
αααua =−ω

2maααα
(
ua +us

)
(4)

where the vector ua contains the relative displacements of the
absorber masses, while the relative sizing of the absorbers in
Fig. 1b is given by the balancing matrix

ααα =


α1

α2
. . .

αna

 (5)

treated in further detail in Section 6.
When introducing us = WT q, the latter equality in (4) gives

(
ka + iωca−ω

2ma
)
αααua−ω

2maαααWT q = 0 (6)

with common absorber parameters ma, ca and ka for a given
balancing matrix ααα.
The corresponding structural equation (1) is obtained by
elimination of the absorber force fa given by the latter ex-
pression in (4). Hereby the structural equation of motion can
be written as(

K−ω
2M∞

)
q−ω

2maWαααua = fe (7)

with the augmented mass matrix

M∞ = M+maWαααWT (8)

containing contributions from the absorber mass, as illus-
trated in Fig. 1c.

2.2 Modal properties
Without absorbers and external load the original struc-

tural equation (1) defines the undamped eigenvalue problem

(
K−ω

2
0, jM

)
q0, j = 0 (9)

in which the eigenvalue ω0, j is the undamped natural fre-
quency of mode j and q0, j is corresponding mode shape vec-
tor. Although commonly used for a modal representation of
the structure to be damped, it may appear inconsistent, as (9)
is not recovered in either of the limits ca → 0 or ∞ for the
absorber damping coefficient.

The alternative equation of motion (7) recovers the un-
damped structure in Fig. 1c for ca → ∞, with all absorber
masses included in the mass matrix (8). Therefore, the cor-
responding eigenvalue problem

(
K−ω

2
∞, jM∞

)
q∞, j = 0 (10)

serves as a consistent basis for a modal truncation of the flex-
ible structure. The eigenvalue of (10) determines ω∞, j <ω0, j
as the infinitely damped natural frequency, while q∞, j is the
corresponding mode shape vector.
All absorbers are calibrated towards a single resonant vibra-
tion mode j = r. With the alternative problem (10) as basis,
the modal expansions can be expressed as

q =
n

∑
j=1

q∞, j
x j

ν∞, j
, ua = WT q∞,r

yr

ν∞,r
(11)

with x j and yr being the modal coordinates for the struc-
ture and absorber displacements, respectively. The collective
absorber coordinate yr for the target mode j = r may with-
out loss of generality be expressed directly in terms of q∞,r,
providing an identical coupling coefficient in the subsequent
modal equations. A combined modal amplitude ν∞, j at the
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Fig. 1. (a) Tuned mass absorber, (b) structure with multiple absorbers and (c) locking of the absorber mass to the structure at ca→ ∞.

absorber locations for a specific mode j is in (11) introduced
by the quadratic relation

ν
2
∞, j = qT

∞, jWαααWT q∞, j (12)

comprising the location of the absorbers via W and the rela-
tive sizing through the balancing matrix ααα.
When introducing the expansions in (11) into the structural
equation in (7) and then pre-multiplying with qT

∞, j/ν∞, j, the
corresponding modal equation for a mode j appears in un-
coupled form as

(
k j−ω

2m j
)
x j−ω

2maη jryr = f j (13)

defining the structural modal mass, modal stiffness and ex-
ternal modal load as

m j =
qT

∞, jM∞q∞, j

ν2
∞, j

, k j =
qT

∞, jKq∞, j

ν2
∞, j

, f j =
qT

∞, jfe

ν∞, j

(14)
whereby the infinitely damped natural frequency ω∞, j is de-
fined by the modal stiffness to mass ratio ω2

∞, j = k j/m j. In
(13) the modal coupling coefficient

η jr =
qT

∞, jWαααWT q∞,r

ν∞, jν∞,r
(15)

is introduced so that ηrr = 1. By pre-multiplication of (6)
with qT

∞,rW/ν∞,r, the associated modal absorber equation is
given as

(
ka + iωca−ω

2ma
)
yr−ω

2ma

n

∑
j=1

ηr jx j = 0 (16)

with the sum containing contributions from all vibration
modes through the coupling coefficient ηr j in (15). In the
coupled modal equations (13) and (16) the na tuned mass
absorbers act as a single unit with their individual balanc-
ing defined by the matrix ααα, while the sum with ηr j contains
the background contributions from residual vibration modes
j 6= r.

2.3 Modal representation with residual mode correc-
tion

Instead of truncating the sum in (16) to a single term
j = r, the residual terms j 6= r may be included by correc-
tion terms, as suggested in [7]. It follows from the modal
structural equation (13) that x j is proportional to yr for free
vibrations. Thus, the residual components of the sum in (16)
may be represented consistently by a flexibility and an inertia
correction term that must be proportional to yr,

n

∑
j=1

ηr jx j = xr +
n

∑
j 6=r

ηr jx j = xr + ka

(
1
k′r
− 1

m′rω2

)
yr (17)

The correction terms are directly introduced by a supplemen-
tal modal stiffness k′r and modal mass m′r, representing base
motion flexibility parameters via the sum of their reciprocal
values. This modal truncation with residual mode correction
eliminates the sum in the absorber equation (16), whereafter
the two terms with k′r and m′r are fully absorbed by the corre-
sponding physical terms proportional to yr.
For the structural modal equation (13) the specific equation
for the targeted vibration mode j = r can now be normalized
by the modal stiffness kr as

(
1−ξ

2)xr−µrξ
2yr = 0 (18)

introducing the non-dimensional frequency

ξ =
ω

ω∞,r
= ω

√
mr

kr
(19)

Similarly the absorber equation (16), with the sum elimi-
nated by (17), is normalized by division with kr. Hereby,
it can be written in compact form as

(
κ∗+ iξβ∗−ξ

2µ∗
)
yr−ξ

2µ∗κ∗
1
κr

xr = 0 (20)

where the corrected mass, stiffness and damper ratios with
asterisks

1
µ∗

=
1
µr

+
1
µ′r

,
1
κ∗

=
1
κr

+
1
κ′r

, β∗ = βr
κ∗
κr

µ∗
µr

(21)
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are expressed by the physical absorber mass, stiffness and
damper ratios

µr =
ma

mr
, κr =

ka

kr
, βr =

ca√
krmr

(22)

and the corrected mass and stiffness ratios with primes

µ′r =
m′r
mr

, κ
′
r =

k′r
kr

(23)

representing the residual mode contributions introduced in
(17). Because of the modal expansion with the infinitely
damped mode shapes q∞, j, the residual correction terms are
fully included in the comprised ratios µ∗ and κ∗ without any
approximations, as otherwise needed for tuned vibration ab-
sorbers when the undamped mode shapes q0, j are used in the
modal decomposition [7, 19].

3 Absorber tuning
The tuning of the absorbers is based on the properties

of the complex poles, governed by the characteristic equa-
tion obtained by eliminating the modal coordinates between
the two equations (20) and (18). By re-arranging terms the
characteristic equation can be written as

µ∗
(

1−κ∗
µr

κr

)
ξ

4−(µ∗+κ∗)ξ
2+κ∗+ iξβ∗(1−ξ

2)= 0 (24)

which remains within a fourth-order polynomial format be-
cause of the structural equation (7) with the augmented mass
matrix M∞ defined in (8).
The system parameters in (24) are determined based on a
specific tuning criterium, which in the present case is the
equal modal concept described in [6, 18]. For tuned mass
absorbers it secures a good compromise between large attain-
able damping and effective response amplitude reduction.
The procedure relies on the exact matching of the charac-
teristic equation (24) with the generic polynomial

ξ
4−
(
2+4χ

2)
ξ

2
0ξ

2 +ξ
4
0 +4iλχξ0ξ

(
ξ

2
0−ξ

2)= 0 (25)

which by construction secures equal damping and obtains
maximum damping ratio at a bifurcation point for λ = 1. It
follows immediately by the ratio between the first and third
order terms inside the last parenthesis of (24) and (25) that
the reference frequency ratio

ξ0 = 1 (26)

which is a direct consequence of using the locked mode
shapes q∞, j as the basis of the modal representation. Next

the characteristic equation (24) is normalized to a unit coef-
ficient to the leading quartic term. Then comparison of the
constant terms in (24) and (25) gives

κ∗
µ∗

=
1

1+µ∗
µr

κr

(27)

identifying µ∗µr/κr as a representative absorber parameter.
Comparison of the quadratic terms gives the model parame-
ter

χ =

√
1
4 µ∗

µr

κr
(28)

while the corrected damper ratio β∗ is then determined from
the common factors to the odd-power terms,

β∗
κ∗

=

√
2µ∗

µr

κr
(29)

In this expression for β∗ a complex pole location slightly be-
low the bifurcation point is achieved by λ = 1

2

√
2, which

avoids structural interference of the two identical modes at
λ = 1 and provides the desired flat plateau in the frequency
response amplitudes [6].
Finally, the attainable modal damping ratio in the two struc-
tural modes may be estimated from (28) as

ζ
est
r ' λχ =

√
1
8 µ∗

µr

κr
(30)

The above expressions ensure equal modal damping of the
two structural modes based on a specified mass ratio µr. Fur-
thermore, when the corrections for residual modes are not
included, the expressions (27)-(30) simplify as µ∗ = µr and
κ∗ = κr.

4 Calibration of residual mode parameters
In (17) the correction modal stiffness k′r and mass m′r

represent the influence by all other vibration modes and thus
explicitly adjust the actual system parameters µr and κr in
(21) by their corresponding ratios κ′r and µ′r defined in (23).
The influence of other modes on the targeted vibration mode
may be assessed in the limit ca = 0, at which the homoge-
neous form of the governing equations (7) and (6) determine
na +1 natural frequencies for the vibration mode j = r when
the absorber parameters ma and ka are calibrated according
to the tuning principle of Section 3.

Assume that the absorber mass and stiffness can be esti-
mated as ma = m̃a and ka = k̃a. For ca = 0 the homogeneous
form of (7) and (6) constitute the eigenvalue problem(
−ω

2
[

M+ m̃aWαααWT m̃aWααα

m̃aαααWT m̃aααα

]
+

[
K 0
0T k̃aααα

])[
q
ua

]
=

[
0
0

]
(31)
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When m̃a and k̃a are chosen sufficiently accurate, this eigen-
value problem (31) identifies na + 1 natural frequencies
around ω∞,r for the targeted vibration mode r. Two of these
frequencies ωA and ωB represent dynamic absorber-structure
interaction of the actual flexible structure, while the remain-
ing na − 1 frequencies describe redundant absorber modes
with high damping. Figure 3 shows trajectories with respect
to ca of the na + 1 = 4 natural frequencies in the complex
plane for the numerical example considered in Section 7. For
ca = 0 the associated four real-valued frequencies are then
identified in Fig. 3c, with the two outer frequencies identi-
fied or assumed as ωA (◦) and ωB (�), while the two interme-
diate frequencies (×) then denote the redundant trajectories
that approach the imaginary axis for increasing ca.
The background correction ratios κ′r and µ′r are now deter-
mined such that the characteristic equation (24) exactly re-
covers the determined frequency ratios

ξA,B =
ωA,B

ω∞,r
(32)

in the limit β∗ = 0, where (24) reduces to the quadratic equa-
tion

µ̃∗
(

1− κ̃∗
µ̃r

κ̃r

)
ξ

4− (µ̃∗+ κ̃∗)ξ
2 + κ̃∗ = 0 (33)

with assumed mass and stiffness ratios µ̃r = m̃a/mr and κ̃r =

k̃a/kr, respectively. The sum and product of the two roots ξ2
A

and ξ2
B to (33) then fulfill the relations

ξ
2
A +ξ

2
B =

µ̃∗+ κ̃∗

µ̃∗

(
1− κ̃∗

µ̃r

κ̃r

) , ξ
2
Aξ

2
B =

κ̃∗

µ̃∗

(
1− κ̃∗

µ̃r

κ̃r

)
(34)

from which the combined stiffness and mass ratios are read-
ily obtained as

µ̃∗ =
κ̃r

µ̃r

ξ2
Aξ2

B−ξ2
A−ξ2

B +1
ξ2

Aξ2
B−ξ2

A−ξ2
B

κ̃∗ =−
κ̃r

µ̃r

ξ2
Aξ2

B−ξ2
A−ξ2

B +1
ξ2

Aξ2
B

(35)

Finally, the correction ratios µ′r and κ′r are then determined
from (21) as

1
µ′r

=
1
µ̃∗
− 1

µ̃r
,

1
κ′r

=
1
κ̃∗
− 1

κ̃r
(36)

As shown in the numerical example of Section 7 this pro-
cedure provides an accurate estimation of the residual mode
correction ratios κ′r and µ′r, provided that the initial estimates
m̃a and k̃a are sufficiently accurate and that ωA and ωB can
be clearly identified from the na + 1 natural frequencies ob-
tained for ca = 0.

5 Design procedure
A design procedure is now proposed and stepwise sum-

marized in Table 1. The attainable damping ratio for mode
r can be estimated by (30). Without residual mode correc-
tion µ∗ = µr and κ∗ = κr, whereby (27) determines κr =
µr(1−µr) and (30) then gives a desired modal mass ratio

µdes =
8ζ2

des

1−8ζ2
des

(37)

when ζest
r = ζdes has been introduced. This mass ratio µdes

can be used to determine a desired absorber mass ma. How-
ever, the absorber ratios are defined in (22) based on the
modal parameters with respect to the infinitely damped mode
shape q∞,r, for which the corresponding mass matrix M∞

contains the unknown absorber mass. Thus, to estimate the
desired absorber mass, the approximation q∞,r ' q0,r is sub-
stituted into (14b) with M∞ eliminated by (8). Hereby the
absorber mass is given as

ma = m0,r
µdes

1−µdes
(38)

where m0,r is the mass ratio for the undamped structure ob-
tained by (14a) with q∞,r = q0,r and M∞ = M. The absorber
mass ma is kept constant during the remainder of the design
procedure, whereby M∞ can be constructed by (8) and the in-
finitely damped eigenvalue problem (10) can then be solved
to give ω∞,r and q∞,r for the target mode j = r. Hereby, the
modal mass mr and stiffness kr are determined by (14), while
the modal mass ratio is finally determined as µr = ma/mr.

The absorber tuning in Section 3 requires calibration of
the residual mode correction ratios µ′r and κ′r, obtained by the
frequency matching procedure described in Section 4. Ini-
tially the stiffness ratio is estimated from (27) without cor-
rection and thus κ∗ = κr, whereby the absorber mass and
stiffness estimates are

m̃a = ma , k̃a = krµr(1−µr) (39)

The augmented eigenvalue problem in (31) is now solved and
the natural frequencies ωA,B are identified among the na +
1 natural frequencies associated with the vibration mode r,
whereby the normalized frequencies are ξA,B = ωA,B/ω∞,r
from (32). Thus, the residual mode correction ratios µ′r and
κ′r are estimated explicitly by the expressions in (35) and (36)
with estimated mass ratio µ̃r = m̃a/mr = µr and stiffness ratio
κ̃r = k̃a/kr = µr(1−µr) from (39).
The obtained correction ratios µ′r and κ′r represent the modal
interaction with the non-resonant modes j 6= r, and thus the
optimal absorber parameters must be re-tuned by the tuning
expressions in Section 3. Because the absorber mass ma is
not re-evaluated, the mass ratio µr may not be updated by
(35a). An expression for the actual stiffness ratio κr = ka/kr
is therefore obtained by elimination of κ∗ between (21b) and
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Table 1. Design procedure for the tuned mass absorbers with ζdes.

1) Solve the undamped eigenvalue problem (9).

2) Determine the modal mass m0,r.

3) Calculate the actual absorber mass ma by (38) and set m̃a = ma.

4) Solve the infinitely damped eigenvalue problem (10).

5) Determine the modal mass mr and stiffness kr from (14).

6) Determine m̃a and k̃a by (39)

7) Solve the augmented eigenvalue problem (31) and choose ωA,B.

8) Determine µ′ and κ′ from (35) and (36).

9) Re-evaluate κr by (40) and κ∗ by (21b).

10) Evaluate β∗ by (29) and βr by (21c).

11) Determined actual absorber stiffness by ka = κrkr

and absorber damping coefficient by ca = βr
√

krmr.

the tuning relation (27), which gives

κr =
µ∗(1−µr)

1−µ∗/κ′r
(40)

Without residual mode correction (κ′r → ∞) this expression
recovers the correct solution κr = µr(1−µr), used in (39b) to
estimate the absorber stiffness. After determining κr by (40)
the combined stiffness ratio κ∗ is then finally re-calculated
by (21b). As by now µr, κr, µ∗ and κ∗ are known, the com-
bined damper ratio β∗ follows from the tuning formula (29),
while the actual damper ratio βr is obtained from (21c). The
absorber mass ma is initially chosen by (39), while the deter-
mination of the absorber stiffness ka = µrkr and damping co-
efficient ca = βr

√
krmr finalizes the design procedure, sum-

marized in Table 1.

6 Absorber balancing
When multiple absorbers are placed on the same struc-

ture to damp the same mode, proper balancing factors should
be introduced to relatively size the individual absorbers. In
the force relation (4) the common absorber parameters ma,
ca and ka determine the magnitude for all absorbers, while
their internal scaling is governed by the balancing matrix in
(5).
The absorber force vector fa in (4) can be expressed by an
equivalent viscous relation as

fa = iωH(ω)αααus (41)

introducing the frequency dependent absorber function

H(ω) = ma
iω(ka + iωca)

−ω2ma + ka + iωca
(42)

which becomes real-valued for pure viscous dampers, as
considered in [17]. An estimate of the absorber’s work-
ing behavior can be gained by assuming resonance, where
maω2 ' ka, whereby the inertia and stiffness terms in the de-
nominator of H(ω) cancel. Thus, the absorber function can
be approximated as

H(ω)' ma
iω(ka + iωca)

iωca
' ma

ka

ca
(43)

where the last approximation assumes ka � ωca, corre-
sponding to

√
2µr � 1 for the absorber tuning assumed in

Section 3 without residual mode correction. Thus, around a
resonance the tuned mass absorber approximately acts as a
viscous damper with apparent viscous coefficient maka/ca.
Thus, it seems appropriate for resonant absorber damping to
determine a relative sizing of the individual absorbers by the
approach for viscous dampers presented in [17].
Assume that each absorber acts directly on the structure, as
indicated in Fig 1, whereby the connectivity vector for the
i’th absorber

wi = [0 . . . , 1, . . . ,0 ]T (44)

contains a single unit value at the degree-of-freedom to
which the i’th absorber is attached. Thus, us,i = wT

i q defines
the i’th entry of us defined in (3). The balancing procedure
in [17] secures that the viscous dampers restrain the displace-
ment of the structure at the same rate, whereby they operate
together optimally. The locked vibration mode, correspond-
ing to having support conditions at the individual points of
damper/absorber attachment can mathematically be formu-
lated by introducing na Lagrange multipliers in the extended
eigenvalue problem [20],([

K W
WT 0

]
− ω̄

2
∞,r

[
M 0
0 0

])[
q̄∞,r
λλλr

]
=

[
0
0

]
(45)
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Fig. 2. (a,b) Cantilever beam with three absorber forces and (c) beam cross-section.

where the ¯( ) refers to this eigenvalue problem with fully
restrained structure displacements at all absorber locations.
However, in practice the natural frequency ω̄∞,r and mode
shape q̄∞,r are conveniently determined from the undamped
eigenvalue problem (9) with the additional support condi-
tions that restrain structural motion at all absorber locations.
According to [17] the appropriate balancing of an absorber
i relative to a given reference i = 1 is then obtained by the
scaling relation

αi

α1
=

ρi,rwT
1 q0,r

ρ1,rwT
i q0,r

(46)

in which q0,r is the undamped vibration mode j = r from
(9). The constraint force components ρi,r for the i’th ab-
sorber in vibration mode r are obtained by substitution of
q̄∞,r and ω̄∞,r into the undamped balance equation (9) fol-
lowed by pre-multiplication with wT

i to extract the reaction
force needed to restrain the structure,

ρi,r = wT
i
(
ω̄

2
∞,rM−K

)
q̄∞,r (47)

Note that the reaction force component may alternatively be
extracted from (45) as the Lagrange multipliers in λλλr. The
balancing relation given by (46) ensures a uniform effect of
the absorbers when working optimally together. Though the
method has been formulated for viscous dampers in [17],
quite good balancing factors are obtained for tuned mass ab-
sorbers, as illustrated by the following numerical example.

7 Numerical example
The calibration and balancing procedure is now illus-

trated by an example. The first mode of the cantilevered
beam with length `/a = 40 in Fig. 2a,b is damped by three
tuned mass absorbers. The beam cross-section is shown in
Fig. 2c with indicated shear centre A and elastic centre C.
The axes {x′1 , x′2} indicate the principle axes and as the two
centres do not coincide the translations in the x1- and x2-
directions couple with the angle of twist θ. The cross-section
geometry is given in the figure with overall thick a/40. The

material is isotropic with elastic modulus E = 210 GPa and
Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3. The beam is modelled by three-
dimensional beam elements with six degrees-of-freedom per
node, including the rate of twist θ′. The beam model is dis-
cretized by ten elements and the absorbers fa,1 − fa,3 are
placed in node four, as shown in Fig. 2a,b, with respect
to the cross section shear centre A, as depicted in Fig. 2c.
The attachment in the origin of the beam axes secures the
single-unit-value construction of the connectivity vector w
in (44), regarded by the balancing procedure in Section 6. In
the present case the origin is placed in A to obtain a simple
structural model. For another absorber location, the beam
axes must simply be placed at the different location.
For the approximate balancing procedure of Section 6, the
eigenvalue problem (45) with constraints at absorber loca-
tion determines the locked vibration mode q̄∞,1 and natural
frequency ω̄∞,1 for the target mode r = 1. The three con-
straint forces ρ1,1 to ρ3,1 are then determined by (47), while
the components of the balancing matrix are finally evaluated
by (46) as ααα = diag[1 , 1.735 , 0.038a2 ]. This balancing en-
sures a more consistent response compared to homogeneous
balancing with ααα = diag[1 , 1 , a2 ].
The initial desired modal damping ratio is chosen as ζdes =
0.05, corresponding to a modal mass of µ1 = 0.0206 and
stiffness ratio κ̃1 = µ(1− µ) = 0.0202. When the absorber
mass ma = µ1m1 has been determined, the correction param-
eters are obtained as µ′1 = 0.433 and κ′1 = 0.629 according to
the design procedure in Table 1. After a re-tuning according
to the procedure in Section 3, the final stiffness ratio becomes
κ1 = 0.0199, thus slightly smaller than the initial value.
Figure 3 shows the root loci when varying the common vis-
cous coefficient ca from 0 to ∞. Figures 3a,c show the root
loci for absorber tuning without residual mode correction
(1/µ′1 = 1/κ′1 = 0), while Figs. 3b,d show the results for
the full calibration with finite correction ratios µ′1 = 0.433
and κ′1 = 0.629. To illustrate the importance of a proper bal-
ancing, Figs. 3a,c represent the case with homogeneous bal-
ancing by ααα = diag[1 , 1 , a2 ]. It is seen from Fig. 3d that the
full calibration with a proper balancing displays the desired
semi-circular root loci with the asterisks indicating the opti-
mal damping slightly below the bifurcation point. The red
markers indicate the calibration frequencies ωA (◦) and ωB
(�). Homogeneous balancing is seen to provide limited tun-
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Fig. 3. Root loci (a,c) without correction, (b,d) with correction, (a,b) not balanced and (c,d) balanced.

Fig. 4. Frequency response of (a,c) structure, (b,d) absorbers, (a,b) without correction and (c,d) with correction. Not balanced (dashed
lines), balanced (solid lines), horizontal (red), vertical (black) and rotation (blue).

ing accuracy, whereas the inclusion of the residual mode cor-
rection improves the root locus diagrams in Fig. 3c,d com-
pared to Fig. 3a,b. The modal damping ratios of the two split
modes are according to (30) calculated to be ζest

1 = 0.051,
while the actual damping ratios are found to be ζ1 = 0.0527

and 0.0525, with ζ1 = 0.1005 and 0.1043 for the two redun-
dant absorber modes.
Figure 4 shows the frequency response curves for the beam
loaded by a harmonic load with frequency ω. To avoid modal
interaction the spatial distribution of the load is fe =M∞q∞,1,
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whereby it becomes orthogonal to the other modes ( j > 1).
The curves are normalized according to their correspond-
ing static deflection of the structure u0

s at node four. Fig-
ures 4a,c represent the structure response, while Figs. 4b,d
show the absorber amplitudes. The two top Figs. 4a,b
are without residual mode calibration, while the two bot-
tom figures (c,d) are for µ′1 = 0.433 and κ′1 = 0.629. The
dashed curves represent homogeneous balancing by ααα =
diag[1 , 1 , a2 ], while the solid curves represent the optimal
balancing ααα = diag[1 , 1.735 , 0.038a2 ] with the colors indi-
cating us as the translation in the x1-direction (red), in the
x2-direction (black) and torsion (blue). As also observed in
the root locus analysis, the proper balancing of ααα corrects the
curves to coincide and exhibit the desired plateau around the
resonance associated with optimal tuning of a single degree-
of-freedom structure. Furthermore, the calibration ensures
a flat plateau with almost identical amplification of the two
structural modes in Figs. 4a,c and a completely flat plateau
for the absorber amplitude in Figs. 4b,d. It is further ob-
served that the calibration with homogeneous absorber bal-
ancing yields a significant resonance peak, illustrating the
importance of proper balancing between the ααα-components
by a procedure as in Section 6.

8 Conclusions
A procedure for approximate balancing and calibration

of tuned mass absorbers mounted on flexible structures has
been described. The tuning of the classic mass absorber
is based on a single degree-of-freedom structure and a se-
lected vibration mode to be damped. For discrete structures,
the influence of residual non-resonant vibration modes be-
comes important. This contribution to the absorber tuning
has been included by calibrating a flexibility and inertia term
with respect to two specific frequencies identified for van-
ishing absorber damping and sufficiently accurate estimates
of the absorber stiffness. To improve the absorber efficiency
for coupled bending-torsion vibrations, a set of two trans-
lational and a single rotational absorber are combined into
an effective system for damping of fully coupled vibrations.
As translational and torsional stiffness are inherently differ-
ent, the absorbers must not be balanced homogeneously and
a method for sizing of viscous dampers has been shown to
provide proper balancing for tuned mass absorbers, resulting
in the desired root locus and frequency response curves with
equal modal damping and flat plateaus in the corresponding
response amplitude curves.
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Abstract. Damping of torsional beam vibrations of slender beam–structures with thin–walled
cross–sections is investigated. Analytical results from solving the differential equation gover–
ning torsion with viscous bimoments imposed at the boundary, are compared with a numerical
approach with three–dimensional, isoparametric elements. The viscous bimoments act on the
axial warping displacements associated with inhomogeneous torsion, and are in a numerical for-
mat realized by suitable configurations of concentrated, axial forces describing discrete dampers.
It is illustrated by an example that significant damping ratios may be obtained for a beam with
an open cross–section.

1 INTRODUCTION

Torsional vibrations may be induced in slender, thin–walled beam–structures by e.g. wind,
if the loads on the beam act with a certain eccentricity relative to the shear center of the cross-
section. For beams with asymmetric cross-sections the elastic and shear centers do not coincide,
whereby the flexural and torsional vibrations couple. In both cases the total dynamic response
may be damped by damping the torsional motion of the beam. Slender structures like long
bridge decks, aircraft wings or wind turbine blades may be prone to aerodynamic instabilities
like flutter, where flexural and torsional vibrations couple. Flutter is associated with apparent
negative damping that cannot be sufficiently compensated by the inherent structural damping.
To avoid flutter and e.g. to reduce fatigue stresses by aerodynamic forces, supplemental damping
is therefore required.
Torsional vibrations of thin–walled beams are associated with inhomogeneous torsion which
generates out-of-plane, axial warping displacements that are often significant at the boundaries
of beams with open cross-sections. The free, torsional vibration characteristics including warping
were originally investigated by Gere [1] who solved for the natural frequencies and mode shapes of
beams with various boundary conditions, and by Carr [2] where an energy apporach was applied
to obtain approximate frequency equations for a few combinations of boundary conditions.
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Subsequently Gere and Lin [3] studied the coupling between flexural and torsional vibrations,
and the coupling with restrained thin–walled beams by Lin [4]. Numerical results using a finite
element approach were compared with analytical results by Mei [5], and Friberg [6] derived
an exact dynamic element stiffness matrix, though without the effect of warping. Analytical
solutions of frequencies and mode shapes for prismatic beams excited by harmonic, torsional
loads have been derived by Augustyn and Kozién [7].

Damping of torsional vibrations has only briefly been addressed in the literature. Narayanan
and Malik [8] attached viscoelastic layers to the flanges of a beam with an open cross–section;
Jansen and van der Steen [9] considered damping of torsional vibrations in oil well drillstrings;
and recently Augustyn and Kozién [10, 11] glued piezoelectric actuators to a beam to reduce the
torsional vibrations. Christiano and Salmela [12] showed that the restraining of warping results
in an often considerable increase in natural frequency and change in vibration characteristics.
This localized effect of restrained warping was utilized to introduce a substantial amount of
supplemental damping by Høgsberg et. al. [13], where viscous boundary conditions were applied
through pure bimoments at the supports. They solved the eigenvalue problem associated with
free vibrations with respect to the complex-valued natural frequency and corresponding damping
ratio. They demonstrated that significant damping ratios could be realized by these viscous
bimoments at the beam supports.
The present paper performs a numerical investigation of the changed dynamic behaviour of
thin-walled beams with applied viscous bimoments at the boundaries. The results in terms of
natural frequencies and damping ratios are compared with [13]. The numerical procedure is
based on a linear finite element approach with three-dimensional, isoparametric elements. In
a simple numerical code, the bimoments are easily represented by concentrated, axial forces
distributed over the cross-section. These viscous forces are proportional to the velocity of the
given node and are added to the equations of motion by an influence vector describing the
points of application. As they are proportional with velocity, they constitute a damping term
and result in a modified damping matrix. Setting up the equations of motion in a state-space
format yields an eigenvalue problem, from which the corresponding complex natural frequencies
and damping ratios are extracted.

2 UNCOUPLED TORSIONAL VIBRATIONS

Consider a beam element of length ℓ, axial coordinate x and transverse axes {y, z}. The axial
displacement is u(x, y, z, t) and the angle of twist is θ(x, t) as seen in Fig. 1a. In the present
analysis it is assumed that flexural and torsional vibrations uncouple because of coinciding elastic
centers.
The differential equation governing the torsional vibration problem is set up by energy relations
which require the elastic and kinetic energy. The elastic strain energy contains contribution
from homogeneous and inhomogeneous torsion, respectively given as

U =

∫

ℓ

1
2 GK(θ′)2 dx+

∫

ℓ

1
2 EIψ(θ

′′)2 dx (1)

where G is the shear modulus, K is the torsion stiffness parameter, E is Young’s modulus and Iψ
is the warping moment of inertia with ψ indicating the sector–coordinate or warping function.
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Figure 1: Degrees of freedom and coordinates a) and sector–coordinate ψ for an I–profile with
a positive angle of twist b).

For an I–profile the distribution of the sector–coordinate is shown in Fig. 1b. The kinetic energy
o the torsional motion is

T =

∫

ℓ

1
2 ρJθ̇

2 dx (2)

where ρ is the mass density and J is the polar moment of inertia taking the distribution of the
mass into account. Energy dissipation may be defined through a viscous damping coefficient
either distributed along the beam by c0(x) or acting at discrete points via c described by Dirac’s
delta function δ. As dampers may be applied at discrete points the latter is relevant whereby
the dissipated energy D then takes the form:

D =

∫

ℓ
c0(x) θ̇

2 dx =

∫

ℓ
c δ(x − x0) θ̇

2 dx (3)

where x0 indicates the point of application of the discrete damper. In the case of damped
vibrations the change in mechanical energy is balanced by the dissipated energy, U̇ + Ṫ = −D.
Performing the differentiation of the energy balance and using integration by parts yields the
governing differential equation as

EIψθ
′′′′ −GKθ′′ + ρJθ̈ = 0 (4)

As no continuous form of damping is intended, the last expression in (3) is instead applied as a
boundary condition. Thus, (4) is valid between the points of application of external dampers.
A time harmonic solution of the form θ = ϕ eiωt may be assumed with ω being the natural
frequency and ϕ the spatial solution. Inserting the frequency solution into (4) and following the
approach by Gere [1], the spatial solution may be expressed as

ϕ = D1 cosh(αx) +D2 sinh(αx) +D3 cos(βx) +D4 sin(βx) (5)

introducing the four integrations constants D1 to D4 – determined by the boundary conditions
– and the two apparent and real–valued wave numbers defined as

α2 =
√

1
4k

4 + λ4 + 1
2k

2 , β2 =
√

1
4k

4 + λ4 − 1
2k

2 (6)
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This formulation of the solution introduces the warping length scale k, wave speed v and scaled
wave number λ respectively as

k2 =
GK

EIψ
, v2 =

GK

ρJ
, λ4 =

(
kω

v

)2

(7)

It is noted that v represents the wave speed for the homogeneous torsion problem. The spatial
solution to the torsion problem in terms of the vibration form is obtained from (5) by use of
relevant boundary conditions. Applying the boundary conditions yields transcendental equations
which must be solved iteratively for the combined set of α and β. One wave number is then given
by the other through (6), and the use of the third expression in (7) determines the frequency ω.
For more details see e.g. [1, 13].

2.1 Viscous Bimoment at the Boundary

A viscous condition on the boundary may be imposed in several ways. In [13] a viscous normal
stress distribution was applied at the beam supports acting through the axial displacement
producing a bimoment. This normal stress was distributed across the cross-section of the beam in
a continuous manner. In the case of active control a discrete device would produce a concentrated
force proportional to the velocity at specific points at the cross-section. A viscous, concentrated
force Fd(y, z, t) at the boundary is

Fd = ± c u̇d (8)

where c is a viscous damping coefficient and u̇d(y, z, t) is the axial velocity, positive in the x–
direction. The force is defined as positive in tension, whereby the ”+” in (8) refers to the left
end of the beam at x = 0 and the ”−” refers to the right end at x = ℓ. The axial displacement
due to torsion is given through the sector–coordinate, and the corresponding velocity is

u̇d = −ψ θ̇′d (9)

see e.g. Vlasov [14]. A series of discrete dampers may be applied at the boundary each dissipating
energy. Thus the second expression in (3) indicates a sum of the viscous damping coefficients
associated with the given damper and the velocity at that particular point. In combination
with (8) the rate of external work D produced by the dampers is formulated as the sum of the
contributions of the viscous forces multiplied with the energy conjugate velocity by

D = ±
∑

j

Fd,j u̇d,j = ±
∑

j

c u̇2d,j = ±
(
θ̇′d
)2 ∑

j

cψ2
j (10)

where ψj is the sector–coordinate at the location of the j’th damper and c is here assumed to be
constant for all dampers. A bimoment as shown in Fig. 2a is usually noted with a double arrow
due to the classical example shown in Fig. 2b. Here two opposite bending moments are applied
at the flanges. Vectorially they add up to zero, and a pure bimoment is thus a kinematic and not
a static condition. It does not generate a resulting force (or moment) but acts as a concentrated
change in rotation curvature. The bending moments, however, may be decomposed into force
couples as seen in Fig. 2c. A given configuration of concentrated, axial forces therefore generates
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Figure 2: I–profile beam with a bimoment a), bending moments at the flanges generating the
bimoment b) and equivalent configuration of concentrated, axial forces c).

a bimoment through the sector–coordinate. By definition the bimoment produces work through
the negative gradient of the angle of twist, see e.g. Vlasov [14]. Thus, the rate of work produced
by a bimoment is D = −θ̇′dBd. Equating this rate of work with (10) yields

Bd = ∓ θ̇′d
∑

j

cψ2
j (11)

The bimoment produced by the dampers Bd(t) must be balanced by the section bimoment at
the boundary B(x, t) = −EIψθ′′(x, t). The dynamic boundary condition then takes the form

θ′′d ∓ η θ̇′d = 0 (12)

with the effective viscous damping parameter η =
∑

j cψ
2
j /EIψ. The form of (12) is identical

to [13] with exception of the effective parameter η. Here the viscous damping coefficient c is
scaled relative to the amount of dampers, the corresponding sector–coordinates at the points of
application and the warping stiffness EIψ. Inserting the frequency solution θ = ϕ eiωt yields the
harmonic boundary condition

ϕ′′ ∓ iωηϕ′ = 0 (13)

which is directly applicable in connection with the transcendental equations governing the tor-
sional vibration problem.

3 DAMPING OF TORSIONAL VIBRATIONS

When not considering a beam element but modelling the entire structure by a finite element
procedure, a discretized, multi–degree–of–freedom system with n degrees of freedom may be
assumed. The equations of motion are set up by the elastic, kinetic and dissipated energy. The
elastic energy gives the stiffness contribution through the stiffness matrix K, the kinetic energy
gives the inertia contribution through the mass matrix M and the dissipated energy gives the
applied, discrete viscous forces as described in (8) and in the second term in (10). The energy
balance Ṫ + U̇ = −D then gives
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Mq̈(t) +Kq(t) = −fd(t) (14)

where q(t) is a column vector containing the degrees of freedom and fd(t) are the externally
applied viscous forces. In this case the inherent structural damping is neglected. Damping
may be constituted as a series of dampers modelled as equivalent concentrated, viscous forces
acting through a viscous damping coefficient c and the velocity of the corresponding nodes in
the discretized system:

fd(t) =

( nd∑

j

cjwjw
T
j

)
q̇(t) = C̃q̇(t) (15)

Here cj is the viscous damping coefficient associated with the j’th damper and wj is an influence
vector describing the points in the structure connected to the damper. The column vector wj

thus contains 1 at the location of the damper and otherwise 0’s. In this case, however, a constant
viscous damping coefficient is used for all dampers. Inserting (15) into (14) yields the equations
of motion with a modified damping matrix

Mq̈+ C̃q̇+Kq = 0 (16)

These modified equations of motion with damping included yields a quadratic eigenvalue prob-
lem. However, they may be formulated in a state–space format

d

dt

[
q

q̇

]
=

[
0 I

−M−1K −M−1 C̃

] [
q

q̇

]
(17)

where I is a n × n identity matrix. Assuming a time–dependent, partial solution the state–
space format constitutes an ordinary eigenvalue problem, from which the eigenvalue iω and
corresponding eigenvector may be extracted. For damped vibrations the natural frequency ω is
generally complex–valued and usually expressed as

ω = |ω|
(√

1− ζ2 + iζ
)

(18)

with ζ being the damping ratio defined by the imaginary part of the natural frequency

ζ =
Im[ω]

|ω| (19)

In the complex plane the natural frequency ω constitutes a semicircle between the undamped
frequency ω0 and the corresponding upper limit frequency ω∞. In the former case the damper(s)
have no effect and the viscous damping coefficient therefore is c = 0. In the corresponding
extreme case where c → ∞ the damper locks and the node, at which the damper is attached,
simply becomes restrained against axial movement.

4 EXAMPLE

In the following an example is used to illustrate the theory from Section 2, the numerical
procedure established in Section 3 and to illustrate the use of concentrated, axial forces as a
measure of damping.
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Figure 3: Fixed–free beam with viscous bimoment Bd at x = ℓ a) and I–profile cross–section b).

4.1 Damping of a fixed–free beam.

Consider the fixed–free beam in Fig. 3a. The beam has the length ℓ, is fixed at x = 0 with
restrained rotation and warping and is free at x = ℓ. The beam cross–section is an open I–profile
with height and width a and thickness t = a/20, see Fig. 3b. With the chosen cross-section,
material and length of the beam the warping length scale normalized with the length of the
beam is kℓ = 3 and thus represents a slender structure. For a particular viscous bimoment at
the boundary at x = ℓ, the complex natural frequency ω and corresponding damping ratio ζ
are obtained by determining the integration constants in (5) by use of the boundary conditions.
For the fixed–free beam with damping at x = ℓ the boundary conditions are

ϕ(0) = 0 , ϕ′(0) = 0 , ϕ′′(ℓ) + iωηϕ′(ℓ) = 0 , k2ϕ′(ℓ)− ϕ′′′(ℓ) = 0 (20)

With these homogeneous boundary conditions and the homogeneous differential equation (4)
the torsion problem constitutes an eigenvalue problem where the spatial solution (5) leads to a
transcendental equation. In [13] it is derived as

(αℓ)4 + (βℓ)4

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ) +

(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

(αℓ)(βℓ)
sinh(αℓ) sin(βℓ) + 2

+ iωηℓ
(αℓ)2 + (βℓ)2

(αℓ)2(βℓ)2
cosh(αℓ) cos(βℓ)

[
αℓ tanh(αℓ) + βℓ tan(βℓ)

]
= 0

(21)

This equation is solved iteratively for αℓ and βℓ, while the third expression in (7) determines
the frequency and by (19) the damping ratio is found. In obtaining a semi–circle in the complex
plane, illustrating the variation of the frequency, the viscous damping coefficient c – contained
within the effective damping parameter η – is varied in the interval c ∈ [0 ; ∞[. In this example
a series of configurations for the distribution of discrete dampers is applied, see. Fig. 4. The
first configuration seen in Fig. 4a consists of a single damper applied at one corner of the I–
profile, and the resulting warping of the cross–section is thus only partly restrained. The second
configuration is a more effective measure of restraining warping as two dampers are located
at opposite corners where the largest warping displacements occur, see Fig. 1b. The profile
may though still warp, and thus the third configuration is applied which effectively prevents
the cross–section from warping almost completely. The two configurations in Figs. 4a and 4b
do not constitute pure bimoments as they generate a normal force – and in the first case also
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Figure 4: Three configurations of dampers; opposite corners a), all corners b) and distributed
along flanges c).

bending moments – which must be accounted for. However, together with the third configuration
they serve to illustrate the amount of damping that might by obtained by restraining at the
right locations and with a proper number of dampers. The two configurations with non–pure
bimoments may even serve to illustrate the possibility of damping coupled flexural vibrations,
if the right structural set–up could be established.
The frequency loci and damping ratios for the three different configurations obtained by solving
(21) are seen as the solid curves in Figs. 6a and 6b, respectively. By all three configurations of
dampers the analytical model yields the same results in terms of undamped frequency ω0 and the
frequency with the dampers being locked ω∞, corresponding to infinite damping. The dynamic
boundary condition (12) restrains warping of the entire cross–section in a unified manner, and
does not take the possible modes of warping with the dampers applied into account. The optimal
value of the viscous damping parameter copt is therefore different in the three cases, but plotted
as the effective damping parameter η the three sets of curves coincide as seen in Fig. 6b.

Frequencies and damping ratios

In the numerical comparison a standard finite element approach is used with solid, isopara-
metric elements. A special bi–cubic–linear element is exploited to model thin flanges and a
cubic–bi–linear element for connections and corner – these are illustrated in Fig. 5.

a) b)

Figure 5: Isoparametric 24–node bi–cubic–linear a) and 16–node cubic–bi–linear b) element.
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Figure 6: Frequency loci a) and damping ratios b) showing the results from (–) the analytical
procedure and numerical procedure with (· · · ), (– · –) and (– –) representing the three bimoment
configurations shown in Figs. 4a, 4b and 4c respectively.

The elements are intended for modelling of thin-walled beams where a linear interpolation across
the thickness is sufficient and a cubic interpolation in the flange–wise direction to capture the
parabolic stress variations associated with shear. The I–profile is thus sufficiently modelled with
seven elements in the cross–section in the case of a simple static analysis. See e.g. Høgsberg &
Krenk [15] for the use of a two–dimensional version of these elements for general cross–sectional
analyses of thin–walled beams. In the present case, however, a further discretization of the
cross–section is necessary in order to capture the warping effect. As two nodes across the thick-
ness of the flanges are present, a damper at each node of the corners are applied in order to
avoid any unnecessary distortion of the cross–section as the damping effect increases. Thus, the
damping forces Fd in Fig. 4 constitute a set of two dampers.
Solving the eigenvalue problem in the state–space format for the complex frequency and cor-
responding damping ratio for the three configurations of dampers yield the frequency loci and
distribution of the damping ratio illustrated with the non–solid curves in Fig. 6. As seen the
undamped frequency ωFEM0 is 0.9 % lower than the analytical solution. This may be due to
the torsional mode in the numerical example not representing ’pure torsion’ – as the analytical
method requires – but contains some minor distortion, e.g. local deformations of the flanges.
The analytical approach is independent of the shape of the cross–section and only works through
the cross-sectional parameters, but a three–dimensional numerical model takes this into account.
In the case of c → ∞ the boundary condition (12) completely restrains the warping at the free
end, and the increment, (ω∞ − ω0)/ω0, in the frequency is 0.217 in the analytical case. The
numerical model, however, only requires an axial restraining of the nodes at the corners of the
I–profile where the dampers are attached. As the largest warping displacements occur at the
corners, restraining these will have an essential influence on the warping of the rest of the cross–
section. As the cross–sections in the three cases in Fig. 4 still are able to warp locally when
c → ∞, the corresponding frequencies ωFEM

∞
will be lower compared to the analytical model,

which is also seen in Fig 6a. For the configurations shown in Figs. 4a, 4b and 4c the increments
in frequencies, (ωFEM

∞
− ω0)/ω0, are 0.043, 0.115 and 0.199 relative to the analytical ω0, corre-
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Figure 7: Damping ratio given as a function of damper force, for the three damper configurations.

sponding to an increase in stiffness from increased restraining of the warping. The increase in
locked frequency has a direct consequence on the damping ratio; the bigger the frequency locus
the more damping it is possible to obtain. This is also evident in Fig. 6b where the damping
ratio ζ increases from 0.029 through 0.063 to 0.106 for the three configurations, compared to
0.109 in the analytical case. This should correspond to approximately half of the frequency
increment, but due to ωFEM0 not completely coinciding with ω0 the values are just slightly off.
By this it is noted that the numerical and analytical models match quite well, as the damping
ratios are almost identical in the case 4c when restraining the entire cross–section.

In this example identical viscous damping coefficients c are used for all dampers. And larger
damping ratios may be reached by application of different damping coefficients optimised for
each damper. Different cross–sections where warping is more pronounced may equivalently result
in even large damping ratios. However, for closed cross–sections associated with larger kℓ–values
the obtainable damping ratios are limited due to the vanishing warping displacements. In that
case an amplified warping displacement may be induced by including a slit along the beam,
whereby non–vanishing, relative axial displacements occur.

Damper force

As damping of torsional vibrations by restraining of warping displacements prospectively is
intended for beam–structures within civil or mechanical engineering, it is of interest to consider
the magnitude of the forces occurring in the dampers. As the eigenvalue problem solved is
complex, the force in the damper is also complex. Thus, the magnitude of the force vector for
the j’th damper is |Fd,j | = |cj wT

j q̇|. Assuming a time dependent solution of the form q = q0 e
iωt

the force takes the form
|Fd,j | = |i cj ωwT

j q0| (22)

This force, however, is scaled according to the corresponding eigenvector and does not represent
the actual magnitude. But related to the reaction force R in the case of infinite damping,
the relation between the two forces is comparable, provided that the eigenvectors are scaled
identically. Fig. 7 shows the damping ratio given as a function of the force of the damper in a
single corner of the I–beam, in Fig. 4. For the three configurations in Figs. 4a, 4b and 4c the
force ratios |Fd|/R corresponding to maximum damping are 0.887, 0.650 and 0.602 respectively.
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It is seen that quite large portions of the reaction force must be realized at optimal damping, and
for the single damper configuration almost 90 % of the reaction force is present in the damper.
This indicates that a configuration of several dampers that effectively restrains warping is most
advantageous.

5 CONCLUSION

A previously developed novel method for damping of torsional vibrations of thin–walled
beams by control of warping displacements has been investigated and compared with a numerical
finite element procedure. The torsional vibrations are damped by restraining the out–of–plane
warping displacements by applying viscous bimoments at the boundary of the beam. These
viscous bimoments are represented by axial, concentrated forces proportional with the velocity
of a given node in the numerical model. By an example it is shown that restraining warping is
associated with a significant increase in natural frequency depending on the part of the cross–
section being restrained. A proper configuration of dampers results in a considerable amount
of supplemental damping for a slender beam-structure, even though all dampers in the present
paper are associated with identical viscous damping coefficients. The undamped and infinitely
damped natural frequencies are however not exactly identical due to the numerical model taking
the actual geometry of the beam into account. This suggests that a final design should be carried
out by a numerical procedure to get accurate calibration of the dampers, as well as the forces
in the dampers which may be close to the reaction force when locking the damper.
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Abstract. This paper considers damping of torsional beam vibrations by active control of the axial

warping displacements. A beam element with active positive position feedback (PPF) is set up with

an additional flexibility parameter. This arises from partial restraining of warping caused by discrete

actuators. The flexibility lowers the frequency associated with an infinite actuator gain and thereby the

attainable damping ratio. It is shown how it furthermore affects the stability limit. Results are compared

with three-dimensional finite element results, with multiple actuators acting on an end cross-section of

the beam. The accuracy of the beam model is justified by an example which shows that substantial

damping ratios may be achieved by active warping control.

1 INTRODUCTION

Slender structures like long bridge decks, aircraft wings, wind turbine blades and general thin-walled

beams may be prone to vibrations due to loads like wind, traffic etc. If the loads act with an eccentricity

relative to the shear center or if the cross-section lacks double symmetry, torsional vibrations may be

induced. For some structures the aerodynamic instability phenomenon flutter may occur where flexural

and torsional vibrations couple. To potentially avoid flutter or to reduce fatigue stresses, structural mass

or accelerations, supplemental damping may be required.

Torsion of thin-walled beams generates out-of-plane, axial warping displacements that are often signifi-

cant at the boundaries of beams with open cross-sections. Thus, for these types of thin-walled beams the

restraining of warping results in an often considerable increase in the natural frequency and change in vi-

bration characteristics as described by Gere [1]. The localized effect of restrained warping is used in [2]

to introduce a substantial amount of supplemental damping by applying an energy dissipating boundary

condition. In [3] discrete viscous dampers constituting a pure bimoment are placed on the beam cross-

section of a three-dimensional finite element model, showing convincing agreement with the governing

transcendental equation.

For beams with closed cross-sections or when torsion couples with flexure, viscous dampers may

not be sufficient or even practically applicable. Thus, in the present work an active damping concept is

used for damping of pure torsional vibrations. A positive position feedback (PPF) [4] signal is passed

by a sensor through a simple linear filter to an actuator which produces an active force. The damping
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Figure 1: a) beam with degrees-of-freedom and b) thin-walled cross-section with coordinate system.

concept is applied with a beam element and compared with a full three-dimensional finite element (FE)

analysis. In an actual structure the actuators are placed as discrete actuators on a beam cross-section,

thus only partially restraining the warping. This is associated with an additional flexibility that lowers

the frequency obtained when the actuators completely lock - which in control theory typically is refered

to as a zero - and thereby also the maximum damping ratio determined as the relative imaginary part of

the natural frequency. This flexibility is incorporated into the beam element as a Maxwell-type boundary

condition, and is calibrated by dedicated finite element results. The system is solved in state-space form

and it is shown that substantial damping ratios may be obtained for the lowest torsional mode. For the

position feedback the control gain is limited by stability yielding a gain as derived in [5]. At a certain

point the actuator will eliminate the structural stiffness at the location of the actuator and the response

becomes unbounded. This limit, however, is based on a static condition and it is shown how the additional

flexibility from restraining warping partially affects this limit.

2 STRUCTURAL EQUATIONS

In this section the governing structural equations are presented. First the differential equation gov-

erning pure torsion is presented and then the beam is discretized with beam elements, resulting in the

governing multi-degree-of-freedom equations.

2.1 Uncoupled torsional vibrations

Consider the beam in Fig. 1a with length ℓ, longitudinal axis z and transverse axes {x1,x2}. For a

cross-section like the one in Fig. 1b with double symmetry, the elastic and shear centers coincide and

the torsional and flexural vibrations thereby uncouple. The rotation with respect to the shear center is

denoted θ(t,z) and the warping intensity is the spatial derivative of the rotation θ′(t,z). The differential

equation governing pure torsional vibrations may be derived as [1, 3, 6],

EIψθ′′′′(t,z)−GKθ′′(t,z)−ρIψθ̈′′(t,z)+ρJθ̈(t,z) = 0 (1)

where E is Young’s modulus, G is the shear modulus, ρ is the mass density, Iψ is the warping moment of

inertia, K is the torsion stiffness parameter, ()′ = ∂()/∂z denotes partial differentiation with respect to z

and (̇ ) = ∂()/∂t denotes partial differentiation with respect to t. The third term is the inertia associated

with the axial warping [6] and is often neglected due to its limited importance.
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2.2 Discretization with beam elements

The torsion problem is now implemented in a finite element setting and the structure is discretized

with beam elements. As pure torsional vibrations are considered the beam element only contains the two

torsional degrees-of-freedom as depicted in Fig. 1a, that is the rotation and warping intensity. The four

degrees-of-freedom for the beam element are interpolated as,

θ = N
[

θA , ℓθ
′
A , θB , ℓθ

′
B

]T
(2)

where the displacement interpolation array N contains the Hermitian shape functions,

N =
[

2s3 −3s2 +1 , s(s−1)2 , −2s3 +3s2 , s2(s−1)
]

(3)

where s = z/ℓ is a local element coordinate. The element stiffness matrix K and mass matrix M are asso-

ciated with the elastic and kinetic energy respectively. Setting up the energies and assuming a prismatic

beam element leads to the explicit expression for the stiffness matrix

K = EIψℓ
−3




12

6 4

−12 −6 12

6 2 −6 4


+GKℓ−1 1

30




36

3 4

−36 −3 36

3 −1 −3 4


 (4)

with contributions from homogeneous and inhomogeneous torsion through GK and EIψ respectively.

The mass matrix takes a similar form,

M = ρJℓ
1

420




156

22 42

54 13 156

−13 −3 −22 4


+ρIψℓ

−1 1

30




36

3 4

−36 −3 36

3 −1 −3 4


 (5)

The first term in (5) contains the torsional inertia and the second term contains the warping inertia. The

latter is usually of limited importance and often discarded but may in this format easily be implemented

through the submatrices. The local elements are easily assembled and transformed to a global structure

[7].

2.3 Multi-degree-of-freedom system

As the model is discretized with beam elements the equations of motion are given in terms of the

displacement vector q(t) of the linear system and the corresponding stiffness matrix K and mass matrix

M from Section 2.2. Neglecting any inherent structural damping the system has the general form,

Mq̈(t)+Kq(t) =−wBd(t) (6)

where Bd(t) represents the effect of the external actuator on the system in the form of a bimoment [6].

The corresponding connectivity vector w identifies the point on the structure connected to the actuator

for the beam with a single actuator. The vector has the structure w = [0, ...,1, ...,0]T with the single entry

defining the degree-of-freedom associated with the actuator.

The actuator is assumed linear and collocated and may be formulated by a frequency transfer function

H(ω) and gain g in the form

Bd(t) = gH(ω)wT q(t) (7)
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Figure 2: a) magnitude and phase angle and b) real and imaginary part of the transfer function H(ω).

The frequency function may take several different forms based on the particular control law. By intro-

ducing (7) in (6) the equations of motion may be written in the frequency domain as

(
−ω2

nM+K+gH(ω)wwT
)

q̃n = 0 (8)

where (̃ ) indicates the amplitude. If g = 0 the actuator does not influence the structure and the solution to

the eigenvalue problem in (8) will give real-valued solutions in form of the undamped natural frequencies

ω0,n. If, on the other hand, g→∞ the actuator will lock and prohibit displacement at its location, whereby

the solution to the eigenvalue problem provides the infinitely damped frequencies ω∞,n, associated with

infinite gain. The frequencies ω0 and ω∞ are typically denoted pole and zero respectively within control

theory.

3 Active control by position feedback

Active control is now introduced by a positive position feedback. The control system detects the axial

warping displacement at the end cross-section during the torsional motion, passes it through a simple

linear first order filter and feeds it positively back to the structure. The position feedback is deemed

appropriate as the warping displacements are small and easily measured by e.g. a piezoelectric sensor or

a laser device. The filter is mathematically formulated as [8]

Bd(t)+ τḂd(t) = gθ′g(t) (9)

where θ′g = wT q is the displacement at the actuator which in this case constitutes the warping intensity,

Bd is the actuator force constituting a bimoment which is energy conjugate to the warping intensity and

τ is a filter constant which defines the cut-off frequency at 1/τ. Based on the displacement θ′g(t) the

equivalent actuator force Bd(t) is fed back to the system. The transfer function for the filter in (9) is

hereby obtained as

gH(ω) =
g

1+ iωτ
(10)

The corresponding phase angle and magnitude are determined as

tan ϕ =−ωτ , |H|= 1√
1+(ωτ)2

(11)

The phase angle and magnitude are seen in Fig. 2a. This specific filter ensures large damping in the

low-frequency range below the cut-off frequency, while attenuating noisy high-frequency components
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which may be badly represented. By the punctured curve in Fig. 2a it is evident that this is achieved as

the magnitude of the transfer function vanishes above the cut-off frequency. The major benefit of active

control is the possibility of greater damping performance when the actuator leads velocity with a phase

angle ϕ > π/2. Especially in the low-frequency range this filter exhibits a phase angle close to π as

indicated by the solid curve, and therefore has a force component in phase with negative stiffness.

In order for the actuator to dissipate energy and not amplify the vibrations, it is required that Im[gH(ω)]>
0. In Fig. 2b the solid curve represent the imaginary part of the transfer function. As this is negative, it

means that g < 0.

3.1 Warping-restrained flexibility

In practice warping control may be realized by axial actuators, acting on the cross-section as shown

in Fig. 3a. In a situation with concentrated axial actuators applied at a cross-section the actuators will

only fully restrain the warping displacements at the location of the actuators. At infinitely high gain,

i.e. when g → ∞, the axial movement at the actuator location will be completely prevented. However,

the cross-section may still able to warp in between the actuators and leave an altered warping function

as illustrated in Fig. 3b. This is associated with an additional flexibility compared to a fully restrained

cross-section [3]. At vanishing damping (g = 0) the additional flexibility must however disappear. This

additional flexibility may therefore be modelled as a spring in series with the actuator, as seen in Fig.

4. The warping works through the gradient of the angle of twist and therefore so does the spring. It is,

however, an artificial spring as it is not physically present, but merely describes the additional flexibility

due to the partial warping of the cross-section for g > 0. Thereby it may conveniently be modelled

as a Maxwell-type boundary condition. The total gradient of the angle of twist, θ′d , is the sum of the

contribution from the actuator and spring as seen in Fig. 4,

θ′d(t) = θ′k(t)+θ′g(t) (12)

where it works through the actuator bimoment Bd . The bimoment produced by the spring is

Bk(t) = kθ′k(t) (13)

and the bimoment produced by the actuator is given by (9). Introducing (9) and (13) into (12) yields the

modified control equation, to be used for calibration of g and identification of the stability limit,

(
1

g
+

1

k

)
Bd(t)+

τ

g
Ḃd(t) = θ′d(t) (14)
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with stiffness k.

The determination of k requires in this case knowledge about the actual structure either from a full three-

dimensional finite element model, from experiments or from real measurements. The stiffness k in the

flexibility format reduces the infinitely damped frequency ω∞ as the cross-section is now able to warp in

between the actuator locations. However, due to the active nature of the actuator there will be a stability

limit, see Section 3.3, where the response becomes unbounded. In the complex plane, however, the root

locus will trace towards the correct infinitely damped frequency, as the controller equation (14) in the

limit describes only the additional flexibility,

(
1

g
+

1

k

)
Bd(t)+

τ

g
Ḃd(t) = θ′d → Bd(t) = kθ′d for g → ∞ (15)

This means that the structural equations are merely supplemented with a spring, incorporated in flexibility

format, when establishing the state-space equations in the following section. The stiffness k is calibrated

in the unstable situation where g → ∞, but this is equivalent with a situation where the actuators are

replaced with supports and may thus be used for calibration.

3.2 State-space formulation

The properties of the dynamic system with damping is conveniently demonstrated in the frequency

domain. The equations of motion are therefore set up in a state-space format including the feedback

force from (14). With the state-vector z(t) = [q(t) , q̇(t) , Bd(t)]
T the system is

d

dt




q(t)
q̇(t)

Bd(t)


=




0 I 0

−M−1K 0 −M−1w

g/τwT 0 −g/τ
(

1
g
+ 1

k

)







q(t)
q̇(t)

Bd(t)


 (16)

where I is the identity matrix. The presence of the actuator leads to generally complex-valued solutions

of ω,

ωn = |ωn|
(√

1−ζ2
n + iζn

)
(17)

where n denotes the various eigensolutions. The damping ratio is given by the imaginary part of (17) as

ζn =
Im[ωn]

|ωn|
(18)

The mode shapes obtained from (16) are in general also complex, with the real part representing the

physical vibration form and the imaginary part representing the spatial phase shift due to the presence of

the energy dissipating actuator.
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3.3 Stability and gain limit

When solving (16) varying the gain in the interval g ∈ [0; ∞[ the damped frequency will trace a root

locus in the complex plane between the undamped frequency ω0 and the infinitely damped frequency

ω∞ as shown in Fig. 5. However, as mentioned in Section 3.1 after a certain gain the response becomes

unbounded. With a single actuator present, a single eigenvalue will be purely imaginary. Instability

occurs when this eigenvalue becomes zero. In order for the response not to become unbounded the

stability of the system must therefore be considered. This is mainly to set a limit for the gain g. The

stability of the system may be checked with the Routh-Hurwitz criterion. For larger systems this typically

requires determination of the Routh arrays and may not be convenient to determine an explicit limit for

the gain. An alternative is to write the full system consisting of the structural equations (6) and the

controller equation (14) in a block format. The structural equations and controller equation are pre-

multiplied with −gν−1 where ν =
(
1+ g

k

)
, and the original structural displacement vector q is replaced

by the modified set of variables in q∗ =−gν−1q. The equations then take the form

[
M 0

0 0

][
q̈∗

B̈d

]
+

[
C 0

0 −gν−2τ

][
q̇∗

Ḃd

]
+

[
K −gν−1w

−gν−1wT −gν−1

][
q∗

Bd

]
=

[
0

0

]
(19)

It is noted that if |g| < k then ν > 0. The mechanical energy is defined by the first and last matrix.

The equivalent mass matrix is always positive semi-definite, and as τ > 0 the equivalent damping matrix

will be positive definite if the original structure has positive definite damping and is otherwise positive

semi-definite. The stability is therefore entirely governed by the equivalent stiffness matrix and the

corresponding reduction in stiffness caused by the actuator with the added warping-restrained flexibility.

The potential energy associated with the stiffness matrix can be expressed as

Ve =
[
q∗T Bd

]
[

K −gν−1w

−gν−1wT −gν−1

][
q∗

Bd

]
(20)

After some rearranging it takes the form

Ve =
1
2
q∗T

[
K+gν−1wwT

]
q∗+ 1

2

(
Bd

(
gν−1

)1/2 −
(
gν−1

)1/2
wT q∗

)2

−Bdgν−1Bd −q∗T gν−1q∗
(21)
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The time derivative of this functional is given by the second matrix in (19) as

V̇e =−
[
q̇∗T Cq̇∗− Ḃdgν−2τḂd

]
≤ 0 (22)

The second term in (21) is a quadratic form and thus always positive, while the third and fourth terms

are also positive as g < 0. Stability is therefore governed by the first term of which the matrix must be

positive definite for the combined system to be stable. If the matrix becomes singular it corresponds to

the stiffness component of the actuator eliminating the structural stiffness at the location of the actuator

and instability occurs. This corresponds to the requirement

det
(
K+gν−1wwT

)
> 0 (23)

Thus the matrix in the parentheses must be invertible and the limit of the gain, gstab, may be found by

considering the invertibility of the matrix. The result follows from the Sherman-Morrison formula [9] as

(
K+gν−1wwT

)−1
= K−1 −gν−1K−1w

(
1+gν−1wT K−1w

)−1
wT K−1 (24)

When rigid body motion is accounted for, the stiffness matrix will be fully positive definite. Thus, if

the term in the parenthesis on the right side of (24) becomes zero, the term may not be inverted. This

determines the gain limit as
1

gstab

=−wT K−1w− 1

k
(25)

The above expression leaves a direct way of determining the maximum gain, which is at the same time

seen to be negative. A gain that exceeds the above limit will result in an unbounded response.

4 Comparison with a 3D FEM model

The beam model is compared with a full three-dimensional FE model with isoparametric elements.

The elements used are bi-cubic-linear elements for flange parts and bi-linear-cubic elements for corners

and junctions. For details on the elements and discretization of the beam see [3]. The beam is discretized

with 30 length-wise elements, half of them being concentrated over ℓ/25 of the beam near the end, and a

single bi-cubic-linear element per flange part as in Fig. 3a. In the three-dimensional model, actuators are

applied in the corners as in Fig. 3a, and as they are placed asymmetrically they are balanced according

to [3, 10]. Thus, m actuators are present and the feedback filter now contains several equations written

in vector format as

fd + τḟd = GWT q (26)

This equation resembles (9) but without the flexibility k. In order not to damp other modes than

those associated with torsion, each connectivity vector w j contains contributions from exactly four ac-

tuators constituting a pure bimoment. These four actuators are placed symmetrically in the corners

with respect to the principal axes of the cross-section in Fig. 1, and thus only one of the four ac-

tuators in each corner as indicated in Fig. 6b enters each connectivity vector. Thus the structure is

w j = [0 , ... ,−
√

1/4 ,
√

1/4 ,−
√

1/4 ,
√

1/4 , ... , 0]T . The collective array W = [w1 , w2 , ..., wm/4]
contains m/4 connectivity vectors and G = diag[g1 , g2 , ... , gm/4] = g3D diag[α1 , α2 , ..., αm/4] is a diag-

onal matrix with all gains. The actuators are in this case not balanced equally due to the asymmetric

location of the actuators in Fig. 6. Balancing factors α j are therefore introduced according to [3] and

g3D is a common gain. The stability requirement is derived in the same way as for the beam model with
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Figure 6: a) ’simple-simple’ beam with damping treatment at z = ℓ and b) order of actuator gains at

cross-section corner.

a single actuator, but the final condition is not an explicit expression for the gain. The following matrix

may be derived,

H = G−1 +WT K−1W (27)

which is m/4×m/4 and will be negative definite for small values of g3D and thereby have all negative

eigenvalues λi < 0. Instability occurs exactly when the first eigenvalue of H becomes positive. As the

beam model and three-dimensional model are inherently different, the gain at instability will not be the

same as the actuators are tuned differently. However, by setting up the virtual work produced by the

actuator in the beam model and the actuators in the three-dimensional model, a convertion factor can be

derived as

g3D =
g

∑m
j α jψ

2
j

(28)

where ψ j is the sector-coordinate of the j’th actuator. In the next section it will be shown that instability

occurs at the same frequency and damping ratio in the two models.

5 Damping of a ’simple-simple’ beam

The accuracy of the beam model is now demonstrated by investigating the damping properties of

the lowest torsional mode of the ’simple-simple’ beam with length ℓ as shown in Fig. 6a. The support

conditions restrain rotation but allow warping. The cross-section of the beam is shown in Fig. 1 and

has thickness t = a/40, Young’s modulus E = 210 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.3 and density ρ = 7850

kg/m3. The ratio between the cross-section height and the length of the beam is ℓ/a = 30 and a = 1 m,

for which the inherent distortion of the cross-section is minimal [3]. The beam model is compared with

results from a three-dimensional finite element analysis. In this finite element model four actuators are

placed at each corner as shown for a single corner in Fig. 6b, and balanced according to Table 1. This is

done in order to avoid unnecessary distortion of the cross-section. For the beam model the first objective

is to adjust the infinitely damped frequency ω∞ to account for the partial restrainment of the warping at

z = ℓ. This is done by performing a real analysis of the 3D FE model by solving the full system in (16)

with g → ∞ and afterwards calibrating the flexibility parameter k by a numerical search routine to ensure

that the frequency locus terminates at the correct frequency. To create the root locus the gain is varied

in the interval g ∈ [0; gstab[ where the stability limit is given by (25) or (27) for the beam and 3D model

respectively.

The root loci for both models are seen in Fig. 7a. The solid line with black circles ( ,◦) are results

from the beam model, the red markers (+) are results from the 3D model and the blue box marker (�)

indicates the stability limits. Furthermore, the punctured line indicates results for the beam model with

k = ∞ associated with complete restrainment of the warping of the entire cross-section. For comparison,
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Figure 7: a) root locus and b) damping ratio for the beam analysis ( ,◦), FE analysis (+), gain limit (�)

and k = ∞ ( ).

the smaller half-circular root locus is with pure viscous damping, and the asterix (∗) indicates optimal

tuning. Clearly the partial restrainment of the warping associated with the flexibility parameter k given in

Table 2 results in a significant difference, lowering the relative frequency increment (ω∞ −ω0)/ω0 from

0.481 to 0.365 and the damping ratio at instability from 0.572 to 0.480 for the beam model. The damping

ratio as may be seen in Fig. 7b also indicates large damping. The damping ratios at instability and the

frequency increments for the two models are very similar as seen in the table, and the small deviation

is due to distortional effects in the 3D model, which causes slightly different undamped frequencies ω0.

Due to the different nature of the two models and actuator configurations, the limit gains gstab and g3D
stab

are not identical. The factor between these two is gstab/g3D
stab = 50.4 as seen in the table, and this is

approximated well with (28) as seen in the last column in the table. Lastly it may be observed that the

gain limit for the beam model is higher if not taking the partial warping restraining into account. This

may wrongfully lead to instability.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper a computationally efficient way of investigating the properties of damping the torsional

vibrations in a simple beam with active control is considered. A beam element is set up with a single

actuator acting on the warping degree-of-freedom. The actuator consists of a simple linear filter in the

form of positive position feedback (PPF). It acts on the axial warping displacements, and is on an actual

structure placed discretely as a set of actuators constituting a pure bimoment. This partially restrains the

warping and allows for an additional flexibility in the beam model. This flexibility lowers the infinitely

damped frequency and correspondingly reduces the gain limit at the point of instability. The beam model

is compared with a full three-dimensional finite element model which has a set of actuators applied at

discrete locations, all constituting pure bimoments. In this way only torsional modes are damped. The

system equations are similar to the beam model, and instability is determined by the gain which makes

the combined stiffness matrix singular. Considering a simple-simple beam as an example and plotting

the root loci and damping ratios, very similar results between the two models are obtained. Only minor

Table 1: Balancing factors.

ga gb gc gd

α j [−] 1.0 7.5 70.0 141.4
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Table 2: Results of analysis.

k (ω∞ −ω0)/ω0 ζstab gstab gstab/g3D
stab ∑m

j α jψ
2
j

Beam model
∞ 0.481 0.572 −7.27 ·107 – –

3.89 ·108 0.365 0.480 −6.13 ·107

50.4 51.0
3D model − 0.368 0.484 −1.22 ·106

differences are observed, which may be corrected by accounting for the inherent distortion of the three-

dimensional model. It is furthermore demonstrated, that the flexibility k is necessary for the beam model

to reflect the 3D model. If not included, a gain exceeding the gain limit may wrongfully be chosen.

The gain at instability is inherently different in the two models, but may easily be estimated considering

the position of the discrete actuators. The benefits with the active filter is clear, as the beam is damped

effectively, with a damping ratio of almost ζ = 0.5.
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